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Abstract

Context-awareness refers to the idea that applications adapt to their context
of use including, for example, location, nearby devices and user habits. In the
last years, billions of sensors have been deployed all over the globe, which allow
creating comprehensive context models of our physical environment. The avail-
ability of such models constitutes a huge potential for context-aware computing
as it allows selecting relevant context information from different providers all
over the globe. However, such sharing of context information poses a number
of challenges. A fundamental problem is how to provide efficient access to the
immense amounts of distributed dynamic context information – particularly
due to the mobility of devices and other entities.
To enable efficient access to current and past position information about

moving objects, we propose a family of trajectory tracking protocols (CDR,
GRTS) as well as a distributed indexing scheme (DTI) for trajectories. Given
a certain accuracy bound, CDR and GRTS optimize the storage consumption
and communication cost for tracking a moving object’s trajectory in real-time
at some remote database and allow for various trade-offs between computa-
tional costs, reduction efficiency, and communication. DTI enables efficient
access to trajectory information that is partitioned in space and stored by dif-
ferent servers for scalability reasons. In addition, an extended scheme DTI+S
is presented, which optimizes the processing of aggregate queries.
For discovering context information that is relevant for the situation of an

application, we propose a powerful formalism for describing context models
in a concise manner and a corresponding index structure (SDC-Tree). The
formalism considerably extends existing approaches for describing information
sources by constraints and permits to adjust between different semantics for
matching descriptions against corresponding queries. The SDC-Tree enables
to discover relevant context models out of potentially millions of descriptions
efficiently using multidimensional indexing capabilities.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Skalierbare Verwaltung von Trajektorien
und Kontextmodellbeschreibungen

1 Einleitung

Kontextbezogene Anwendungen und Systeme sind in der Lage sich an die phy-
sische Umgebung in der sie verwendet werden anzupassen. Beispiele reichen
von kleinen Funktionsmerkmalen, wie der Anpassung der Klingeltonlautstärke
eines Mobiltelefons an Hintergrundgeräusche, bis hin zu komplexen Anwen-
dungsfällen, wie der Navigation sehbehinderter Personen [HKBE07]. Wichtige
Aspekte des Kontextes einer Anwendung sind unter anderem der Ort, Benut-
zergewohnheiten und Geräte in räumlicher Nähe.
Die Entwicklung des zugehörigen Paradigmas der Informatik ist seit den An-

fängen in den neunziger Jahren eng mit der Miniaturisierung und dem Preisver-
fall von Sensoren, Rechnern und Kommunikationshardware verbunden. Seither
wurden auf der Erde Milliarden von Sensoren wie Kameras, Satelliten, Wett-
erstationen, drahtlose Sensornetze, Smartphones und GPS-Empfänger ausge-
bracht [CRHPP09,Rid07]. Die enormen Datenmengen dieser Sensoren ermögli-
chen die Erstellung von umfangreichen Modellen unserer Umgebung, wie zum
Beispiel detaillierten Straßenkarten mit Echtzeitdaten zum Verkehrsaufkom-
men, 3D-Modellen von Gebäuden und feingranularen Wetterkarten.
Die Verfügbarkeit solcher Modelle bietet ein großes Potential für kontextbe-

zogene Anwendungen, da diese nicht länger an vorgegebene Sensoren gebun-
den sind, sondern die für sie relevanten Kontextinformationen dynamisch von
verschiedenen Anbietern wählen können. In Zukunft werden Millionen solcher
Kontextmodelle erwartet, die von einer Vielzahl stationärer und mobiler Kon-
textanbieter bereitgestellt und von unterschiedlichsten Anwendungen genutzt
werden [RDD+03,LCG+09].
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Die Bereitstellung und gemeinsame Verwendung von Kontextinformationen
wirft eine Reihe komplexer Fragestellungen auf, insbesondere zur Integrati-
on heterogener Daten, zur Auflösung von Inkonsistenzen und zur skalierba-
ren Verwaltung von Kontextinformationen. In den vergangenen Jahren wur-
den mehrere Ontologien für Kontextinformationen entwickelt (z.B. [RMCM03,
CPFJ04,GWPZ04, BCQ+07, YCDN07]) und Rahmenwerke und Systeme zur
Kontextverwaltung für mobile Endgeräte und speziell ausgestattete Räume
oder Gebäude vorgestellt (z.B. [RHC+02,KMK+03,BC04,CFJ+04]).
Für weiträumige oder globale Szenarien mit Millionen von Kontextmodel-

len werden verteilte Konzepte zur Kontextverwaltung benötigt, die eine Reihe
neuer Fragestellungen aufwerfen. Ein fundamentales Problem ist der effiziente
Zugriff auf die immensen Mengen verteilter und dynamischer Kontextinfor-
mationen. In erster Näherung wird ein Discovery-Mechanismus benötigt, der
es ermöglicht, jene Kontextmodelle aufzufinden, die für die aktuelle Situation
einer Anwendung relevant sind. Dies umfasst zwei Teilprobleme:

1. Formale Beschreibung von Kontextmodellen: Zur Entscheidung ob ein
Kontextmodell für die Situation einer Anwendung relevant ist, wird ein
Formalismus zur prägnanten und präzisen Beschreibung von Kontextmo-
dellen und zum Matching mit entsprechenden Anfragen benötigt.

2. Indexierung von Kontextmodellbeschreibungen: Damit die relevanten Mo-
delle unter Millionen von Beschreibungen rasch aufgefunden werden kön-
nen, ist weiterhin eine geeignete Struktur zur Indexierung und Suche der
Beschreibungen erforderlich.

Informationen über die Bewegungen mobiler Objekte (d.h. deren Trajektorien)
sind für die Kontextverwaltung von besonderer Bedeutung. Sie werden nicht
nur für den Zugriff auf den Primärkontext der Objekte – Ort, Zeit und Iden-
tität [DA00,RDD+03,YCDN07] – benötigt, sondern auch für den Zugriff auf
weitere, damit verbundene Kontextinformationen. Dies gilt in besonderem Ma-
ße für mobile Sensoren, aber auch für alle anderen beweglichen Entitäten im
Sinne der Definition von Kontext [Dey00,DA00]. Zur Erfassung und Verwal-
tung von Trajektorien werden spezielle Datenbanken für bewegliche Objekte
(engl. Moving Objects Database, MOD) verwendet [MGA03,GS05].
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1 Einleitung

Für den effizienten Zugriff auf verteilte, dynamische Kontextinformationen
in weiträumigen oder gar globalen Szenarien werden folglich auch skalierbare
Verfahren und Strukturen zur Erfassung und Verwaltung von Trajektorien
benötigt. Die Notwendigkeit die Trajektorien in Echtzeit zu erfassen – um den
Zugriff auf aktuelle und frühere Positionsdaten zu ermöglichen – und die große
Zahl an Objekten verursachen dabei zwei Teilprobleme, die von existierenden
Ansätzen nicht abgedeckt werden:

3. Effiziente Echtzeiterfassung von Trajektorien: Bei sehr vielen Positions-
bestimmungssystemen (insbesondere GPS) erfolgt die eigentliche Be-
stimmung mit entsprechenden Sensoren direkt bei den mobilen Objekten.
Zur Echtzeiterfassung der Trajektorien in einer MOD müssen die Daten
regelmäßig per Funk übertragen werden. Zur Optimierung des Speicher-
bedarfs und der Kommunikationskosten werden Protokolle benötigt, die
es ermöglichen zwischen diesen Kosten und der Genauigkeit der Daten
abzuwägen.

4. Verteilte Indexierung räumlich partitionierter Trajektorien: Übersteigt
die Zahl der zu verwaltenden Objekte die Kapazität eines einzelnen Da-
tenbankservers, so müssen die Trajektoriendaten auf mehrere Server ver-
teilt werden. Räumliche Partitionierung ist hierfür besonders geeignet,
da sie sowohl die Verarbeitung von Anfragen zu Abschnitten einer ein-
zelnen Trajektorie als auch zu allen Trajektorienabschnitten in einem
gewissen Gebiet unterstützt. Die effiziente Verarbeitung von Anfragen
des erstgenannten Typs erfordert allerdings eine geeignete Indexstruktur
zum raschen Zugriff auf die Partitionen einer Trajektorie.

Der Schichtung kontextbezogener Systeme folgend (von den Sensoren unten,
bis hin zu den Anwendungen oben), werden zunächst in Kapitel 2 die Pro-
tokolle Connection-Preserving Dead Reckoning (CDR) und Generic Remote
Real-Time Trajectory Simplification (GRTS) als Lösung für das dritte Teil-
problem präsentiert. Beide ermöglichen es zwischen der räumlichen Genauig-
keit mit der eine Trajektorie erfasst wird und dem Speicherbedarf sowie den
Kommunikationskosten abzuwägen. CDR minimiert dabei die Kommunikati-
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onskosten während GRTS den Speicherbedarf bis auf wenige Prozent über dem
theoretischen Minimum reduzieren kann.
Für das vierte Teilproblem wird anschließend in Kapitel 3 der Distribu-

ted Trajectory Index (DTI) vorgeschlagen, welcher das effiziente Routing von
Anfragen entlang einer räumlich partitionierten Trajektorie ermöglicht. Die
erweiterte Variante DTI+S ermöglicht darüber hinaus, durch Verwendung so-
genannter Summaries, die besonders rasche Verarbeitung von Aggregations-
anfragen, wie zum Beispiel die Maximalgeschwindigkeit innerhalb eines Zeit-
intervalls.
Schließlich werden in Kapitel 4 für die ersten beiden Teilprobleme ein For-

malismus zur Beschreibung von Kontextmodellen basierend auf Defined Clas-
ses [BCM+03] vorgestellt und der Source Description Class Tree (SDC-Tree)
zur Indexierung solcher Beschreibungen präsentiert. Der Formalismus unter-
scheidet sich von verwandten, existierenden Ansätzen vor allem durch seine
Mächtigkeit: Er ermöglicht geschachtelte Restriktionen über beliebige Relatio-
nen, alternative Beschreibungen und die Abstimmung zwischen zwei grund-
legenden Semantiken zum Matching von Beschreibungen mit Anfragen nach
Kontextmodellen.
Die wesentlichen Beiträge dieser Arbeit wurden auf internationalen Kon-

ferenzen publiziert [LDR08a, LDR08b, LFDR09, LDR10b]. Weitere im Rah-
men dieser Arbeit entstandene Publikationen sind [FLR07,DPG+08,LCG+09,
LWG+09, LDR10a] und beschreiben unter anderem den praktischen Einsatz
der vorgestellten Konzepte und Algorithmen.
In den folgenden drei Abschnitten werden die wichtigsten Punkte dieser

Beiträge kapitelweise zusammengefasst.

2 Effiziente Echtzeiterfassung von Trajektorien

Die Trajektorie eines mobilen Objekts wird üblicherweise als räumlich-zeit-
licher Polygonzug dargestellt, dessen Ecken die mit einem entsprechenden Sen-
sor gemessenen Positionen sind [LFG+03,MGA03,GS05]. Bei vielen Systemen,
insbesondere GPS, erfolgt die Positionsbestimmung direkt bei dem mobilen
Objekt. Würde zur Verwaltung der Trajektorie jede gemessene Position an
eine MOD übermittelt und von dieser gespeichert, so wäre dies mit großem
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2 Effiziente Echtzeiterfassung von Trajektorien

Speicherbedarf und hohen Kommunikationskosten verbunden. Letzteres gilt
besonders, wenn die MOD in Echtzeit über die Trajektorie informiert werden
soll, was für viele Anwendungen erforderlich ist.
Daher wird ein Protokoll zur effizienten Echtzeiterfassung von Trajektorien

benötigt, welches es ermöglicht, diese Kosten gegenüber der Genauigkeit der
Trajektorieninformation seitens der MOD abzuwägen.
Eine einfache Lösung ist es, alle gemessenen Positionen an die MOD zu über-

mitteln und deren Menge dort geeignet zu reduzieren. Dazu existieren verschie-
dene Algorithmen zur Simplifizierung von Polygonzügen – auchKurvenglättung
genannt. Ein bekanntes Beispiel ist der Douglas-Peucker-Algorithmus [DP73].
Allerdings werden bei diesem Vorgehen sehr viele Positionen an die MOD über-
mittelt, die anschließend überhaupt nicht gespeichert werden.
Zur effizienten Echtzeiterfassung der aktuellen Position eines mobilen Ob-

jekts wurde vielfach die Verwendung von Dead Reckoning (wörtl. Koppelna-
vigation) vorgeschlagen [WSCY99,LR01,CJP05]. Bei Dead Reckoning sendet
das mobile Objekt in einer entsprechenden Aktualisierungsnachricht neben der
zuletzt gemessenen Position auch eine mathematische Funktion zur Vorhersage
der künftigen Bewegung an die MOD. Eine erneute Aktualisierungsnachricht
ist erst dann erforderlich, wenn das Objekt droht, sich von der vorhergesagten
Position um mehr als eine tolerierte Abweichung ε zu entfernen. Als besonders
einfach und trotzdem effektiv hat sich lineares Dead Reckoning (LDR) er-
wiesen, das zur Vorhersage lediglich einen Geschwindigkeitsvektor verwendet.
Dead Reckoning optimiert zwar die Zahl der Nachrichten, liefert aber keinen
zusammenhängenden Polygonzug.
Für LDR wurde in [TCS+06] gezeigt, dass der durch die Ursprünge der Vor-

hersagen gegebene Polygonzug die tatsächliche Bewegung mit einer Genauig-
keit von 2ε annähert. Zur effizienten Echtzeiterfassung von Trajektorien wird
daher die Verwendung von LDR mit ε′ := 1

2ε vorgeschlagen – im Folgenden
mit LDR 1

2
abgekürzt.

In Kapitel 2 wird dieser Ansatz eingehend analysiert und gezeigt, dass er vie-
le unnötige Aktualisierungsnachrichten verursacht. Aus diesem Grund werden
anschließend zwei maßgeschneiderte Protokolle namens Connection-Preserving
Dead Reckoning (CDR) und Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplifi-
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cation (GRTS) vorgeschlagen. Beide ermöglichen den Speicherbedarf und den
Kommunikationsaufwand gegenüber einer tolerierten Abweichung ε, mit der
die MOD über die tatsächliche Bewegung informiert wird, abzuwägen. Beide
Protokolle berücksichtigen dabei auch mögliche Abweichungen zwischen der
tatsächlichen Bewegung des Objekts und dem gemessenen Polygonzug.
CDR basiert auf LDR, ergänzt dieses aber um eine weitere Bedingung für

das Senden einer Aktualisierungsnachricht. Und zwar sendet CDR nicht nur
eine Aktualisierung wenn das Objekt droht um mehr als ε von der Vorhersage
abzuweichen, sondern auch wenn die aktuell gemessene Position nicht als wei-
tere Ecke für den simplifizierten Polygonzugs geeignet ist. Letzteres ist der Fall,
wenn die Strecke zwischen der zuletzt übermittelten Position und der aktuell
gemessenen Position um mehr als ε von der tatsächlichen Bewegung dazwi-
schen abweicht oder abweichen könnte. Tritt dieser Fall ein, so sendet CDR
die zuvor gemessene Position – welche noch als Ecke für den simplifizierten
Polygonzugs geeignet war – zusammen mit einem neuen Geschwindigkeitsvek-
tor an die MOD. Zur Überprüfung der zweiten Bedingung speichert CDR alle
gemessenen Positionen seit der letzten Aktualisierungsnachricht in der Sensing
History S.
Es zeigt sich, dass viele Positionen nach gewisser Zeit – noch vor der nächs-

ten Aktualisierungsnachricht – aus S entfernt werden können. Diese Optimie-
rung reduziert den Speicherbedarf auf dem mobilen Objekt um durchschnitt-
lich 49%. Allerdings ist die Größe von S trotz dieser Optimierung theoretisch
unbegrenzt – und damit auch die Rechenzeit je Positionsbestimmung. Daher
wird anschließend die Variante CDRm vorgestellt, welche die Größe von S auf
m Positionen begrenzt. In ausführlichen Simulationen mit realen GPS-Traces
hat sich gezeigt, dass CDRm mit m = 500 dieselben Reduktionsraten wie CDR
erreicht und gleichzeitig die Rechenzeit mit einem 1GHz-Prozessor auf rund
0.08ms begrenzt.

GRTS verwendet zwar auch LDR zur Echtzeiterfassung der aktuellen Posi-
tion, trennt diese aber soweit als möglich von der Simplifizierung der zeitlich
zurückliegenden Trajektorie. Anders als CDR verwendet es zur Simplifizierung
daher nicht Dead Reckoning, sondern kann mit beliebigen Simplifizierungsal-
gorithmen realisiert werden.
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Dazu speichert GRTS die gemessenen Positionen ebenfalls in einer Sensing
History S. Droht das mobile Objekt um mehr als ε von der Vorhersage abzu-
weichen, so wendet GRTS den entsprechenden Simplifizierungsalgorithmus auf
S an und fügt die so berechneten neuen Ecken der simplifizierten Trajektorie
der Aktualisierungsnachricht hinzu.3 Die Simplifizierung kann allerdings auch
zuvor übermittelte Ecken der simplifizierten Trajektorie abändern, d.h. erset-
zen. Dies gilt insbesondere für die letzte Ecke, die den Ursprung der bisherigen
Vorhersage bildet. Zusätzlich zu den neuen Ecken und dem Geschwindigkeits-
vektor für LDR wird daher in jeder Aktualisierungsnachricht angegeben, wie
viele der bisherigen Ecken – beginnend mit der letzten – zunächst zu entfernen
sind. Bei einem großen Teil der Aktualisierungen bleibt die Zahl der Ecken
der simplifizierten Trajektorie unverändert, und damit auch der Speicherbe-
darf seitens der MOD. GRTS erzielt daher bessere Reduktionsraten als CDR,
welches mit jeder Aktualisierung eine weitere Ecke hinzufügt.
Die simplifizierte Trajektorie kann bei GRTS in drei Abschnitte unterteilt

werden: (1.) Einen unveränderlichen Abschnitt, der nur von der MOD gespei-
chert wird. (2.) Einen veränderlichen Abschnitt, welcher an der ersten Position
in S beginnt und durch künftige Aktualisierungsnachrichten ganz oder teilweise
ersetzt werden kann. (3.) Den durch LDR vorhergesagten Abschnitt.
Der eben skizzierte Basisalgorithmus von GRTS legt weder fest, wie viele

Ecken der zweite, veränderliche Abschnitt umfasst, noch wie viele Positionen
in S zwischengespeichert werden. Dementsprechend sind zwei grundlegende Va-
rianten möglich: GRTSk begrenzt den veränderlichen Abschnitt auf k Ecken.
Selbst für k = 1 können Reduktionsraten nur 10% unter der theoretisch best-
möglichen erreicht werden. Allerdings impliziert k keine strikte Begrenzung für
die Größe von S, welche die zur Simplifizierung benötigte Rechenzeit maßgeb-
lich beeinflusst. GRTSm hingegen begrenzt die Größe von S auf m Positionen
und damit auch die Anzahl der Ecken des zweiten Abschnitts. Erreicht |S| den
Parameter m, so wird S simplifiziert, die simplifizierten Ecken für die nächs-
te Aktualisierungsnachricht zwischengespeichert und alle Positionen bis zur
ersten neuen Ecke aus S entfernt. Folglich erzeugt GRTSm nach spätestens
m Positionsbestimmungen eine weitere Ecke. Um diesen Nachteil gegenüber

3Die erste so berechnete Ecke entspricht der ersten gemessenen Position in S und wird nicht
weiter berücksichtigt, weil sie der MOD in jedem Fall bereits bekannt ist.
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GRTSk zu mindern, wird in Abschnitt 2.5.3 die Variante GRTSmc vorgestellt,
welche die Größe von S durch eine Technik zur Kompression von Trajektori-
enabschnitten reduziert.
Danach wird besprochen, wie GRTS mit dem optimalen Simplifizierungs-

algorithmus von Imai und Iri [II88] und einer einfachen aber wirkungsvollen
Heuristik [MdB04,AHPMW05,HGNM08] realisiert werden kann. Bei letzterer
handelt es sich um einen Online-Algorithmus, so dass die Simplifizierung in-
krementell – nach jeder Positionsbestimmung – ausgeführt werden kann. Für
diese Heuristik wird überdies eine Optimierung vorgestellt, welche zur weiteren
Simplifizierung nicht mehr benötigte Positionen aus S vorzeitig entfernt.

Anschließend werden die Ergebnisse ausführlicher Simulationen von CDR und
GRTS mit mehreren hundert realen GPS-Traces präsentiert und erklärt. Bei-
spielsweise zeigt sich, dass die Kompressionstechnik von GRTSmc bei Reali-
sierung mit der genannten Heuristik überflüssig ist – dank der vorgestellten
Optimierung dieser Heuristik.
Zum Vergleich mit der theoretisch bestmöglichen Reduktionsrate wurde

ein optimaler Simplifizierungsalgorithmus nachträglich auf die gesamten GPS-
Traces angewendet. Der Vergleich ergibt, dass GRTSmc mit dem optimalen
Algorithmus von Imai und Iri und m = 500 durchschnittlich 97% der bestmög-
lichen Reduktionsrate erzielt und dazu mit einem 1GHz-Prozessor höchstens
21ms Rechenzeit je Positionsbestimmung benötigt.
Aus diesen Ergebnissen werden drei Schlussfolgerungen für die Wahl eines

bestimmten Verfahrens gezogen: Ist der Speicherbedarf für die simplifizierten
Trajektorien von wichtigster Bedeutung und verfügen die mobilen Objekte
über ausreichend Rechenleistung, so sollte GRTSmc mit dem optimalen Sim-
plifizierungsalgorithmus von Imai und Iri verwendet werden. Sollen die Kom-
munikationskosten minimiert werden, so ist CDRm wegen der etwas geringeren
Datenraten zu verwenden. Für alle anderen Anwendungsszenarien (und damit
wohl die meisten) ist GRTSm mit der genannten Simplifizierungsheuristik we-
gen seiner guten Reduktionsraten und dem geringen Rechenaufwand die beste
Wahl.
In Kapitel 2 werden ferner physikalische Modelle zur Bestimmung der mög-

lichen Abweichung zwischen der tatsächlichen Bewegung eines mobilen Ob-
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jekts und der gemessenen Trajektorie erörtert und bewertet. Außerdem wird
eine prototypische Implementierung von GRTS für Smartphones und Subno-
tebooks, mit der die Trajektorien dieser Geräte in Google Earth in Echtzeit
verfolgt werden können, beschrieben und von entsprechenden Experimenten
berichtet.

3 Verteilte Indexierung räumlich partitionierter Trajektorien

Wie eingangs erläutert können Anfragen über Trajektorien oder zu Kontextin-
formationen, die mit Trajektorien verknüpft sind, in zwei wesentliche Klas-
sen eingeteilt werden: (1.) Trajektorienbasierte Anfragen, die sich auf Ab-
schnitte einer vorgegebenen Trajektorie beziehen und (2.) koordinatenbasier-
te Anfragen, die alle Trajektorienabschnitte in einem gewissen Gebiet betref-
fen [PJT00,GS05].
In ähnlicher Weise lassen sich zwei grundlegende Schemata zur Partitio-

nierung von Trajektoriendaten auf mehrere Datenbankserver unterscheiden:
(1.) Bei objektbasierter Partitionierung werden die Trajektorien als vollstän-
dige Datensätze verschiedenen Servern zugeteilt. (2.) Bei räumlicher Parti-
tionierung wird jedem Server ein disjunkter Ausschnitt des gesamten Raums
zugeordnet, die Trajektorien entsprechend dieser Ausschnitte in Partitionen
zerlegt und auf den zugehörigen Servern gespeichert.
Beide Schemata weisen sehr unterschiedliche Charakteristika hinsichtlich der

Anfrageverarbeitung auf: Die objektbasierte Partitionierung ermöglicht die ef-
fiziente Verarbeitung trajektorienbasierter Anfragen, da jede Anfrage genau
einem Server zugeordnet werden kann. Koordinatenbasierte Anfragen hinge-
gen müssen von potentiell allen Servern verarbeitet werden. Umgekehrt lässt
sich bei räumlicher Partitionierung eine koordinatenbasierte Anfrage einem
oder wenigen Servern zuordnen. Für die räumliche Partitionierung spricht, dass
dies auch für trajektorienbasierte Anfragen gilt, da ein gewisser Abschnitt einer
vorgegebenen Trajektorie stets von einigen wenigen benachbarten Servern ge-
speichert wird. Allerdings sind diese Server nur indirekt durch die Anfrage und
den Verlauf der Trajektorie gegeben. Zur effizienten Verarbeitung trajektori-
enbasierter Anfragen wird folglich eine geeignete Struktur zum raschen Zugriff
auf die Partitionen einer Trajektorie benötigt.
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Als weiterer Vorteil räumlicher Partitionierung sei angemerkt, dass die Ser-
ver nahe der ihnen zugeordneten Ausschnitte des Raums platziert werden kön-
nen. Auf diese Weise lassen sich die Kommunikationswege zwischen den mobi-
len Objekten und den Servern minimieren [PS01,LR02].

Zur effizienten Verarbeitung trajektorienbasierter Anfragen in räumlich par-
titionieren MODs wird in Kapitel 3 der Distributed Trajectory Index (DTI)
vorgestellt. Dieser ermöglicht eine Anfrage entlang einer Trajektorie rasch zu
jenen Servern zu leiten, welche die angefragten Partitionen der Trajektorie
speichern.
Zunächst wird ein generelles Verfahren zur Verarbeitung einer trajektorien-

basierten Anfrage eingeführt: In der ersten Phase dieses Verfahrens wird die
Anfrage mit Hilfe des Home-Server-Pointers an einen beliebigen Server gelei-
tet, der eine Partition der angefragten Trajektorie speichert. In der zweiten
Phase wird die Anfrage von Server zu Server entlang der Trajektorie in Rich-
tung des angefragten Zeitintervalls weitergeleitet. Wurde das Ende (oder auch
der Anfang) des angefragten Abschnitts erreicht, so wird die Anfrage in der
dritten Phase entsprechend verarbeitet und – falls notwendig – wiederum von
Server zu Server zusammen mit möglichen Teilergebnissen weitergeleitet.
Speichert ein Server mehrere Partitionen derselben Trajektorie, so kann die

Anfrage in der zweiten Phase zwischen diesen “abkürzen”. Die grundlegen-
de Idee von DTI ist, ähnliche Abkürzungen zu entfernten Partitionen der
Trajektorie durch entsprechende Pointer explizit bereitzustellen. Ein solcher
DTI-Pointer ist einfach eine Kopie einer anderen Position, d.h. der geographi-
schen Koordinaten und des zugehörigen Zeitstempels. Er kann dazu verwendet
werden eine Nachricht direkt an den Server zu leiten, der die entsprechende
Position speichert. Ob die Nachricht tatsächlich unmittelbar an den Server
übermittelt werden kann oder ob dazwischen geographisches Routing erfor-
derlich ist, hängt davon ab, wie die Server miteinander vernetzt sind und ist
für DTI irrelevant. Daher kann DTI als temporales Routing-Overlay über ei-
nem geographischen Overlay aufgefasst werden.
Die DTI-Pointer werden so gewählt und mit ausgewählten Positionen der

Trajektorie verknüpft, dass sie eine perfekte, bidirektionale Skip-Liste [Pug90]
bilden. Dazu wird periodisch die aktuelle Position als DTI-Node deklariert, mit
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aufsteigender Sequenznummer versehen und Pointer zu älteren DTI-Nodes ge-
mäß der Skip-Liste angelegt. Zum Anlegen der Pointer wird eine entsprechende
Nachricht an die Server der betroffenen älteren DTI-Nodes gesendet.
Dank der Skip-Liste hängt die Anzahl der zum Routing entlang eines Zeit-

intervalls benötigten DTI-Pointer logarithmisch von der Länge des Intervalls
ab. Da die DTI-Pointer nicht direkt auf die Server verweisen, sondern lediglich
auf geographische Positionen, kann die zu Grunde liegende räumliche Parti-
tionierung ohne Beeinträchtigung von DTI geändert werden. Die DTI-Nodes
müssen lediglich zusammen mit den verknüpften Positionen migriert werden.

DTI ermöglicht das effiziente Routing von Anfragen in der zweiten Phase der
Verarbeitung. Durch Erweiterung des DTI um Summaries (DTI+S) kann aber
auch die eigentliche Verarbeitung bestimmter Aggregationsanfragen in der
dritten Phase beschleunigt werden. Dies gilt für alle Aggregate, die auf Ba-
sis existierender Aggregate kleinerer Zeitintervalle ermittelt werden können.
Exemplarisch seien die Länge, die Maximalgeschwindigkeit und das minimal
umgebende Rechteck eines Trajektorienabschnitts genannt.
DTI+S speichert mit jedem DTI-Pointer eine Summary, welche die entspre-

chenden Aggregate des von diesem Pointer überspannten bzw. abgekürzten
Trajektorienabschnitts enthält. Die Summaries werden jeweils mit den DTI-
Pointern erstellt. In der dritten Phase der Anfrageverarbeitung wird abhängig
vom Anfragetyp und bereits vorliegenden Teilergebnissen entschieden, welche
Summaries zur Verarbeitung herangezogen werden können. Aus diesen wird
die nützlichste Summary ausgewählt und die Anfrage entlang des zugehörigen
DTI-Pointers weitergeleitet.

Zur Beurteilung der Effektivität von DTI und DTI+S wurde eine räumlich
partitionierte MOD bestehend aus 1000 Servern in verschiedenen Experimen-
ten simuliert. Die Server speicherten die Bewegung von 100 mobilen Objekten
während eines Jahres in einem rechteckigen Gebiet von der Größe der USA.
Nach rund acht Monaten simulierter Zeit wurden in jedem Experiment 107

Anfragen verschiedenen Typs über unterschiedliche Abschnitte der Trajekto-
rien gestellt. Die Messungen ergaben, dass die Verwendung von DTI die Zeit
zum Routing von Anfragen in der zweiten Phase um bis zu 69% gegenüber
Routing ohne DTI reduziert. Bei entsprechenden Anfragetypen kann DTI+S
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die Gesamtzeit zur Anfrageverarbeitung sogar um mehr als 95% verkürzen –
unter Berücksichtigung der lokalen Indexstrukturen der Server und der ent-
sprechenden Festplattenzugriffs- und Rechenzeiten.
In der abschließenden Diskussion verwandter Arbeiten in Abschnitt 3.7 wird

die Einzigartigkeit des Ansatzes gezeigt und erörtert, wie sich DTI und existie-
rende Algorithmen zur Verarbeitung koordinatenbasierter Anfragen in räum-
lich partitionierten MODs ergänzen.

4 Beschreibung und Indexierung von Kontextmodellen

Hinsichtlich des Auffindens von Kontextmodellen kann ein verteiltes Kon-
textmanagementsystem als heterogenes Informationssystem (HIS) aufgefasst
werden, welches aus einer großen Zahl von Datenquellen besteht. Die meis-
ten der existierenden Ansätze zum Auffinden von Datenquellen in HIS ver-
wenden die Abbildungen zwischen den Schemata der Datenquellen oder zu
einem gemeinsamen Schema, um jene Quellen auszuschließen, die zu einer
bestimmten Relation oder Klasse keine Informationen bereitstellen. Diese
Vorgehensweise ist vergleichsweise grobgranular und skaliert nicht mit der An-
zahl der Datenquellen. Beispielsweise könnte es tausende von Kontextanbi-
etern geben, die ähnliche Schemata verwenden um Pläne oder 3D-Modelle
verschiedener Gebäude bereitzustellen.
Daher wird ein dedizierter Formalismus zur Beschreibung von Datenquellen

in HIS benötigt. Das mögliche Spektrum reicht von Listen mit Schlagworten
bis hin zu logikbasierten Ansätzen, die Restriktionen wie Preis ≥ 200 $ zum
Ausschluss von Quellen für eine gegebene Anfrage mit Preis ≤ 30 $ verwenden.
Dieses Spektrum zeigt gleichzeitig auf, dass unterschiedliche Semantiken

zum Matching mit Anfragen denkbar sind. Schlagworte implizieren eine pos-
itive Semantik, da eine Beschreibung eine gegebene Anfrage nur dann erfüllt,
wenn die Anfrage die “richtigen” Schlagworte enthält, die auch zur Beschrei-
bung der Quellen verwendet wurden. Die angedeutete Verwendung von Re-
striktionen hingegen impliziert eine negative Semantik, da die Restriktionen
nur dem Ausschluss von nachweislich irrelevanten Quellen dienen.
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In Kapitel 4 wird daher für HIS bei denen die Quellen eine gemeinsame Ontolo-
gie verwenden – eine Annahme, die insbesondere für Kontextmanagementsys-
teme gilt [RMCM03,CPFJ04,GWPZ04,BCQ+07,YCDN07] – ein erweiterter
logikbasierter Formalismus vorgestellt. Dieser ermöglicht nicht nur geschach-
telte Restriktion über Relationen der Ontologie, sondern unterscheidet auch
zwischen alternativen Beschreibungen derselben Quelle. Außerdem bietet er
die Möglichkeit in den Anfragen zwischen positiver und negativer Matching-
Semantik abzuwägen.

Dazu wird jede Quelle durch ein oder mehrere Defined Classes [BCM+03]
beschrieben, das heißt durch eine Klasse der Ontologie gefolgt von Restriktio-
nen, wie zum Beispiel

D1 = 〈BuildingPart : partOf ∈ 〈Museum : name ∈ {“British Museum”}〉〉

zur Beschreibung eines Gebäudemodells des Britischen Museums. Da der
Name dieses Museums unzweideutig das berühmte Museum in London beze-
ichnet, ist keine Ortsangabe notwendig. Stattdessen kann die Defined Class

D2 = 〈BuildingPart : location ∈ {44 Gt Russell St, London, UK}〉

alternativ zur Beschreibung des Gebäudemodells verwendet werden. Entspre-
chend kann das Gebäudemodell über den Namen oder den Ort aufgefunden
werden. Anfragen nach Kontextmodellen werden ebenfalls als Defined Classes
formuliert. Während eine Beschreibung aber mehrere, alternative Defined
Classes {D1, . . . , Dn} umfassen kann, besteht eine Anfrage aus nur einer De-
fined Class Q, die alle der Anwendung hinsichtlich ihres Informationsbedarfs
bekannten Restriktionen enthält.

Zur Auswertung der Defined Classes {D1, . . . , Dn} mit Q werden zwei Prä-
dikate definiert: Das Query Matching Predicate �Q stellt eine notwendige Be-
dingung für das Matching einer Beschreibung mit einer Anfrage dar. Damit
Di �Q Q erfüllt ist, muss für jede Restriktion von D eine überlappende Re-
striktion in Q definiert sein. Das Query Dismatching Predicate �Q ist eine
hinreichende Bedingung für Nicht-Matching. Dj �Q Q ist erfüllt, wenn in
Dj und Q Restriktionen auf demselben Attribut a oder derselben Relation
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r definiert sind, deren Wertbereiche sich nicht überlappen. Durch Hinzufügen
von Pseudo-Restriktionen a ∈ ∗ bzw. r ∈ ∗ zu Q kann die Bedeutung von
�Q gegenüber �Q abgestuft werden und so zwischen positiver oder negativer
Matching-Semantik gewählt werden.

Da die Konzeption einer Indexstruktur für Beschreibungen von Datenquellen
eng vom entsprechenden Formalismus abhängt, wird im selben Kapitel der
Source Description Class Tree (SDC-Tree) zur Indexierung von Defined Classes
vorgestellt. Jeder Knoten repräsentiert eine erweitere Defined Class Ni, welche
Node Class genannt wird. Die Node Class eines jeden Knoten subsumiert die
Node Classes der Kindknoten gemäß dem Index Subsumption Predicate �I ,
welches�Q impliziert. Die Node Classes bilden also eine Halbordnung, welche
die Struktur des Baums widerspiegelt. Die Wurzel repräsentiert die Node Class
〈C�, True : 〉, wobei C� die Wurzelklasse der IS-A-Hierarchie der gemeinsamen
Ontologie ist.
Eine Defined Class D einer zu indexierenden Beschreibung wird beginnend

von der Wurzel an jene Blätter weitergereicht, deren Node Classes ein passend
definiertes Index Matching Predicate �I , welches �Q impliziert, mit D er-
füllen. D wird also an jedem Blatt mit Node Class Ni �I D gespeichert.
Eine gegebene Anfrage Q wird analog unter der Bedingung Ni �Q Q an die
zutreffenden Blätter geleitet. Auf diese Weise werden ganze Teilbäume aus-
geschlossen, deren Node Classes und Defined Classes �Q für Q nicht erfüllen.
Defined Classes können sich in drei Aspekten voneinander unterscheiden:

(1.) Der Klasse und Subklassen der Ontologie, auf die sie sich beziehen, (2.) der
Existenz von Restriktionen für ein gewisses Attribut oder eine gewisse Relation
und (3.) dem Wertebereich der Restriktionen. Dies gilt auch für geschachtelte
Defined Classes wie 〈Museum : name ∈ {“British Museum”}〉 im obigen Beispiel.
Die Node Classes sind so definiert, dass Defined Classes nach allen drei

Aspekten unterschieden und indexiert werden können. Entsprechend kann
ein Blattknoten und dessen Node Class auf drei Arten in zwei oder mehr
Kindknoten und Node Classes aufgeteilt werden.
Zur automatischen Aufteilung von Blattknoten dient der Generic Split Al-

gorithm (GSAlg): Überschreitet die Anzahl indexierter Defined Classes eines
Blattknotens einen gewissen Schwellwert, so ermittelt GSAlg alle möglichen
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Aufteilungen unter Berücksichtigung aller Attribute und Relationen, bewertet
deren Nützlichkeit für die vorliegenden Defined Classes und wählt schließlich
die beste Aufteilung aus.

Zur Erprobung und Bewertung des SDC-Tree wurde dieser mit potentiellen
Beschreibungen von Kontextmodellen simuliert, welche unter Verwendung der
OpenStreetMap-Datenbank [OSM] generiert wurden. Die Simulationsergeb-
nisse mit bis zu 105 Defined Classes zeigen, dass der Aufwand für die Suche
nach Beschreibungen logarithmisch von der Anzahl indexierter Defined Classes
abhängt und der SDC-Tree daher die angestrebte effiziente Discovery von Kon-
textmodellen und anderen Datenquellen ermöglicht.
Zum Abschluss werden in Abschnitt 4.6 verwandte Arbeiten diskutiert. Es

wird gezeigt, dass der Formalismus zur Beschreibung von Kontextmodellen und
anderen Datenquellen deutlich über existierende Ansätze hinausgeht. Gleiches
gilt für die Konzepte zur Indexierung der Beschreibungen im SDC-Tree.
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1 Introduction

Context-awareness refers to the idea that applications and systems adapt to
their context of use including location, noise, nearby devices, user habits and
the social environment amongst others. Examples for context-awareness range
from simple software features, e.g. adjusting the ring volume of a mobile phone
for the ambient noise, to complex application tasks such as navigation of blind
persons [HKBE07] or emergency assistance to elderly people [BCM06].
From the beginning in the 1990s, advancements in context-aware comput-

ing are closely connected to the miniaturization of sensing, computing, and
communication hardware. For example, the Active Badge Location System
[WHFG92], which is considered one of the first context-aware applications
[BDR07], bases on wearable tags (badges) with infrared (IR) emitters and
stationary IR sensors. Each badge periodically emits a unique signal to be
received by the IR sensors. The sightings of the IR sensors allow tracking
the position of a badge and its wearer. In its initial experimental application,
the system was used for forwarding incoming calls to the phone closest to the
callee [WHFG92].
Since these days, billions of sensors have been deployed all over the globe,

including cameras, satellites, weather stations, wireless sensor networks, global
positioning system (GPS) receivers, and radio-frequency identification (RFID)
sensors. By 2008, the Earth supported several billion RFID sensors and GPS
receivers [CRHPP09]. A significant number of the more than three billion
mobile phones on earth [Rid07] are smartphones, equipped with a variety of
sensors as well as powerful processors and high data rate Internet connection.
Consider, for example, the Apple iPhone 3GS [iPhone3GS]: It features a

GPS receiver, proximity and ambient light sensors, a 3-axis accelerometer, a
digital compass and a 3.0 megapixel camera besides the requisite microphone.
These sensors not only enable to search, present, and enrich information based
on the user’s location, but also to infer the user’s activities (sitting, walking,
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meeting friends), habits (at the gym, coffee shop, at work), and surroundings
(noisy, hot, bright) by sensor data fusion and analysis [MLF+08].
The immense amounts of data acquired by the billions of mobile and station-

ary sensors allow creating comprehensive models of our physical environment.
A number of research projects from different areas, including wireless sensor
networks, public sensing, environmental monitoring, and geographic informa-
tion systems, tackle the technical challenges for acquisition and creation of
such models. Examples for such projects are CitySense [MMR+08] to moni-
tor weather conditions and air pollutants using an urban-scale sensor network,
SenseWeb [LKNZ08] to share data streams from sensors all over the globe,
and CarTel [HBZ+06] to collect and analyze traffic data from mobile sensors
in cars or smartphones.
In addition, there already exist a number of online community projects for

the acquisition and creation of models of the physical environment. For exam-
ple, the OpenStreetMap project [OSM,HW08] provides a world map created
by users all over the globe using GPS traces, whereas the Automatic Weather
Map System [AWEKAS] and the Citizen Weather Observer Program [CWOP]
are projects that collect and provide data from private weather stations.
The availability of such models constitutes a huge potential for context-aware

computing. Context-aware applications are no longer bound to predefined
sensors but can dynamically select relevant context information from different
providers. Therefore, these models and their providers are referred to as context
models and context providers, respectively [RDD+03,LCG+09].
In future, millions of context models can be expected, which are shared by

a wide variety of applications. The models not only cover different aspects
and areas of the physical world but may also differ in granularity, topological
and topographical nature, dynamism, and temporal extent. Some models only
provide information on the current point in time, whereas others provide his-
torical information such as the trajectories of containers or vehicles. Context
models may even provide predictions on the future state of the physical world
such as weather forecasts.
The sharing of context information poses a number of important challenges

to context-aware computing research – including schema integration, privacy
protection, resolving of inconsistencies, and the scalable management of con-
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text information in particular. In the last years, a number of context man-
agement frameworks and systems have been proposed for mobile devices (e.g.
[HSP+03,KMK+03,BC04]) as well as for rooms or buildings equipped with a
number of networked devices and sensors (e.g. [RHC+02,CFJ+04,WDC+04]).
Context management in large-scale or global scenarios, however, is tackled

by few works only. One approach is the Nexus platform (cf. Section 1.3), in
which this thesis was carried out.
A fundamental problem for context management in large-scale scenarios is

how to provide efficient access to the immense amounts of distributed dynamic
context information. In the first instance, an approach for discovering context
models that are relevant for the current situations of applications and their
users is required. The mentioned mobility of users, sensors, and other physical
entities, however, reveals another dimension of this problem: There exist large
quantities of relevant entities that are bound neither to certain locations nor
to single context models. In addition, there exist billions of mobile sensors
that can be used for the acquisition of context models or that even provide
moving context models. To allow for efficient access to information about the
primary context (i.e. location, time, and identity [DA00,RDD+03,YCDN07])
of such objects or to other context information associated with their movement,
scalable approaches for tracking and management of trajectories are needed.
In the following, we investigate this fundamental problem and give compre-

hensive solutions to the mentioned aspects.

1.1 Brief Introduction to Context-Aware Computing

Before we render the problem statement and our contributions more precisely
in Section 1.2, we give a brief introduction to the history and developments in
context-aware computing. Expert readers may skip this section.

The beginnings. The term ‘context-aware computing’ was introduced in
1994 by Bill N. Schilit and other researchers from the Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center (PARC). They describe context-aware computing as “the ability of a
mobile user’s applications to discover and react to changes in the environment
they are situated in” [ST94] and characterize respective context-aware software
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as follows [SAW94]:

“Such context-aware software adapts according to the location of use,
the collection of nearby people, hosts, and accessible devices, as
well as to changes to such things over time. A system with these
capabilities can examine the computing environment and react to
changes to the environment.”

Relation to ubiquitous computing. Context-aware computing is closely
connected to the integration of information processing into everyday objects
and activities, generally referred to as ubiquitous or pervasive computing. This
is also suggested by the fact that context-aware computing was introduced
within the ubiquitous computing research program at Xerox PARC, under
the direction of Mark Weiser, who is widely considered to be the father of
ubiquitous computing.
In his seminal article The Computer of the 21st Century [Wei91] Weiser

envisions how information technology indistinguishably weaves into the fab-
ric of everyday life – in consequence of the seamless integration of networked
and mostly miniaturized computers throughout the physical environment. In
the resulting embodied virtuality, articles can be digitally copied from ordinary
newspapers, electronic bookcases provide texts for download to portable com-
puters, and drawings can be composed jointly – across the Atlantic Ocean –
using digital flip charts. Of course, several of these ideas have been realized as
consumer products since that time such as digital reading devices for electronic
books.
Since context plays a vital role in many of these scenarios, context-awareness

is generally called a core concept [BC04] or enabling technology [Sch02] for
ubiquitous computing.

First applications. The above-mentioned Active Badge Location Sys-
tem [WHFG92] has been also used intensively at Xerox PARC for experimental
applications [SAW94]: Watchdog, for instance, executes predefined Unix com-
mands when the wearer of a badge enters a certain location or meets a specific
person. Contextual Reminders permits to pop up messages depending on time,
location, nearby persons, and proximate devices.
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Context-aware computing attracted more and more research interest in the
following years. One popular application area to this day is tourist guidance
in cities and museums. For example, the GUIDE system [CDMF00] allows
creating tailored city tours using portable computers and presents information
on sights depending on the visitors’ locations. More than ten other mobile
guides are surveyed in [KB03] and [RTA05].
Another popular application area – which emerged in the last ten years,

but also advances ideas from the beginnings of context-aware computing –
are smart environments, i.e. rooms or buildings equipped with a number of
networked devices and sensors. For example, the Gator Tech Smart House
[HMEZ+05] provides an assistive environment for elderly people based on the
occupants’ locations and preferences as well as sensor data from thermostats,
water sensors, RFID readers at power outlets, and many more.

Definition of context. A crucial issue is the understanding and definition of
context in this area of research [Dou04]. From the beginning it was pointed out
that location is only one facet of context, although it is of particular importance
for most applications. Schilit et al. [SAW94] give lighting, noise level, network
connectivity, communication costs, communication bandwidth, and the social
situation as further examples. Besides, they state that three important aspects
of context are: where you are, who you are with, and what resources are
nearby. Similarly, Schmidt et al. [SBG99] distinguish between human factors
and the physical environment. Human factors are categorized into information
on the user, the user’s social environment, and the user’s tasks. The physical
environment comprises location, infrastructure, and physical conditions.
Despite these examples and classifications, it took several years until a

definition of context, proposed by Anind K. Dey, became widely accepted
[Dey00,DA00]:

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the sit-
uation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an appli-
cation, including the user and applications themselves.”1

1An extended version of this definition is given in [DAS01]: “[. . . ] of entities (i.e., whether
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Context management. According to this definition, context is always
bound to entities of the physical world. Hence, information about context can
be shared by different applications – despite the application-centric nature
of the definition. Based on this property, various frameworks and systems
for managing context information have been proposed. Although each of these
approaches aims at supporting a multitude of applications, they differ in terms
of intended system structures and application domains.
For example, the Hydrogen Context-Framework [HSP+03] is tailored for

resource-constrained mobile devices. It allows applications to retrieve con-
text information from different embedded sensors based on a common object-
oriented data model. A similar framework for the Symbian platform is pre-
sented in [KMK+03]. It particularly features a Bayes classifier to recognize
higher-level context information such as driving noise and music styles.
The CASS middleware [FC04] is a server-based middleware but likewise

targets mobile context-aware applications. The context information is man-
aged at a central database server and transmitted to the mobile devices as
needed. A similar approach is taken by the Context Broker Architecture (Co-
BrA) [CFJ+04], the Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware (SOCAM)
[GPZ05b], and the Semantic Space Infrastructure [WDC+04] – three context
middleware systems for smart environments. Each of them stores the con-
text information in a central knowledge base in order to provide a consistent
context model of the environment including all users and devices. The Gaia
metaoperating system [RHC+02], on the contrary, uses a distributed approach
for context management in smart environments. It assumes a number of con-
text providers and components for inferring higher-level context information.
A registry maintains a list of all providers and allows applications to discover
the context information they need.
As stated initially, only few works tackle large-scale or global scenarios with

millions of context models and providers. Nimbus [Rot03] is a scalable platform
for managing geographic information. It is based on a hierarchical location

a person, place, or object) that are considered relevant to the interaction between a
user and an application, including the user and the application themselves. Context
is typically the location, identity, and state of people, groups, and computational and
physical objects.”
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model, ranging from countries and cities to buildings and rooms. The location
model is constituted by a large number of servers, where each server provides
a clipping of the hierarchy, e.g. the location information for a city or a uni-
versity. Semantic Context Space (SCS) [GPZ05a] is a scalable lookup service
for context providers using an overlay network. It assumes an ontology that is
shared by all context providers and allows retrieving those providers that have
information about a given ontology class. Nexus [LCG+09], which is further
explained in Section 1.3, aims for a global context management platform using
a scalable federation approach.

Context ontologies. An important characteristic of each of these frame-
works and systems is the assumption of a shared ontology for semantic interop-
erability between context providers and applications. One example is the Stan-
dard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications (SOUPA) [CPFJ04],
which has been proposed with CoBrA [CFJ+04]. It is expressed in the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [OWL] and references several well-established on-
tologies and calculi such as the OpenCyc Spatial Ontology [OpenCyc] and
the Region Connection Calculus (RCC) [RCC92]. Surveys about ontologies
and modeling approaches for context-aware computing are given in [YCDN07]
and [BCQ+07].

Importance of location. As aforementioned, location information is a
very important type of context information. Together with time and iden-
tifiers of entities, it may be used as an index to access other context infor-
mation [RDD+03]. For this reason those three are referred to as primary
context [DA00, RDD+03, YCDN07]. Location-based services such as friend-
finding [OCS06] can be considered as special context-aware applications that
are solely based on location information.

Therefore, location-sensing techniques have been always an integral part
of ubiquitous and context-aware computing research (e.g. [SAW94, HHS+99,
WDC+04,CL08]). The same applies to location services and moving objects
databases (MODs) for efficient management of position or trajectory informa-
tion (e.g. [ST94,DAS01,NGS+01,DKM+03]).

Depending on the application domain, different location or positioning sys-
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tems2 are used, ranging from global navigation satellite systems such as GPS
[ME01] to a variety of indoor systems. Examples for the latter are RADAR
[BP00], Cricket [SBGP04], and Smart Floor [OA00], which are based on signal
strength measurements in WLANs, ultrasonic ranging, and pressure-sensitive
floor tiles, respectively. See [HB01] for a survey of location systems and posi-
tion sensing techniques.
Location services originated from distributed computing whereas MODs are

an important topic in database research. Location services are particularly in-
tended for managing the current positions of a large number of moving objects.
Examples are the Globe Location Service [vSHHT98], the Nexus Location Ser-
vice [LR02] and GeoGrid [ZZL07] – besides the location registers for mobile
communications networks [PS01].
MODs, on the contrary, typically store entire trajectories. Two impor-

tant research problems that have been addressed in the last decade are data
modeling (e.g. [SWCD98, FGNS00, GdAD06]) and spatiotemporal indexing
(e.g. [PJT00, HKTG06, PSJ06, NR07]). Research on location services and
MODs converged in the last years. Protocols for tracking an object’s cur-
rent position, for instance, have been studied with location services as well as
MODs (e.g. [WSCY99,LR01,LNR02,CJNP04]).

1.2 Problem Statement and Contributions

For economic and technical reasons, it is desirable to share context information
by a variety of applications. For this purpose, several ontologies for seman-
tic interoperability between providers of context information and applications
have been developed (e.g. [RMCM03,CPFJ04,GWPZ04,BCQ+07,YCDN07]).
Furthermore, a number of frameworks and systems for context management
in mobile devices and smart environments have been proposed (e.g. [HSP+03,
KMK+03,RHC+02,CFJ+04,WDC+04,GPZ05b]).
The proliferation of sensing technology, however, will afford millions of con-

text models and providers to be shared by a wide variety of applications, as
2According to the ISO/IEC standard 19762-5:2008 [ISO-19762-5] such systems are called
‘locating systems’ but the terms ‘positioning systems’ and ‘location systems’ are much
more popular, e.g. see [WHFG92,BP00,HB01,SBGP04,LCC+05,CL08].
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discussed above. Obviously, these models have to be managed in a distributed
fashion, to cope with the immense amounts of context information and their
dynamism. Such context management poses a number of new challenges. A
fundamental problem is how to provide efficient access to this distributed dy-
namic context information.
In the first instance, a scalable discovery approach for context models is

needed, to be able to efficiently access context information about those as-
pects and areas of the physical world that are relevant for the situation of an
application. Such discovery of context models comprises two subproblems:

1. Formal describing of context models: To decide whether a context model
is relevant for the situation of an application, an adequate formalism for
describing context models and for matching these descriptions against
compatible queries is needed. The formalism has to be expressive enough
to enable context providers to describe their offers of information in a
concise manner – taking into consideration that there may exist thou-
sands of context models providing information about a class or attribute
of a given context ontology. Also the formalism has to facilitate alterna-
tive descriptions since many context models may be discovered by several
characteristics such as location and identity.

2. Indexing of context model descriptions: For scalability, an appropriate
index structure for context model descriptions is essential. It has to
ensure that those descriptions matching a given query can be retrieved
efficiently out of potentially millions of descriptions.

For the first subproblem, we propose a powerful formalism based on defined
classes, i.e. logical expressions specifying sets of objects. This formalism is
applicable not only to arbitrary context management systems but to any het-
erogeneous information system that is based on a shared ontology. It extends
existing approaches for describing information sources by constraints consid-
erably and permits to adjust between different semantics for matching de-
scriptions against queries. For the second subproblem, we present the Source
Description Class Tree (SDC-Tree). The SDC-Tree is a novel index structure
and exploits the expressiveness of the proposed formalism completely – unlike
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existing indexing approaches for ontology-based source discovery, which only
consider the IS-A hierarchy of the shared ontology (e.g. [GPZ05a,KHM08]).
Our evaluations show that the cost for searching one or few context models in
den SDC-Tree depends logarithmically on the number of indexed descriptions.

Location information is of particular importance for context-aware computing
since it may be used as index to access other context information [RDD+03].
The latter applies not only to mobile sensors but also to many other moving
objects since context information is always bound to entities of the physical
world [Dey00,DA00]. Therefore, moving objects databases (MODs) are used
in context management systems to track and manage trajectory information
about mobile objects such as sensors, hand-held devices, and vehicles.
This reveals another dimension of the considered fundamental problem. To

provide efficient access to primary context information about moving objects
or to other context information associated with their trajectories, scalable ap-
proaches for tracking and management of trajectories are needed. For this pur-
pose, a number of tracking protocols and spatiotemporal index structures have
been proposed (e.g. [WSCY99,PJT00, LR01,CJP05,GS05,HKTG06,NR07]).
However, the need to manage the trajectories in real-time at one or more
MODs – to enable access to current and past position information – and the
large number of objects raises two subproblems beyond existing solutions:

3. Efficient real-time trajectory tracking: Many positioning systems (e.g.
GPS) are based on sensors that are attached to the moving objects.
Tracking the trajectories of such objects in real-time requires transmit-
ting the position data over a wireless network to the MOD regularly. To
minimize storage consumption and communication cost, efficient track-
ing protocols are needed that allow trading these costs off against data
accuracy. Most existing protocols are designed for tracking the current
position only and therefore neglect the storage consumption or do not
generate a connected simplified trajectory at all.

4. Distributed indexing of space-partitioned trajectories: Managing a large
number of trajectories may require partitioning the data to multiple
database servers. A promising scheme is spatial partitioning since it
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supports scalable processing of queries about single trajectories as well
as of queries about all trajectory segments at a certain location. For
efficient processing of the former class of queries, however, a distributed
index structure over the partitions of each trajectory is needed.

In this thesis, we propose the Connection-Preserving Dead Reckoning (CDR)
and Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplification (GRTS) protocols
to address the third subproblem. CDR and GRTS optimize the storage con-
sumption and communication cost for tracking a moving object’s trajectory at
a remote MOD under the constraint that the actual movement and the simpli-
fied trajectory known to the MOD do not deviate by more than a predefined
accuracy bound. GRTS outperforms the only existing approach [TCS+06] by
more than factor five in terms of reduction efficiency. Furthermore, it allows
trading computational costs off against reduction efficiency as it can be com-
bined with different line simplification algorithms (e.g. [DP73, II88,MdB04]).
Even with a simple heuristic, the reduction performance of GRTS is only 10
to 14% worse than offline, retrospective reduction with an optimal line simpli-
fication algorithm.

For the fourth subproblem, we propose the Distributed Trajectory Index
(DTI). It facilitates efficient routing of queries about single trajectories to the
queried segments in space-partitioned MODs. Given that the database servers
form a fully meshed geographic overlay network, the number of hops with
DTI-based routing logarithmically depends on the temporal routing distance,
i.e. the time span between the segment stored by the server that received
the query and the queried segment. The extended scheme DTI+S further
accelerates the processing of queries on aggregates of dynamic attributes (like
the maximum speed during a time interval) by augmenting the index pointers
with summaries of trajectory segments.

The major contributions of this thesis have been published at various interna-
tional scientific conferences [LDR08a,LDR08b,LFDR09,LDR10b]. Accompa-
nying publications are [FLR07,DPG+08,LCG+09,LWG+09,LDR10a], describ-
ing amongst others the practical use of the proposed concepts and algorithms.
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of the Nexus platform.

1.3 Background: The Nexus Platform

This thesis has been carried out within the Collaborative Research Center 627
Nexus – Spatial World Models for Mobile Context-Aware Applications, which
traces back to [HKL+99].
Within the research center, the conceptual and technological framework for

integrating and sharing context models of commercial and non-commercial
providers at a global scale is researched. The Nexus platform federates these
local context models and offers consistent views on the context information
demanded by applications.
Nexus uses a three-layer architecture as illustrated in Figure 1.1, slightly

adapted from [LCG+09]. Applications and middleware services are located on
the top layer, while the context providers form the bottom layer. The dis-
tributed federation layer in the middle allows stream-based processing of com-
plex spatial queries [CEB+09]. It additionally features situation recognition
techniques [RHD+10] and context-aware communication [GDR09]. An impor-
tant core service is the Context-Broker to discover those context providers
that are relevant for a certain query or recognition task. The Context-Broker
is based on the SDC-Tree proposed in Chapter 4.
Context information is expressed using the Augmented World Modeling Lan-

guage based on a shared extendible ontology named Standard Class Schema
[NM04]. This language is compatible with Web Ontology Language (OWL)
[OWL] as shown in [NGMW08].
Within the research center, a scalable location service for managing the
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current positions of moving objects has been proposed [LR02] together with
protocols for efficient position tracking [LR01, LNR02]. The service consists
of a number of location servers where each server manages a partition of the
overall service area. These works are extended by the GRTS protocol and DTI,
presented in the Chapters 2 and 3, for scalable tracking and management of
trajectories.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is structured following the general layering of con-
text management systems – from the sensors at the bottom up to the applica-
tions at the top (e.g. [RHC+02,WDC+04,GPZ05b,LWG+09]). For example, in
the Nexus platform, tracking protocols and moving objects databases belong
to the Context Information Layer at the bottom, whereas the Context-Broker
for discovering context models is located in the Federation Layer in the mid-
dle (cf. Figure 1.1). Therefore, we propose solutions for the third and fourth
subproblems before we tackle the first two subproblems.
Chapter 2 first gives a formal description of the real-time trajectory track-

ing problem and an analysis of the only existing approach, based on the dead
reckoning mechanism. We then present Connection-Preserving Dead Reckon-
ing (CDR), which outperforms the existing approach by factor two in terms of
reduction efficiency and communication cost, although it is also purely based
on dead reckoning. Subsequently, we present the Generic Remote Real-Time
Trajectory Simplification (GRTS) protocol, which clearly separates between
tracking of the current position and simplification of the past trajectory. We
propose several optimizations of GRTS and discuss realizations with different
line simplification algorithms. We then give results from extensive simulations
with real GPS traces and draw conclusions for the selection of a specific CDR
or GRTS variant for a given application scenario. Finally, experiences with a
prototypical implementation of GRTS and related work are discussed.
In Chapter 3, we present the Distributed Trajectory Index (DTI) together

with the extended scheme DTI+S. We give the algorithms and protocols for the
construction of DTI and DTI+S as well as for query routing and processing.
We show the efficiency of the proposed scheme in simulative evaluations and
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discuss related work.
In Chapter 4, we introduce the formalism for describing context models

and for specifying compatible queries. We give the predicates for matching
descriptions against queries before we present the Source Description Class
Tree (SDC-Tree) and the corresponding algorithms. Furthermore, evaluation
results from simulations of the SDC-Tree as well as related work are discussed.
Finally, a summary of the contributions and an outlook to promising future

research topics are given in Chapter 5.
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In this chapter, we address the third subproblem of how to provide efficient
access to distributed dynamic context information, namely the efficient real-
time tracking of moving objects’ trajectories.
We formalize this problem and discuss the two major aspects, namely to

approximate an object’s movement over time by a simplified trajectory with
as few storage consumption as possible and to optimize the costs for com-
municating the trajectory information from the remote object to a MOD in
real-time. Next, we present a first solution named Connection-Preserving Dead
Reckoning (CDR), which is solely based on linear dead reckoning – a protocol
designed for tracking the current positions of moving objects at low communi-
cation costs. Subsequently, we discuss the advantages of separating tracking of
the current position from simplification of the past trajectory to gain flexibility
and better reduction efficiency. Based on this finding, we propose the Generic
Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplification (GRTS) protocol, which can be
combined with different line simplification algorithms to trade computational
costs off against reduction efficiency. Different variants of GRTS as well as
realizations with two well-known line simplification algorithms are discussed.
We compare the different protocols and algorithms in a number of simulations
with real GPS traces, draw conclusions for the selection of a concrete approach
for a given application scenario, and describe a prototypical implementation
of GRTS. Finally, related work is discussed and the chapter is concluded with
a summary.

2.1 Preliminaries

As explained in Chapter 1, MODs are used in context-aware systems for man-
aging trajectory information about mobile devices and other moving entities,
which is a prerequisite for supporting information about their primary con-
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text as well as for accessing other context information associated with their
trajectories.
Generally, a moving object’s trajectory is represented by a polyline in time

and space where the vertices are the timestamped positions acquired by a
suitable positioning system [LFG+03,MGA03,GS05]. Many of these systems
(including GPS) are based on sensors that are attached to the moving objects.
Tracking the trajectories of such objects therefore requires communicating the
position data to the MOD using wireless communication.
Transmitting and storing every sensed position of an object’s trajectory,

however, causes high communication costs and generally consumes too much
storage capacity. The former particularly applies if the MOD has to be in-
formed in real-time about the object’s movement, as required for many context-
aware applications. For example, an ordinary GPS receiver may generate more
than 30 million position data records per year, and in large-scale context-aware
systems there may be thousands or millions of objects to be tracked.
Therefore, a tracking protocol is needed that allows trading these costs off

against the accuracy of the trajectory information known to the MOD. With
such a protocol, the MOD manages only a simplified trajectory that does not
deviate by more than a certain accuracy bound ε from the actual movement,
given by a subset of the sensed positions. We refer to this algorithmic problem
as efficient (real-time) trajectory tracking. A formal definition is given below,
at the end of Section 2.2.
Real-time trajectory tracking is related to line simplification, on the one

hand, and protocols for tracking an object’s current position, on the other
hand. For clarity, we refer to the latter as (real-time) position tracking in the
following.
Line simplification refers to a multitude of algorithmic problems on approxi-

mating a given polyline by a simplified one with fewer vertices. In the terminol-
ogy of line simplification, trajectory tracking is referred to as min-# problem
in the case of Hausdorff distance under the (time-)uniform distance metric in
R

1+d with d = 2 or 3 [AV00, AHPMW05]. A straightforward approach for
trajectory tracking using line simplification is to transmit the sensed position
data from the tracked objects to the MOD and perform the simplification en-
tirely on the MOD, for instance using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [DP73]
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as explained in [CWT06]. Obviously, such a solution does not optimize the
communication cost since also those positions dropped later by simplification
are transmitted over the wireless network.
Position tracking protocols, in contrast, aim to minimize the communication

cost for informing the MOD about the current position of an object, but do
not necessarily generate a simplified trajectory of the past movement. The
latter particularly applies to the most efficient position tracking protocols,
which are based on dead reckoning. With this technique, a tracked object
initially transmits a function predicting its future movement to the MOD.
This prediction function is updated at the MOD only if the object’s locally
sensed position impends to deviate from the predicted one by more than some
accuracy bound ε. Consequently, only those sensing operations that require
an adjustment of the prediction cause an update message to be sent. The
most simple but nevertheless efficient variant is linear dead reckoning (LDR)
[WSCY99,LR01,CJP05]. It uses a linear prediction given by a timestamped
position and a velocity vector.
Dead reckoning does not generate a simplified trajectory since it describes

the object’s movement by a sequence of disconnected line sections – one for
each prediction. Computing a connected trajectory on the basis of the linear
predictions of LDR results in a simplified trajectory that may deviate from
the actual movement by up to 2ε [TCS+06]. For trajectory tracking with
accuracy bound ε, Trajcevski et al. therefore propose to use LDR with ε′ := 1

2ε,
which we refer to as LDR 1

2
. This approach, however, again causes unnecessary

communication cost and consumes a lot of storage capacity.
In this chapter, we propose the Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Sim-

plification (GRTS) protocol [LFDR09,LDR10a], which clearly separates track-
ing the current position from simplifying the past trajectory. GRTS also applies
dead reckoning for tracking the current position, to optimize the number of
messages sent over the wireless network, but can be combined with any line
simplification algorithm suited for trajectories to reduce the past trajectory
data.
There exist different solutions for line simplification, varying in reduction

efficiency and computational overhead [DP73, II88,HS94,MdB04,AdBHZ07].
For example, an optimal line simplification algorithm provides the best re-
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duction efficiency but causes the highest overhead, while solutions based on
heuristics lower the computational overhead at the cost of smaller reduction
rates. This flexibility allows applications to trade computational complexity
off against reduction efficiency. To limit the computing time at the moving
objects, we also present a space- and time-bounded variant named GRTSmc.

We investigate two realizations of GRTS with different line simplification
algorithms, namely the optimal line simplification algorithm introduced in
[II88] and an efficient simplification heuristic [MdB04].

Our evaluations show that GRTS outperforms LDR 1
2
by a factor of five in

terms of reduction efficiency. They also show that the number of vertices of the
simplified trajectory obtained by GRTSOpt

mc , i.e. the space- and time-bounded
variant of GRTS realized with the optimal line simplification algorithm, may
be less than 1% greater than the number of vertices of the best possible sim-
plification computed by an optimal offline algorithm.

The separation of tracking of the current position from simplification of
the past trajectory interestingly shows that the two goals of the trajectory
tracking problem – to minimize communication cost and to minimize storage
consumption – also contradict to some degree: With GRTS, the simplified tra-
jectory may be revised over time, i.e. vertices may be replaced by later update
messages, causing larger message sizes and thus communication cost. This
effect increases, the higher the reduction rate achieved by the simplification
algorithm.

Prior to GRTS, we therefore also propose Connection-Preserving Dead Reck-
oning (CDR) [LDR08a], which is solely based on dead reckoning as LDR 1

2
, but

outperforming LDR 1
2
by factor two. Although the reduction performance of

CDR is significantly lower than the performance of GRTS, it transmits slightly
less data than GRTS since it creates the simplified trajectory in an append-
only fashion. Furthermore, the idea of a sensing history introduced with CDR
is essential for GRTS.

Note already that Figure 2.26 in Section 2.7.5 gives an overview of all tra-
jectory tracking approaches proposed in this thesis and depicts their relations.
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2.2 Assumptions and Notation

We consider a collection of mobile objects with embedded positioning sensors
(e.g. GPS receivers) whose trajectories are managed by a remote MOD. The
objects and the MOD are connected by a wireless network. The overall number
of trajectories stored by the MOD is of no relevance here.
An object’s movement over time describes a continuous spatiotemporal func-

tion �a : R 	→ R
d from time to plane (d = 2) or space (d = 3) called the object’s

actual trajectory. Let tC denote the current time, then �a(t) is defined up to tC

and �a(tC) is the object’s current actual position.
The positioning sensor periodically senses the object’s current position with

period TS, referred to as sensing period. It results in a sequence of sensed
positions (s1, s2, . . . , sR), where s1 denotes the first and sR the most recent
sensed position. Each si is a data record consisting of the sensing time t and
the sensed position �p, denoted by si.t and si.�p, respectively.
The sensed positions define the sensed trajectory �s(t), a continuous, piece-

wise linear function, as follows: Two consecutive positions si and si+1 define a
spatiotemporal line section si si+1 on the domain [si.t, si+1.t] as

si si+1 : t 	→ (si+1.t− t) si.�p + (t− si.t) si+1.�p

si+1.t− si.t
.

Then, �s(t) is defined by the sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sR) on the domain [s1.t, sR.t]
as

�s : t 	→ si si+1(t) where si.t ≤ t ≤ si+1.t .

Geometrically, �s(t) is a time-monotonous polyline in R
1+d given by the se-

quence of vertices (s1, s2, . . . , sR).
Note that the domain [s1.t, sR.t] does not continuously increase over time

but periodically by TS, with each sensing operation. For current time tC, it
holds tC − TS < sR.t ≤ tC.

�s(t) generally deviates from �a(t) due to inaccuracies of the positioning sensor
and the time-discrete sensing. The former are generally described by stochastic
means such as probability density functions or percentiles, which allow deriving
a maximum sensor inaccuracy σ that holds with high probability. Inaccuracies
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2 Efficient Real-Time Trajectory Tracking

beyond σ – typically indicated by erratic positions – are considered as errors,
which have to be treated separately. Regarding the time discretization by
position sensing, the movement between two sensing operations is subject to
physical constraints like the maximum speed or acceleration.
Therefore, we assume that the deviation between �s(t) and �a(t) is bounded

by a certain maximum sensing deviation δ, i.e. ∀ t′ ∈ [s1.t, sR.t] it holds |�s(t′)−
�a(t′)| ≤ δ. For example, given a maximum speed vmax, we can conclude that

|�a(t′)− �s(t′)| ≤ σ + vmax
TS

2 =: δ ,

since the object cannot move more than vmax · TS/2 and then return to its
origin during a sensing period TS.
The use of speed-based movement constraints to estimate the deviation be-

tween �s(t) and �a(t) is discussed in detail in [PJ99]. In Section 2.6, we show how
to incorporate acceleration-based constraints, which typically afford smaller
values of δ.
The sensor inaccuracy may depend on dynamic technical conditions such as

the satellite constellation of GPS described by the dilution of precision (DOP).
Therefore, σ may be time-dependent, and thus δ. For simplicity, we assume
σ and δ to be fixed at first. In Section 2.5.4, we discuss how to account for
time-dependent values of σ and δ, given with each sensed position.
Note that the physical movement constraints also allow estimating �a(t′) for

t′ > sR.t. For example, given a maximum speed vmax, the actual position �a(t′)
is known to be inside a circle with radius σ+ vmax(t′− sR.t) around sR.�p. This
property is utilized by dead reckoning as explained in Section 2.3.
In this regard, we also assume that the time for processing and transmitting

an update message to the MOD is bounded by the update time TU. Exceptional
transmission delays and connection breaks are considered as errors and have
to be detected by subsidiary mechanisms such as heartbeat messages.
The MOD describes the object’s trajectory by a continuous, piecewise linear

function �u : t 	→ R
d called simplified trajectory. Geometrically, �u(t) is a time-

monotonous polyline in R
1+d given by a sequence of vertices (u1, u2, . . .) like

�s(t). Each vertex ui is a data record with attributes t and �p, just as a sensed
position.
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We refer to any clipping of �a(t), �s(t), or �u(t) given by an arbitrary time
interval or a subsequence of vertices as trajectory segment.
With this notation, the algorithm problem of tracking a moving object’s

trajectory efficiently in real-time can be formally stated as follows:

Definition 1 (Efficient real-time trajectory tracking): The goals are to
minimize the number of vertices of the simplified trajectory �u(t) as well as the
amount of data transmitted over the wireless network under the following two
constraints, where tC denotes the current time:

1. Simplification constraint: For a certain accuracy bound ε known by the
moving object and the MOD, it holds

∀ t′ ∈ [s1.t, tC] : |�u(t′)− �a(t′)| ≤ ε .

2. Real-time constraint: At tC, position �u(t) is available at the MOD for
every t ∈ [s1.t, tC].

2.3 Analysis of Linear Dead Reckoning

Before we present our approaches CDR and GRTS, we analyze the use of linear
dead reckoning (LDR) for trajectory tracking – also because CDR and GRTS
make use of LDR.
As explained above, LDR is an efficient mechanism for tracking the current

position of a moving object with low communication costs [WSCY99, LR01,
CJP05]. With LDR, the moving object and the MOD share a linear prediction
function �l(t) for determining the object’s current position. �l(t) is defined by a
previously sensed position lO called prediction origin and a velocity vector �lV
as

�l : t 	→ lO.�p + (t− lO.t)�lV .

For a given accuracy bound ε, the LDR protocol guarantees that �l(t) known by
the MOD approximates the objects’ current actual position by ε. Formally, at
current time tC, it guarantees that |�l(tC)− �a(tC)| ≤ ε. For this purpose, LDR
has to send a new prediction (lO,�lV) to the MOD as soon as |�l(tC) − �a(tC)|
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uj = si−3

si

uj+1
= si+2

�l(t)

< ε

< ε> ε

Figure 2.1: Example of a violation of ε for trajectory tracking by LDR.

impends to reach ε, taking into account the inaccuracy σ of the positioning
sensor and the possible movement during the next sensing period TS and the
update time TU for processing and transmitting an update message. For ex-
ample, assuming a maximum speed vmax, the object has to send an update
if

|sR.�p −�l(sR.t + TS + TU)|+ σ + vmax(TS + TU) > ε

since sR.�p may deviate by up to σ from the actual position at sR.t and the ob-
ject may move by up to vmax(TS+TU) until an update sent after the subsequent
sensing operation would have been received by the MOD.1

LDR is not a trajectory tracking protocol but only a position tracking pro-
tocol because of the discontinuities between the different predictions. More
precisely, it represents the object’s movement by a sequence of disconnected
spatiotemporal line sections instead of a continuous polyline. Figure 2.1 il-
lustrates such discontinuities. The solid arrows denote the linear predictions
– and thus the line sections – whereas the small crosses indicate the sensed
positions.
However, the distance between the end point of such a line section and the

start point of the subsequent one is bounded by ε.
In [TCS+06], Trajcevski et al. utilize this property for trajectory tracking.

They analyze the spatiotemporal polyline given by the origins of the linear
predictions and prove that it approximates the actual movement by 2ε. Fig-
ure 2.1 illustrates this polyline by a dashed line. Based on this finding, they
conclude that LDR allows for trajectory tracking with accuracy bound ε as

1Note that many works do not clearly state whether they account for the sensing period
and update time, or not. Some works even ignore the sensor inaccuracy σ since it can
be initially offset against ε, as long as it does not vary over time.
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2.3 Analysis of Linear Dead Reckoning

follows:

1. The moving object reports its current position using LDR with the ac-
curacy bound ε′ := 1

2ε.

2. The MOD not only stores the current prediction, but also the origins of
all previous predictions as vertices of the simplified trajectory �u(t).

In the following, we refer to this approach as LDR 1
2
. We argue that LDR 1

2
is very conservative, which can be seen from the polyline �u(t) given by the
prediction origins of LDR with accuracy bound ε. This polyline may deviate
by more than ε from the actual trajectory �a(t), as just explained. However,
such violations occur seldom and rarely get close to 2ε for the following reasons:

1. The actual position �a(t′) at time t′ can only deviate by more than ε

from the corresponding line section uj uj+1 if �a(t′) and uj+1 are located
in opposite directions from the predicted movement. This requires the
object to first deviate in one direction and then in the opposite direction
from the same prediction, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 with the sensed
positions si and si+2. Such opposite directions, however, do not occur
with typical movement patterns like turning off or stopping.

2. A violation |�a(t′) − uj uj+1| > ε can be close to 2ε only if the opposite
deviations from the prediction occur promptly one after another, which
implies t′ ≈ uj+1.t. Thus, for violations close to 2ε, the object has to
move in a very fast and irregular fashion.

To support this argumentation, we analyzed the potential of such violations
by simulating LDR with a GPS trace of a 4-hour bicycle tour from the Open-
StreetMap [OSM] project. For the simulation, we used σ = 7.8m, vmax =
10m/s, TS = 1 s, TU = 0.2 s, and ε = 50m.
With these assumptions and parameters, LDR generates 396 position up-

dates, where the last one indicates the end of the tour. Thus, the resulting
simplified trajectory �u(t) consists of 395 line sections given by 396 vertices.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the deviations between the sensed positions si and �u(t)
depending on time. Each cross denotes a sensed position si with

|si.�p − �u(si.t)| > ε− δ = 37.2m ,
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Figure 2.2: Potential violations of ε during a 4-hour bicycle tour for trajectory
tracking by LDR.

i.e. where the deviation between �a(t) and �u(t) may violate or certainly violates
the accuracy bound ε. Obviously, the violations are not distributed uniformly
over time but appear at few line sections of �u(t) only, namely at 15 of the 395
line sections. Furthermore, the deviations are well below 2ε.

We conclude that using LDR with ε′ := 1
2ε, i.e. LDR 1

2
, is generally too strict

for preventing violations of ε. It generates needless position updates and hence
simplified trajectories with unnecessary large numbers of vertices.

Next, we present an approach for trajectory tracking that extends LDR to
prevent such violations before we present the GRTS protocol, which clearly
separates tracking of the current position from simplification of the past tra-
jectory.

2.4 Connection-Preserving Dead Reckoning

In this section, we propose Connection-Preserving Dead Reckoning (CDR),
which extends LDR such that the prediction origins make up the vertices of
a simplified trajectory �u(t) that approximates �a(t) by the accuracy bound of
LDR. First, we present the basic CDR algorithm executed at the moving object
before we discuss an optimization of this algorithm. Then, we present a space-
and time-bounded variant of this algorithm named CDRm.
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2.4.1 Basic Version of CDR

As just explained in Section 2.3, the prediction origins of LDR with accuracy
bound ε make up a simplified trajectory �u(t) that approximates �a(t) by ε for
most of the time. However, some line sections of �u(t) may violate ε.
CDR is based on the observation that the moving object has all information

for detecting such violations in real-time:

1. It knows the current prediction given by the prediction origin lO and the
velocity vector �lV.

2. It knows the most recent sensed position sR.

3. Thus, it also knows the resulting line section lO sR of �u(t), in case sR is
used as origin of the next prediction.

4. It can store the sensing history since the last update message, i.e. the
positions that have been sensed after lO.t, and thus check whether one
of these positions deviates from lO sR by more than ε− δ. If so, the line
section lO sR may deviate by more than ε from �a(t). In the following we
refer to the sensing history as S := {si : si.t > lO.t}.

The basic idea of CDR is that the moving object not only sends a new position
update if caused by LDR, but also if one of the sensed positions since the last
update message deviates from lO sR by more than ε − δ.
Figure 2.3 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm executed by moving

object. A crucial difference to LDR is that CDR maintains a dynamic array
that stores the sensing history (line 5). Another, subtle difference to LDR
is that CDR does not use the most recent sensed position sR as origin of a
new prediction, but the one before sR, denoted by sR′ (line 10). The use
of sR′ has negligible or no influence on LDR since the predicted velocity �lV
generally is determined by means of the last sensed positions and particularly
(sR.�p − sR′ .�p)/(sR.t− sR′ .t). Yet, it is essential for �u(t) as explained below.
Initially the moving object transmits its current position and the zero vector

as velocity prediction to the MOD. Then it executes the while loop (lines 7
to 17) as long as it wants to report its movement to the MOD.
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1: sR ← sense position � Most recent sensed position.
2: lO ← sR � Prediction origin.
3: �lV ← 0 � Predicted velocity.
4: send update message (lO,�lV) to MOD
5: S ← {} � Sensing history since last update.
6: sR′ ← sR � Second last sensed position.
7: while report movement do
8: sR ← sense position
9: if LDR causes update or ∃ si ∈ S : |si − lO sR(si.t)| > ε− δ then
10: lO ← sR′

11: �lV ← compute new predicted velocity . . .
12: send update message (lO,�lV) to MOD
13: S ← {} � Clear the sensing history.
14: end if
15: S ← S ∪ {sR} � Add sR to sensing history.
16: sR′ ← sR
17: end while
18: send final update message (sR) to MOD

Figure 2.3: Basic version of CDR algorithm.

During each iteration, it first senses its current position (line 8) and then
checks whether LDR causes an update or whether the section condition, given
as

∀ si ∈ S : |si − lO sR(si.t)| ≤ ε − δ ,

is violated (line 9). The section condition simply states that none of the sensed
positions si since the last update should deviate from lO sR by more than ε−δ,
as discussed above. If there exists an si deviating by more than ε − δ, a
new update message with prediction origin lO = sR′ is sent to the MOD such
that the corresponding line section of the simplified trajectory �u(t) fulfills the
section condition.
After sending an update message, S is cleared to remove the sensed positions

before lO.t (line 13).
If the moving object wants to stop reporting its movement, it sends a fi-
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nal update message with the most recent sensed position and terminates the
algorithm (line 18).
The simplified trajectory �u(t) managed by the MOD consists of two parts:

the spatiotemporal polyline given by the vertices (u1, . . . , um), as described in
Section 2.2, and the prediction function �l(t) of LDR. On receiving an update
message (lO,�lV), the MOD simply updates �l(t) with the new origin lO and the
new velocity vector �lV and appends lO to the sequence of vertices as (m+1)th
vertex.
Given a query for the moving object’s position at time t′, the MOD answers

as follows:

• t′ ≤ lO.t : The MOD calculates �u(t′) as described in Section 2.2 and
returns the result to the query issuer.

• t′ > lO.t : It calculates the predicted position at time t′ using �l(t′) =
lO.�p + (t′ − lO.t)�lV and returns the result to the query issuer.

If the MOD receives the final update message (sR) it removes�l(t) and completes
�u(t) by appending sR as final vertex to (u1, . . . , um).

2.4.2 Optimization of Sensing History

CDR differs from LDR regarding the space requirements at the moving object.
While LDR only stores the current prediction and the most recent sensed
position, the basic version of CDR stores the whole sensing history S since the
last update. Theoretically, the size of S is unbounded.
However, this problem can be alleviated. For every sensed position si ∈ S

there exists a certain point in time from that on it cannot violate the section
condition without sR causing LDR to send an update. After this time, si can
be removed from S, even before the next update. This significantly reduces
the space consumption of CDR as well as the computing time per position fix.
For example, in case of the bicycle tour mentioned in Section 2.3 and ε = 50m
the maximum size of S is reduced from 405 to 214 positions. The maximum
computing time per position fix – here measured in processor ticks, i.e. clock
cycles of the CPU (cf. Section 2.7) – is reduced from 312390 to 182060 ticks.
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si−3
= lO

�l(t)

si

sR = si+2

si.t−lO.t
sR.t−lO.t

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣

∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣si.�p − lO sR(si.t)

∣∣∣

Figure 2.4: Geometric illustration of triangle inequality for optimization of S.

To determine this point in time for a given si ∈ S, we analyze the state
of the basic version of CDR (cf. Figure 2.3) right after having sensed a new
position sR (line 8) that does not cause an update by LDR.
We consider the line section lO sR, which is going to be the next line section

um um+1 of �u(t) if an update is sent in the subsequent iteration of the while
loop.
Since the prediction function �l(t) and lO sR are linear functions in t with

identical origin lO, we conclude that regarding time si.t they deviate by

si.t− lO.t

sR.t− lO.t

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣ .

As illustrated in Figure 2.4, it follows the triangle inequality

∣∣∣si.�p − lO sR(si.t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)

∣∣∣ + si.t− lO.t

sR.t− lO.t

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣ . (2.1)

LDR certainly sends an update if |sR.�p − �l(sR.t)| is equal to ε. Under the
above assumption that sR does not cause an update, we safely conclude that
|sR.�p −�l(sR.t)| ≤ ε and finally estimate

∣∣∣si.�p − lO sR(si.t)
∣∣∣ by

∣∣∣si.�p − lO sR(si.t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣si.�p −�l(sit.)

∣∣∣ + si.t− lO.t

sR.t− lO.t
ε .

Clearly, this estimate decreases over time, i.e. with increasing values of sR.t.
We now derive the point in time from that on it falls below ε− δ, as required
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1: [. . . ]
2: while report movement do
3: sR ← sense position
4: while |S| > 0 and sR.t ≥ κ(peek(S)) do
5: pop(S) � Remove root of heap.
6: end while
7: [. . . ]
8: end while
9: send final update message (sR) to MOD

Figure 2.5: Optimization of S in the CDR algorithm.

to fulfill the section condition definitely:

ε − δ ≥
∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)

∣∣∣ + si.t− lO.t

sR.t− lO.t
ε

⇔ ε − δ −
∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)

∣∣∣
si.t− lO.t

≥ ε

sR.t− lO.t
(2.2)

⇔ sR.t ≥ si.t− lO.t

ε − δ −
∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)

∣∣∣ε + lO.t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: κ(si)

(2.3)

Thus, si cannot violate the section condition once time sR.t fulfills the inequa-
tion (2.3).

So far, we assumed that sR does not cause an update by LDR. In the general
case, it holds that, once sR.t fulfills (2.3), si cannot violate the section condition
without sR causing an update by LDR. Therefore, CDR can remove si from S

at this point in time without affecting its future decisions on a new update.

For this purpose, CDR organizes S as a min-heap according to the right-
hand side of (2.3), i.e. κ(si). After position sensing, it first removes the root
of S one by one, as long as this sensed position fulfills (2.3). Figure 2.5 shows
the corresponding additional pseudo code to the basic version of CDR.
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2.4.3 Space- and Time-bounded CDR

With the optimization presented above, CDR tries to reduce the sensing his-
tory S after each position fix. Nevertheless, the space consumption of CDR is
not bounded, which can be critical for resource-constrained mobile devices.

In the following, we present the CDRm algorithm whose space consumption
is bounded by a predefined parameter m. CDRm guarantees that |S| ≤ m at
every point in time. This also limits the computing time per position fix.

CDRm is based on the following idea: Besides a heap of fixed size m for stor-
ing S, it maintains a floating-point variable dS providing aggregated informa-
tion on all sensed positions that could not be stored in S due to the space con-
straint. More precisely, dS defines a time-dependent bound for

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣.

Each time |S| is going to exceed m, the CDRm algorithm removes a sensed
position from S and updates dS accordingly.

If
∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)

∣∣∣ is below the bound defined by dS, none of the sensed
positions that could not be stored in S violates the section condition for the
most recent sensed position.

For this purpose, the section condition is split into two subconditions, re-
spectively. The first subcondition is evaluated on the sensed positions currently
stored in S, just as with CDR. The second subcondition is evaluated on dS.

We now give the mathematical basis for dS and derive the inequation for the
second subcondition. First, we reconsider the triangle inequality (2.1), given
in Section 2.4.2,

∣∣∣si.�p − lO sR(si.t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)

∣∣∣ + si.t− lO.t

sR.t− lO.t

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣ .

With it, we conclude that

∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)
∣∣∣ + si.t− lO.t

sR.t− lO.t

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ε − δ (2.4)

implies
∣∣∣si.�p − lO sR(si.t)

∣∣∣ ≤ ε − δ.
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Inequation 2.4 can be rewritten as

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣ ≤ ε − δ −

∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)
∣∣∣

si.t− lO.t︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: ϕ(si)

(sR.t− lO.t) .

Thus,
∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)

∣∣∣ ≤ ϕ(si) · (sR.t− lO.t) implies that si does not violate the
section condition. This result is used for the CDRm algorithm as follows:

1. The minimum ϕ(sj) of all sensed positions sj that had to be removed
from S due to the space constraint is stored in the variable dS.

2. Inequation
∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)

∣∣∣ ≤ dS · (sR.t− lO.t) is used as second subcondi-
tion of the section condition. Thus, an update is sent if

∣∣∣sR.�p −�l(sR.t)
∣∣∣

exceeds dS · (sR.t− lO.t).

Therefore, as long as the second subcondition is fulfilled, each removed posi-
tion sj fulfills the section condition. Thus, as long as both subconditions are
fulfilled, every sensed position since the last position update fulfills the section
condition. After an update, S is cleared – just as with CDR – and dS is reset
to ∞.
A crucial question is which sensed position to remove from S once |S| is

going to exceed m. Clearly, for small values of dS, the most recent sensed
position sR violates the second subcondition more likely. Therefore, CDRm

always removes the sj ∈ S with maximum ϕ(sj). For this purpose it stores S
as a max-heap according to ϕ(si).
Since dS aggregates all previously sensed positions with ϕ(sj) ≥ dS, the most

recent sensed position sR need not be added to S if ϕ(sR) ≥ dS. Hence, the
invariant ∀si ∈ S : ϕ(si) ≤ dS holds for S. For this reason, CDRm can directly
assign ϕ(pop(S)) to dS when removing the root of S. It does not need to
determine the minimum of ϕ(pop(S)) and dS explicitly.
Note that the max-heap order by ϕ(si) of CDRm is identical to the min-heap

order by κ(si) of CDR since κ(si) = lO.t + ε/ϕ(si).
This can be seen by comparing the inequations (2.2) and (2.3) in Sec-

tion 2.4.2. Moreover, CDR’s condition sR.t ≥ κ(peek(S)) for removing a si

from S can be rewritten as ϕ(peek(S)) · (sR.t− lO.t) ≥ ε.
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1: sR ← sense position � Most recent sensed position.
2: lO ← sR � Prediction origin.
3: �lV ← 0 � Predicted velocity.
4: send update message (lO,�lV) to MOD
5: S ← {} � Sensing history since last update.
6: dS ←∞ � Indicates empty aggregation.
7: sR′ ← sR � Second last sensed position.
8: while report movement do
9: sR ← sense position
10: while |S| > 0 and ϕ(peek(S)) · (sR.t− lO.t) ≥ ε do
11: pop(S) � Remove root of heap.
12: end while
13: if LDR causes update or ∃ si ∈ S : |si − lO sR(si.t)| > ε− δ

or |sR.�p −�l(sR.t)| > dS · (sR.t− lO.t) then
14: lO ← sR′

15: �lV ← compute new predicted velocity . . .
16: send update message (lO,�lV) to MOD
17: S ← {} � Clear the sensing history.
18: dS ←∞ � Reset the bound.
19: end if
20: if |S| = m and ϕ(sR) < dS then
21: dS ← ϕ(pop(S)) � Remove and aggregate the root.
22: end if
23: if ϕ(sR) < dS then
24: insert sR into S

25: end if
26: sR′ ← sR
27: end while
28: send final update message (sR) to MOD

Figure 2.6: CDRm algorithm.

From an algorithmic perspective, CDRm is thus an extension of CDR. Fig-
ure 2.6 gives the pseudo code of CDRm. The additional statements compared
to CDR are the following ones:

• Lines 6 and 18: Initialize or reset dS, respectively.
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• Lines 20 to 22: Remove the sensed position with maximum ϕ(si) from
S and aggregate it in dS if |S| = m and sR has to be added to S.

• Lines 23 to 25: Insert the most recent sensed position sR into the heap
S if ϕ(sR) < dS.

The computing time per position fix of CDRm is dominated by two inner loops:
First, removing those sensed positions from S that cannot any more violate the
section condition without sR causing LDR to send an update (lines 10 to 12).
Second, checking the validity of the first subcondition of the section condition,
indicated by the existential quantifier in line 13. The computing time of all
other statements either is constant or depends logarithmically on m, such as
the pop operation on the heap S.
The computing time for checking the validity of the first subcondition is a

linear function in m, i.e. it is in O(m).
The removal of positions from S according to the optimization of CDR,

however, is more complex: Under normal circumstances, only few positions
can be removed from S. Often the root of the heap S cannot be removed at
all and the next position fix has to be awaited.
However, in rare cases, there may exist several sensed positions with equal

or similar values ϕ(si) that are removed from S all together at a certain point
in time. By analyzing

κ(si) :=
ε − δ −

∣∣∣si.�p −�l(si.t)
∣∣∣

si.t− lO.t
,

one can see that this particularly may occur if the object first deviates far
from the predicted movement and then linearly returns to it. The reason is
that during the linear movement back to predicted one, the numerator and the
denominator of κ(si) both increase linearly.
Since the time for removing the root of a heap is a function in O(log(m)),

the worst case computing time for the removal of positions from S according
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to the optimization of CDR is a function in

O(log(m) + log(m − 1) + . . . + 1) = O(log(m!))
= O(m log(m)) .

Hence, the overall computing time per position fix of CDRm is bounded by a
function in O(m log(m)).

2.5 Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplification

LDR 1
2
and CDR use dead reckoning for two different problems, namely the

tracking of the current position and the simplification of the past trajectory.
While this leads to simple solutions, the efficiency of simplification depends on
the quality of dead reckoning, which has been designed for position tracking
only.
On the other hand, there exists a variety of efficient line simplification al-

gorithms that could be used for this purpose. Therefore, it is a good idea to
separate position tracking from simplification issues as far as possible to gain
flexibility.
In this section, we propose the Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Sim-

plification (GRTS) protocol, which clearly separates tracking of the current
position from simplification of the past trajectory and which can be combined
with any line simplification algorithm suited for trajectories.
First, we present the basic protocol and algorithm and prove its correctness.

Then, we discuss how to bound the space consumption and computing time for
line simplification in GRTS and how to incorporate time-dependent maximum
sensing deviations δ(t). Finally, we present two realizations of GRTS, with the
optimal line simplification algorithm by Imai and Iri [II88] as well as with an
efficient simplification heuristic [MdB04] referred to as section heuristic.

2.5.1 Basic Protocol and Algorithm

Although, it is a good idea to separate position tracking from simplification
issues as far as possible, the simplification process must be synchronized with
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2.5 Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplification

position tracking to make sure that the simplified data arrives in time at the
MOD. The GRTS protocol follows a synchronization pattern, which we call
per-update simplification.
With this pattern, simplification is performed whenever the position tracking

mechanism decides to send an update message. For this purpose, the moving
object stores a partial history of sensed positions, which serves as input for the
simplification process. Based on this input, the simplification algorithm gen-
erates a sequence of vertices for updating the simplified trajectory �u(t), which
is included in the update message. In many cases, the generated sequence
replaces one or few vertices of �u(t) only – without increasing their number.
Therefore, GRTS has better reduction efficiency than LDR 1

2
and CDR, which

always generate one additional vertex per update.
Depending on the line simplification algorithm used with GRTS, the sim-

plification process may be prepared with each sensed position, to reduce the
computing time for line simplification when the position tracking mechanism
decides to send an update message. If GRTS is realized with an online algo-
rithm, the simplification even can be performed with each sensing operation –
resulting in per-sense simplification – as explained in Section 2.5.6.
In the following, we consider LDR for position tracking in GRTS as LDR

is the most efficient, general applicable position tracking protocol [WSCY99,
LR01, CJP05]. However, GRTS can be realized with any position tracking
protocol based on a polygonal prediction function �l(t).
GRTS divides the simplified trajectory �u(t) into three parts as depicted in

Figure 2.7:

1. Stable part: This part generally comprises a large number of vertices,
stored by the MOD only – except for the last vertex um−k, which is also
known to the moving object, as explained below.

2. Variable part: It generally comprises few vertices only, known to the
MOD and the moving object. The last vertex um also composes the
prediction origin for the next part.

3. Predicted part: This part is given by the prediction function �l(t), i.e. the
origin um and the vector �lV, and is known to the MOD and the moving
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u1 = s1

u2 u3
u4

u5

um

= lO

�lV

Stable part Variable part Predicted part

Sensing history S

Figure 2.7: Three parts of �u(t) and corresponding S for GRTS.

object.

The moving object not only stores the vertices of the variable part and the
predicted velocity but also the sensing history S for those two parts. Note
that S further includes the last sensed position of the stable part – i.e. the
vertex um−k – as required for simplifying �s(t) for t > um−k.t. Formally, S is
the sequence of chronologically ordered sensed positions with first(S) = um−k

and last(S) = sR.
The MOD is not aware of the differentiation between stable and variable

part, but only the moving object. Once the moving object decides that a vertex
ui belongs to the stable part, this vertex will not be changed by future updates.
Hence, the stable part grows in an append-only fashion. The variable part,
in contrast, may be changed by future updates. An update message therefore
consists of three elements:

1. The number of vertices to remove from �u(t), starting backwards at um.

2. The new vertices U := (uj, . . . , um) to append to �u(t), which may increase
but (rarely) even decrease the overall number of vertices.

3. The new velocity vector �lV, which replaces the previous prediction.

Figure 2.8 shows the pseudo code of the basic GRTS algorithm executed by
the mobile object. Initially, the moving object transmits its most recent sensed
position sR = s1 as first vertex u1 to the MOD (line 4). Thus, u1 also serves
as prediction origin until the next update. Then, the object executes the while
loop (lines 8 to 24) as long as it wants to report its trajectory to the MOD.
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1: sR ← sense position � Most recent sensed position.
2: U ← (sR) � New vertices for �u(t).
3: �lV ← 0 � Predicted velocity.
4: send update message (0,U,�lV) to MOD
5: S ← (sR) � Sensing history.
6: V ← () � Vertices of variable part of �u(t).
7: U ← ()
8: while report movement do
9: sR ← sense position
10: S ← S ‖ (sR) � Append sR to sensing history.
11: if LDR causes update then
12: U ← line simplification with bound ε − δ on S

13: U ← U \ (first(U)) � first(U) = first(S) and belongs to stable part.
14: �lV ← compute new predicted velocity . . .
15: send update message (|V \ U|,U \ V,�lV) to MOD
16: V ← U

17: U ← ()
18: if V and S should be reduced then
19: V

′ ← some prefix of V that should belong to stable part . . .
20: S ← (s ∈ S | s.t ≥ last(V′).t) � Clear S up to last stable vertex.
21: V ← V \ V′ � Set new variable part of �u(t).
22: end if
23: end if
24: end while
25: U ← line simplification with bound ε − δ on S

26: U ← U \ (first(U))
27: send update message (|V \ U|,U \ V) to MOD � Final update, no �lV.

Figure 2.8: Basic GRTS algorithm.

During each iteration, the object first senses its current position (line 9) and
appends it to the sensing history (line 10). Then, it checks whether it has to
send an update message to the MOD according to LDR (line 11).
If so, the object computes a simplified trajectory segment for the movement

of the variable and predicted part using S. Since the segment of �s(t) given by
S does not deviate by more than the maximum sensing deviation δ from �a(t),
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it executes the line simplification algorithm with simplification bound ε−δ and
stores the resulting vertices of the simplified segment in U (line 12). Hence, the
simplified segment given by U approximates �a(t) on (first(S).t, sR.t] according
to ε. Note that first(U) can be safely removed from U since it always is first(S)
and thus the last vertex um−k of the stable part. Then, the object computes
a new velocity vector for LDR (line 14) and creates a corresponding update
message.
To minimize the size of the update message, only those vertices of U that

actually change the variable part are included. For this purpose, the algorithm
maintains the vertices of the variable part in an array V (lines 6 and 16). To
create the update message, the number of vertices that have to be removed
from the end of the variable part (expressed by |V \ U|) and the new vertices
that have to be added to it (expressed by U\V) are computed. This information
is sent together with the new predicted velocity to the MOD (line 15).
Subsequently, the moving object stores the vertices U as new vertices V of

the variable part (line 16) and clears U (line 17).
Finally, the object may decide to reduce the size of the variable part by

removing some prefix of V and S, respectively (lines 18 to 22). A possible policy
is to limit the size of V to some given parameter k. We refer to this variant
as GRTSk in the following.2 However, GRTSk does not limit the size of the
sensing history S, which has important impact on the space consumption and
computing time per position fix. Therefore, we propose the variants GRTSm

and GRTSmc in Section 2.5.3, which limit |S| to a given parameter m.
Once the moving object wants to stop reporting its movement, it computes

a last simplification of S (line 25) and sends a corresponding final update
message to the MOD (line 27).
The algorithm executed by the MOD is rather simple. On receiving a mes-

sage (|V \U|,U \V,�lV), it removes the |V \U| last vertices from �u(t), appends
the vertices U \V to �u(t) and replaces the current predicted velocity with the
new vector �lV.
To determine the object’s position at time t′, the MOD has to distinguish

two cases, similar to CDR:
2According to this nomenclature, the GRTS algorithm proposed in [LFDR09] is GRTSk
with k = 1.
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1. t′ ≤ um.t : The MOD calculates �u(t′) by linear interpolation between the
vertices uj and uj+1 with uj.t ≤ t′ ≤ uj+1.t as described in Section 2.2.

2. t′ > um.t : The MOD calculates �u(t′) by means of the prediction function
�l(t) given by lO = um and �lV.

2.5.2 Proof of Correctness

To show the correctness of GRTS, we prove that GRTS satisfies the simplifi-
cation and the real-time constraint, cf. Section 2.2. Both constraints are to be
fulfilled within the time interval [s1.t, tC], where tC denotes the current time.
Clearly, the simplified trajectory �u(t) is always defined on [s1.t, tC] since the
prediction by �lV is not limited in time.

Theorem 1 (Correctness of GRTS): At every point in time tC, the sim-
plified trajectory �u(t′) known to the MOD satisfies |�u(t) − �a(t)| ≤ ε for every
t′ ∈ [s1.t, tC].
Proof: For any tC, consider the three parts of �u(t) illustrated in Figure 2.7:

• Stable part: It is s1.t = u1.t ≤ t′ ≤ um−k.t for some k > 0. Let si and
si+1 be the sensed positions that enclose t′, i.e. si.t ≤ t′ ≤ si+1.t.
According to line simplification (line 12), it holds that |si si+1(t′) −
�u(t′)| ≤ ε − δ. Using the maximum sensing deviation δ defined in Sec-
tion 2.2, we conclude the triangle inequality |�u(t′) − �a(t′)| ≤ |�u(t′) −
si si+1(t′)|+ |si si+1(t′)− �a(t′)| ≤ ε − δ + δ = ε.

• Variable part: It is first(S).t = um−k.t < t′ ≤ um.t. At the time of the
most recent execution of the line simplification algorithm the last vertex
of the variable part um was equal to last(S).
Hence, the vertices (um−k, . . . , um) compose a simplification of the sensed
trajectory segment within the time interval [um−k.t, um.t] according to
the bound ε−δ. Analogous to the stable part, we conclude |�u(t′)−�a(t′)| ≤
ε using triangle inequality.

• Predicted part: It is um.t < t′ ≤ tC. As explained above, the LDR
protocol guarantees |�l(tC) − �a(tC)| ≤ ε for �l(t) given by lO = um and �lV
known to the MOD.
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Since the MOD has not received a new prediction up to current time tC,
we conclude that ∀ t′ ∈ (um.t, tC] : |�l(t′)− �a(t′)| ≤ ε.

�

2.5.3 Space- and Time-bounded Simplification

The basic GRTS algorithm does not define a policy when to reduce the variable
part and to what extent. A possible approach is to limit |V| to some parameter
k (e.g. k = 1 or 2), as explained in Section 2.5.1. This variant GRTSk, however,
does not limit the size of the sensing history S, which has important impact
on the space consumption and computing time per position fix, depending on
the line simplification algorithm used with GRTS.
Therefore, we propose two space- and time-bounded variants named GRTSm

and GRTSmc in the following, limiting |S| to a given m (e.g. m = 100 or 500).
Since the latter variant builds on the former, we first explain GRTSm and then
GRTSmc.

GRTSm. Figure 2.9 shows the pseudo code of the GRTSm algorithm executed
by the moving object. The most important difference to the basic algorithm is
that U is created incrementally, each time |S| reaches m. Thus, S is not only
simplified if LDR causes an update, but also if |S| = m.
For this purpose, |S| is checked after each sensing operation (line 11). If

it reaches m, a simplification U
′ for S is computed (line 12), the first vertex

is removed as in the basic algorithm (line 13), and the subsequent vertex of
U

′ is added to U (line 14). Thereafter, the sensing history is cleared up to
this vertex (line 15). The clearing determines that this vertex is considered
to belong to the stable part – although U is not sent to the MOD until LDR
causes an update.
If LDR causes an update, a simplification U

′ for the current sensing history
is computed and appended to U (line 18 to 20). Then, U is sent to the MOD
as in the basic algorithm (line 22). Next, U′ is stored as new variable part in V

(line 23), consistent with S. Finally, U is cleared for the next update (line 24).
GRTSm limits the input for line simplification to m sensed positions and

thus bounds the space consumption and the computing time per position fix,
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1: sR ← sense position � Most recent sensed position.
2: U ← (sR) � New vertices for �u(t).
3: �lV ← 0 � Predicted velocity.
4: send update message (0,U,�lV) to MOD
5: S ← (sR) � Sensing history.
6: V ← () � Vertices of variable part of �u(t).
7: U ← ()
8: while report movement do
9: sR ← sense position
10: S ← S ‖ (sR) � Append sR to sensing history.
11: if |S| = m then
12: U

′ ← line simplification with bound ε − δ on S

13: U
′ ← U

′ \ (first(U′))
14: U ← U ‖ (first(U′)) � Add one vertex for future stable part of �u(t).
15: S ← (s ∈ S | s.t ≥ last(U).t) � Clear S up to this new vertex in U.
16: end if
17: if LDR causes update then
18: U

′ ← line simplification with bound ε − δ on S

19: U
′ ← U

′ \ (first(U′))
20: U ← U ‖U′

21: �lV ← compute new predicted velocity . . .
22: send update message (|V \ U|,U \ V,�lV) to MOD
23: V ← U

′

24: U ← ()
25: end if
26: end while
27: [. . . ]
28: send update message (|V \ U|,U \ V) to MOD � Final update, no �lV.

Figure 2.9: GRTSm algorithm.

depending on the line simplification algorithm being used. For example, with
the simplification algorithm by Imai and Iri [II88] and m = 500, it bounds the
computing time to 21ms on a 1GHz processor – compared to unacceptable
computing times of up to 2.6 s with GRTSk, cf. Section 2.7.4.
On the downside, GRTSm generates an additional vertex for �u(t) at least
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ε

s201

s700

(a) S = (s201, . . . , s700).

ε

s201

s700
s700.δ

(b) S = (s201, s700) with s700.δ.

ε

s201

s700

s1188

(c) S = (s201, s700, . . . , s1188) with s700.δ.

ε

s201
s1188

s1188.δ

(d) S = (s201, s1188) with s1188.δ.

Figure 2.10: Example for compression of S by GRTSmc.

every m sensing operations – even if the object does not move for a long period
of time� m·TS, where TS denotes the sensing period. This drawback, however,
can be alleviated effectively by a compression approach for the sensing history,
resulting in the variant GRTSmc.

GRTSmc. The fundamental idea of this compression technique is to keep
the results of a simplification caused by m in S – instead of adding the vertex
sb of the first simplified line section first(S) sb to U – to be able to revise and
improve this simplification later on. For this purpose, sb is extended by a
special attribute δ representing the sensed positions between first(S) and sb so
that these positions can be removed from S. If the simplified vertex sb is later
replaced by another sensed position sb+x, the resulting line section first(S) sb+x

may span more than m sensed positions.
In detail, the compression technique works as follows: Once |S| = m,

GRTSmc computes a simplification of S, just as GRTSm, where first(S) sb de-
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notes the first simplified line section. Then, the sensed positions between
first(S) and sb are removed from S, but sb is kept in S and extended by the
attribute δ that gives the maximum deviation between the removed positions
and the line section first(S) sb, i.e.

sb.δ := max
first(S).t<si.t<sb.t

|first(S) sb(si.t)− si.�p| .

Therefore, we refer to such a sensed position sb as compressed position in
the following. It may be removed from S during a subsequent simplification if
another line section first(S) sb+x that approximates sb by ε−(δ+sb.δ) is found.
The reason is that the property

|first(S) sb+x(sb.t)− sb.�p| < ε− (δ + sb.δ)

guarantees by triangle inequality that

∀ si with first(S).t < si.t < sb.t : |first(S) sb+x(si.t)− si.�p| < ε− δ .

An example for this procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.10. In this example,
we assume m = 500 and consider an object that does not move for long period
of time with sensing history S = (s201, . . . , s699). When adding s700 to S,
it is |S| = m (cf. Figure 2.10a). Since the object is not moving, S can be
approximated by the line section

s201 s700 = first(S) last(S) .

Therefore, GRTSmc reduces the sensing history to S := (s201, s700) and extends
s700 by δ with

s700.δ := max
201<i<700

|s201 s700(si.t)− si.�p| ,
which is ideally zero in case of standstill. s700.δ is depicted in Figure 2.10b,
where the sensed positions are scattered around the center.
After another 488 position fixes, |S| reaches m again (cf. Figure 2.10c).

Assuming that the object also stood still during [s700.t, s1188.t], the sensing
history S = (s201, s700, s701, . . . , s1188) can be approximated by s201 s1188 =
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first(S) last(S) since

|s201 s1188(s700.t)− s700.�p| ≈ 0 ≤ ε − (δ + s700.δ) ≈ ε − δ .

Hence, the compressed position s700 is removed from S and not added to U.
The sensing history is reduced to S := (s201, s1188), where s1188 is a compressed
position, as shown in Figure 2.10d. For computing s1188.δ not only

max
700<i<1188

|s201 s1188(si.t)− si.�p|

has to be taken into account, but also |s201 s1188(s700.t)− s700.�p|+ s700.δ.
The compression technique works similarly, if an object moves linearly for a

long period of time.
Figure 2.11 shows the additional pseudocode for GRTSmc compared to the

GRTSm algorithm. The variable c′ counts the compressed positions in S

(line 2). The compressed positions are always at the beginning of S, right
after the last vertex of the stable part, either known to the MOD or stored in
U for the next update. Note that first(S) can be considered as non-compressed
position, even if it was compressed during previous iterations, since the move-
ment before first(S).t is no more relevant for simplification.
It is very unlikely that two or more compressed positions can be spanned by a

line section during future simplifications. To prevent that S becomes filled with
compressed positions, causing frequent but ineffective simplifications, their
number should be kept small. Therefore, GRTSmc moves the first compressed
position to U once c′ exceeds a certain number c (e.g. c = 1 or 2).
If the number of non-compressed sensed positions in S exceeds m−c (line 6),

GRTSmc computes a simplification for S, taking the δ-values of the compressed
positions into account (line 7). Then, it searches for the first simplified line
section sa sb (i.e. consecutive vertices sa and sb in U) where sb is not compressed
(line 8). Note that c′ = 0 implies sa = first(S), as in the above example.
GRTSmc compresses sb by computing sb.δ and removes the si spanned by

sa sb from S (lines 9 to 18). During this computation, c′ is decreased if sa sb

spans another compressed position, i.e. if sa is not the last compressed position
in S.
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Since sb is compressed now, c′ is increased by one (line 19) and thus may
exceed c. If so, the first compressed position (i.e. the second element of S) is
added to U and first(S) is removed from S – such that first(S) = last(U) as in
the GRTSm algorithm (lines 21 to 23).

2.5.4 Time-dependent Maximum Sensing Deviation

The GRTSmc algorithm introduced the δ-attribute to represent the deviation
along a simplified line section sa sb at the end vertex sb. This idea can be
generalized to represent time-dependent maximum sensing deviations δ(t), in
particular to allow for varying sensor inaccuracies σ(t).
For this purpose, every sensed position si is extended with an attribute δ

that gives the maximum deviation between �a(t) and si−1 si(t), depending on
physical movement constraints and inaccuracies of the positioning sensor.
When compressing a sensed position sb to represent a line section sa sb in

GRTSmc, δ is set to

sb.δ := max
sa.t<si.t≤sb.t

|sa sb(si.t)− si.�p|+ si.δ

independent whether si is compressed or not. Thus, there is no difference
between compressed and non-compressed positions, except that the former are
counted by c′.
As there exists no global constant δ anymore, the line simplification algo-

rithm is called with ε only, but has to account for the individual δ-values of
the si ∈ S.
Next, we discuss how to realize GRTS with two different line simplification

algorithms and how to include the individual δ-values in these algorithms.

2.5.5 GRTS with Optimal Line Simplification Algorithm

Here, we describe how to combine GRTS with the optimal simplification al-
gorithm introduced in [II88]. Although this algorithm has originally been
designed for offline usage, we apply it online following the per-update simpli-
fication pattern. Thus, whenever LDR decides to send a new update or the
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1: [. . . ]
2: c′ ← 0 � Counts the compressed positions in S.
3: while report movement do
4: sR ← sense position
5: S ← S ‖ (sR) � Append sR to sensing history.
6: if |S| − c′ = m − c then
7: U

′ ← line simplification with bound ε − δ on S

8: search first line section sa sb in U
′ where sb is not compressed

9: sb.δ ← 0
10: for all si ∈ S with sa.t < si.t < sb.t do
11: if si is compressed then � sa sb spans compressed position.
12: sb.δ ← max (sb.δ, |sa sb(si.t)− si.�p|+ si.δ)
13: c′ = c′ − 1 � Because si is removed from S.
14: else � Non-compressed position.
15: sb.δ ← max (sb.δ, |sa sb(si.t)− si.�p|)
16: end if
17: S ← S \ (si) � Reduce S.
18: end for
19: c′ = c′ + 1 � Because sb is compressed now.
20: if c′ > c then � To decrease c′, move first compressed position to U.
21: S ← S \ (first(S))
22: U ← U ‖ (first(S))
23: c′ = c′ − 1
24: end if
25: end if
26: if LDR causes update then
27: [. . . ]
28: end if
29: end while
30: [. . . ]

Figure 2.11: Compression approach for S in the GRTSmc algorithm.

sensing history gets too large (in case of GRTSm and GRTSmc), the algorithm
is initiated with input S.

In detail, the algorithm first considers the sensed positions in S as vertices
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um−2

um−1
(A)

um−1
(B)

um = sR

Figure 2.12: Two possible simplifications (A) and (B) with minimal number of
vertices U′ = (um−2, um−1, um).

of an unweighted, directed graph and adds an edge for each pair of sensed
positions (si, si+x), where the line section si si+x approximates every sensed
position sj ∈ S with i < j < i + x by ε, taking the global δ or the individual
si.δ into account. This particularly applies to every pair (si, si+1).
Second, it computes a shortest path between the first vertex first(S) and the

last vertex last(S) = sR. The vertices U′ of the shortest path compose a simpli-
fied trajectory that approximates �a(t) within the time interval [first(S).t, sR.t]
by ε.
Due to the segment-wise simplification of the sensed trajectory, induced

by the choice of the variable part, the corresponding realizations GRTSOpt
k ,

GRTSOpt
m , and GRTSOpt

mc generally do not achieve the optimal, best possible
reduction rate as it would be achieved with the optimal line simplification
algorithm being applied offline to the overall sequence of sensed positions.
Certainly, the optimal reduction could be achieved by setting k or m to ∞,

i.e. by removing the stable part of �u(t). However, this causes unacceptable
computing times and requires very large amounts of space, which can be al-
ready seen from the evaluation of GRTSk with k = 1 and 3 (cf. Section 2.7.4).
Moreover, it may cause very large update messages.
The underlying reason for the suboptimal reduction is that there may ex-

ist several simplifications with minimum number of vertices U
′ for a given

S. Figure 2.12 illustrates an example of two possible simplifications U
′ =

(um−2, um−1, um), implying two possible sequences of vertices to be sent to the
MOD or stored for future updates. Generally, choosing the simplification with
maximum um−1.t – here (B) – is a good heuristic since it minimizes the number
of sensed positions spanned by the last line section um−1 um, which is likely
to be revised by future simplifications. Nevertheless, there may be also cases,
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where choosing another simplification would yield a better overall reduction
efficiency.
Note that the construction of the graph can be performed incrementally, af-

ter each sensing operation, despite the per-update simplification pattern. Such
an implementation reduces the computing time after those sensing operations
that cause a simplification.

2.5.6 GRTS with Section Heuristic

The section heuristic is a simple online line simplification algorithm, which
has been proposed in various works including [MdB04]3, [AHPMW05], and
[HGNM08].
For simplifying a sequence of sensed positions (s1, s2, . . .) by bound ε, the

section heuristic works as follows: First, it sets s1 as vertex u1 of the simplified
trajectory. Then, it iteratively probes the line sections s1 s2, s1 s3, . . . until it
finds the first section s1 sx that would violate ε, i.e. where

∃ si ∈ (s1, . . . , sx) : |s1 sx(si.t)− si.�p| > ε− δ

or, with individual si.δ,

∃ si ∈ (s1, . . . , sx) : |s1 sx(si.t)− si.�p|+ si.δ > ε .

In this case, the section heuristic chooses the previous sensed position sx−1 as
vertex of the simplification. Next, it repeats the above procedure starting at
sx−1, and so on.
Since this online algorithm processes the sensed positions iteratively, it al-

lows for per-sense simplification by executing the section heuristic for the most
recent sensed position sR after each sensing operation. The advantage of per-
sense simplification is that the simplification is performed as early as possible,
resulting in a smaller sensing history S on average. Moreover, the computing

3The authors of [MdB04] refer to the section heuristic as Opening-Window algorithm
(OPW) and distinguish two variants with different distance metrics. The one with the
better reduction efficiency, which corresponds to the section heuristic as explained here,
is called BOPW-TR.
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1: [. . . ]
2: while report movement do
3: sR ← sense position
4: if ∃ si ∈ S : |first(S) sR(si.t)− si.�p|+ si.δ > ε then
5: U ← U ‖ (last(S)) � Append last sensed position as vertex for �u(t).
6: S ← (last(S))
7: end if
8: S ← S ‖ (sR) � Append sR to sensing history.
9: if LDR causes update then
10: U ← U ‖ (last(S)) � Append sR as um and prediction origin.
11: �lV ← compute new predicted velocity . . .
12: send update message (|V \ U|,U \ V,�lV) to MOD
13: V ← (last(U)) � |V| > 1 would not be exploited.
14: U ← ()
15: end if
16: end while
17: [. . . ]

Figure 2.13: GRTSSec
k algorithm with per-sense simplification and fixed k = 1.

time for line simplification is distributed over all iterations of GRTS.
This property of the section heuristic, however, is also the reason why it

does not exploit variable parts consisting of more than one line section. When
realizing GRTSk with the section heuristic the parameter k should be fixed to
1 therefore.
Figure 2.13 shows the corresponding pseudocode of GRTSSec

k . For each
sensed position sR, the algorithm checks whether the line section first(S) sR

approximates the sensed positions in-between by simplification bound ε and
δ(t) or not (line 4). If not, it appends the last sensed position – the one before
sR – to U (line 5) and reduces S accordingly (line 6). When LDR causes a new
update, the most recent sensed position is simply appended to U (line 10) and a
corresponding update message is sent to the MOD (line 12). Finally, GRTSSec

k
sets V to (last(U)), consistent with S, and clears U for the next update.
To limit the size of S to some parameter m, the simplification condition
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ε − si+x.δ

x

y

t

first(S)

si

si+x

first(S).t

si.t

si+x.t

Figure 2.14: Geometric illustration for optimization of the section heuristic.

(line 4) can be extended by

or |S| = m − 1

resulting in GRTSSec
m . Adding the compression approach described in Sec-

tion 2.5.3 finally results in GRTSSec
mc . Analogous to the parameter k of GRTSSec

k ,
the parameter c of GRTSSec

mc should be fixed to 1 as the section heuristic would
never exploit two or more compressed positions for simplification – for the
same reason it does not exploit variable parts consisting of more than one line
section.

Optimization of S. The average size of S can be further reduced by a novel
optimization of the section heuristic, independent whether |S| is bounded to
some m or not. This optimization particularly supersedes the compression ap-
proach of GRTSmc, i.e. GRTSSec

m achieves the same reduction rates as GRTSSec
mc

with this optimization (cf. Section 2.7.2).
The basic idea of the optimization is the following: Each sensed position

si ∈ S poses a constraint on the next line section first(S)um that is going
to approximate S. If the constraint given by another sensed position si+x

completely encloses the one given by si, then si can be removed from S without
affecting the simplification. This reduces the space consumption of the section
heuristic by two-thirds on average, cf. Section 2.7.
The constraint defined by a si ∈ S is that the distance |first(S)um(si.t) −

si.�p| + si.δ must not exceed ε. This constraint is checked for every potential
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line section first(S) sR (line 4). Geometrically, for each si, the line section has
to pass the circle with center si.�p and radius ε− si.δ at time si.t as illustrated
in Figure 2.14. Since the line section’s first vertex is known, the circles of two
sensed positions si and si+x can be normalized regarding time and compared
with each other: The circle of si+x poses the same constraint like the circle
with center first(S) si+x(si.t) and radius

(ε − si+x.δ) si.t− first(S).t
si+x.t− first(S).t

at time si.t. Now, if this circle is contained by the circle of si as pictured in
Figure 2.14, then si can be removed from S. Thus, for each sensed position sR,
the realizations GRTSSec

k , GRTSSec
m , and GRTSSec

mc can remove every si from S

whose circle contains the normalized circle of sR at si.t, except si = first(S).
In Figure 2.13 this removal should be included between the lines 7 and 8.

2.6 Acceleration-based Movement Constraints

The movement between two sensing operations is bounded by physical con-
straints such as the maximum speed or acceleration, as explained in Section 2.2.
The corresponding values are factored into the maximum sensing deviation δ

for trajectory simplification and into the update condition of LDR. It holds:
the smaller δ, the higher the possible reduction rate, since δ is to be subtracted
from ε.
In the previous sections, we exemplarily considered a given maximum speed

vmax for simplicity and readability. Yet, for fast objects such as cars or airlin-
ers, vmax gives very large values of δ and thus causes bad reduction rates. The
reason is that vmax only provides a coarse estimate of the actual movement
constraints of such objects. Consider, for example, a sensing period of TS = 1 s
and a car with vmax = 50m/s. According to the resulting speed-based move-
ment constraint, the car is assumed to be able to travel 25m away and then
return to the starting point within one second. This is obviously unrealistic
since it requires the car to accelerate (and decelerate) with at least 200m/s2.
Next, we therefore explain how to take an object’s maximum acceleration
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amax into account. First, we discuss how to compute the maximum sensing
deviation δ accordingly. Then, we consider the update condition of LDR.
Given an object with maximum speed vmax and two sensed positions si−1

and si, we concluded in Section 2.2 that the object cannot deviate by more
than vmax ·TS/2 from the line section si−1 si.4 For amax we analogously conclude
that the object cannot deviate by more than

1
2amax

(
TS

2

)2

from si−1 si using linear kinematics. Together with the sensor inaccuracy σ, it
follows

δ := σ + 1
8amaxT 2

S .

Table 2.1 shows the corresponding values of δ for three typical scenarios of vmax

and amax, assuming σ = 7.8m and TS = 1 s. The scenarios support the argu-
mentation that the ratio between the speed-based value of δ and acceleration-
based value increases with the typical speed of the objects.
Incorporating amax into the update condition of LDR is more complex. For

vmax we showed in Section 2.3 that the object has to send an update if

|sR.�p −�l(sR.t + TS + TU)|+ σ + vmax(TS + TU) > ε

since sR.�p the object may move by up to vmax(TS + TU) until an update sent
after the subsequent sensing operation would have been received by the MOD.
For acceleration-based movement constraints, however, the current velocity

has to be taken into account, to be able to estimate the possible deviation
between the object’s movement and �l(t) at sR.t + TS + TU. Thus, we require
an approximation for the most recent velocity �vR at sR.t. An obvious solution
is to use the average velocity between sR.t and the second last sensed position

4In fact, the maximum possible deviation from si−1 si depends on the object’s current
speed – and thus the distance between si−1.�p and si.�p – since the current speed limits
the speed for other velocity components to deviate from si−1 si(t). Therefore, δ may
depend on time, even if the maximum sensor inaccuracy σ is fixed. This is discussed in
detail in [PJ99]. Yet, for significant improvements regarding δ, the object’s speed has to
be close to vmax. Therefore, we neglect this optimization here and focus on amax.
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Human Car Airliner
vmax 12.0m/s 50.0m/s 270.0m/s
amax 5.0m/s2 10.0m/s2 20.0m/s2

speed-based δ 13.8m 32.8m 142.8m
acceleration-based δ 8.4m 9.1m 10.3m

Table 2.1: Values of δ for typical speed- and acceleration-based movement
constraints.

sR′ , i.e.
�vR′ R := sR.�p − sR′ .�p

sR.t− sR′ .t
= sR.�p − sR′ .�p

TS
.

The velocity �vR′ R is subject to two approximation errors: First, the object
may accelerate (or decelerate) during [sR′ .t, sR.t] – also sidewards – causing
an error of up to amax · TS/2. Second, �vR′ R is subject to sensor inaccuracies,
causing an error of up to 2σ/TS.
We can distinguish between systematic, time-correlated inaccuracies σsys and

random, noise-like inaccuracies σnoise. For example with GPS, the former are
caused by inaccurate ephemeris data and atmospheric effects amongst others,
while the latter are caused by the receiver hardware and make only about
10% of the overall sensor inaccuracy σ [Ran94,ME01, Zog09]. Since �vR′ R is
computed by two consecutive position fixes, it can be considered to be subject
to σnoise only. In sum, �vR′ R may deviate from the actual velocity �vR by up to

amax
TS

2 + 2σnoise

TS
.

Taking into account the inaccuracy of sR.�p and the possible movement and
acceleration during the next sensing period TS and the update time TU for
processing and transmitting an update message, LDR has to cause an update
if

|sR.�p + sR.�p − sR′ .�p

TS
(TS + TU)−�l(sR.t + TS + TU)|

+ σ + 1
2amax(TS + TU)2 +

(
amax

TS

2 + 2σnoise

TS

)
(TS + TU) > ε.
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Human Car Airliner
vmax 12.0m/s 50.0m/s 270.0m/s
amax 5.0m/s2 10.0m/s2 20.0m/s2

speed-based offset 22.2m 67.8m 331.8m
acceleration-based offset 16.3m 22.9m 36.1m

Table 2.2: Offsets to ε for LDR for typical speed- and acceleration-based move-
ment constraints.

The different inaccuracies and the possible movement and acceleration during
TS + TU can be considered as offset to ε similar to δ. Table 2.2 shows the
corresponding values for three typical scenarios of vmax and amax, assuming
σ = 7.8m and TS = 1 s. Note that the offsets are significantly greater than
the corresponding δ values in Table 2.1 since the latter refer to the movement
between two given positions si−1 and si. This property is another reason (in
addition to the separation of simplification from position tracking) for the
significant difference between the number of updates caused by LDR and the
number of vertices generated by GRTS or offline simplification – in particular
for small values of ε.
For instance, for ε = 25m, LDR causes more than 1000 updates per hour,

while GRTSSec
m with m = 500 generates only about 65 vertices. A possible

countermeasure is to relax the real-time constraint of trajectory tracking by
introducing some temporal tolerance, which has to be subtracted from TS +
TU in the above formulas. Note that such a temporal tolerance can be only
introduced if position tracking is clearly separated from simplification as with
GRTS.
If vmax and amax are both given, the two kinds of movement constraints can

be considered simultaneously, simply by choosing the smaller δ value and offset
for the update condition of LDR.

2.7 Evaluation

For significant results on the performance of CDR and GRTS, we simulated the
different variants and realizations with hundreds of real GPS traces and com-
pared them to LDR 1

2
as well as to offline simplification. Besides, for practical
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experiences, we also conducted experiments with a prototypical implementa-
tion of GRTS, reported in Section 2.8.
In the following, we first describe the simulation setup and then give the re-

sults on reduction efficiency, communication, and computational costs. Based
on these results, we then draw conclusions for the selection of a concrete track-
ing approach for a given application scenario.

2.7.1 Setup

We implemented a simulation software for CDR, CDRm, GRTSOpt
k , GRTSOpt

m ,
GRTSOpt

mc , GRTSSec
k , GRTSSec

m , GRTSSec
mc , and the existing trajectory tracking

approach LDR 1
2
[TCS+06] as well as the optimal line simplification algorithm

(RefOpt) by Imai and Iri [II88] and the Douglas-Peucker algorithm (RefDP)
[DP73] in the C programming language. We selected RefOpt as a reference
for comparing our results to the best possible reduction rate, while RefDP is a
commonly used offline heuristic.
For simulating these algorithms with realistic data, we downloaded several

thousand GPS traces (i.e. trajectories sensed by customary GPS receivers)
from the OpenStreetMap project [OSM]. In several processing steps, we fil-
tered those traces that provide an individual position fix for each second – and
thus have not undergone any previous data reduction – and that could be clas-
sified clearly according to their means of transportation into foot, bicycle, and
motor vehicle. For classifying a trajectory, we not only relied upon its speed
characteristics but also on representative tags specified on the OpenStreetMap
website.
Then, we simulated the execution of the trajectory tracking approaches by

sequentially feeding the algorithms with the recorded positions given in the
GPS traces. For each variant and realization, we measured the number of ver-
tices of the resulting simplified trajectories, the numbers of update messages,
and the amounts of transmitted data, depending on ε varied from 25 to 100m.
Further, we measured the space consumption and computing time per position
fix.
We used a sensing period of TS = 1 s and a sensor inaccuracy of σ = 7.8m

with σnoise = 0.1σ in accordance with the GPS traces and the inaccuracies
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reported in [GPS-Perf, Zog09]. We further assumed an update time of TU =
0.2 s. If not stated otherwise, we considered the acceleration-based movement
constraint by amax = 10m/s2, which gives a maximum sensing deviation of
δ = 9.1m and an offset of 22.9m in the update condition of LDR.
In addition, we applied the offline algorithms RefOpt and RefDP with bound

ε− δ to each GPS trace and measured the number of vertices of the resulting
simplified trajectories.
All experiments were performed on Intel Xeon Linux Servers with 3.0GHz

using 2GB RAM.
The different speeds of the means of transportation do not yield any signifi-

cant differences when comparing the different approaches with each other, but
only when considering the absolute values for reduction efficiency and com-
munication. Therefore, we give the average results of the 3× 100 largest GPS
traces of the three means of transportation and refer to the individual means
of transportation and speeds where necessary. Each of the 300 trajectories
comprises 1400 to 16500 GPS positions, i.e. spans about 20min to 5 h.

2.7.2 Reduction Efficiency

The reduction efficiency of trajectory simplification is measured by the reduc-
tion rate defined as the number of sensed positions divided by the number of
vertices of the simplified trajectory �u(t), i.e. |(s1, . . . , sn)|/|(u1, . . . , um)|.
Figure 2.15 shows the reduction rates of the major tracking approaches and

the two reference offline algorithms RefOpt and RefDP. As discussed below,
the reduction rate of CDRm with m = 500 is equal to the reduction rate of
CDR. Similarly, the reduction rate of GRTSSec

m with m = 500 is equal to the
reduction rate of GRTSSec

mc and GRTSSec
k , where the latter can be considered

as GRTSSec
m with m =∞. For GRTSmc we used c = 1 if not stated otherwise.

Below, we show that c > 1 does not give any improvement.
The reduction rate of CDR (or CDRm with m = 500) is at least twice

the reduction rate of LDR 1
2
, consistent with the analysis in Section 2.3. For

ε < 45m, LDR 1
2
does not perform any reduction since its internal accuracy

bound ε′ := 1
2ε becomes smaller than the offset given by the sensor inaccuracy

and the movement constraint in the update condition of LDR. Thus, LDR
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Figure 2.15: Reduction rates of major real-time trajectory tracking and offline
simplification approaches.

causes an update after each sensing operation.5

All GRTS realizations given in Figure 2.15 outperform the CDR variants by
at least factor 2.7 and LDR 1

2
by about factor 5.5. This confirms the importance

of separating tracking of the current position from simplification of the past
trajectory. For example, for ε = 50 , GRTSSec

m generates 34.3 vertices for �u(t)
on average, whereas CDR (or CDRm with m = 500) generates about 113.6
vertices.
The reduction rates of the GRTS realizations are always less than 15% below

the best possible reduction by the optimal algorithm RefOpt. Moreover, the
GRTS realizations always outperform RefDP. In detail, the reduction rate
of GRTSSec

m is 15 to 19% greater than the reduction rate of RefDP, whereas
GRTSOpt

mc even achieves up to 32%. This is a surprising result given the fact
that RefDP is performed offline on the entire GPS traces.
The reduction rate of GRTSSec

m is always 1 to 4% below the reduction rate
of GRTSOpt

k with k = 1. The reason is that the variable part of �u(t) comprises
5As mentioned in Section 2.3, many works do not clearly state whether they account for
the sensing period, the update time, and the sensor inaccuracy in the update condition
of LDR, or not. In the latter case, the factor between the reduction rates of CDR (or
CDRm with m = 500) and LDR 1

2
may decrease to about 1.5.
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Figure 2.16: Reduction rates of GRTSSec
k , GRTSSec

m , and GRTSSec
mc .

only one vertex in all realizations with the section heuristic – independent of
m or k.
Figure 2.16 details the reduction performance of these realizations, where

Basic GRTSSec
m refers to the realization without the optimization of the section

heuristic proposed in Section 2.5.6. It shows that GRTSSec
m with m = 500

suffices to achieve the best reduction rate that is possible with the section
heuristic. Neither the use of GRTSmc, nor a parameterization of m > 500
gives better results. Note again that GRTSSec

k can be considered as GRTSSec
m

with m =∞.
The figure further reveals the importance of optimization of the section

heuristic in the case where the sensing history S is bounded by some m. For
example, for m = 500, it increases the reduction performance by up to 10%.
This optimization is also the reason why the compression approach by GRTSmc

has no effect on the reduction rate of GRTSSec
mc compared to GRTSSec

m .
Analogously, Figure 2.17 shows the reduction performance of the GRTS re-

alizations with the optimal simplification algorithm by Imai and Iri [II88]. For
readability, it shows the relative reduction rate compared to the simplification
algorithm being applied offline to the entire GPS traces, i.e. RefOpt.
Clearly, the relative reduction rate is always ≤ 1. The rate would be equal
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Figure 2.17: Reduction by GRTSOpt
k , GRTSOpt

m , GRTSOpt
mc relative to RefOpt.

to one for GRTSOpt
k with k = ∞ since there would be no stable part of �u(t).

Yet, the simulation results show that k = 3 almost suffices, as the average
reduction rate is only 0.2% smaller than the best possible reduction rate. For
k = 1, the difference is already about 10%.
However, as explained below, the computational costs of GRTSOpt

k are too
high for practical use due to the unbounded size of S. Hence, GRTSOpt

m or
GRTSOpt

mc have to be used, where the GRTSmc realization effectively outper-
forms the GRTSm realization.
Interestingly, GRTSOpt

mc with m = 1000 and c = 1 may also achieve more than
99% of the best possible reduction rate. Enabling more than one compressed
position by choosing c > 1 does not give any improvement, which is consistent
with the discussion in Section 2.5.3. Even with a small value of m = 500, the
relative reduction rate of GRTSOpt

mc is less than 3% below the best possible rate
– at least for ε < 50m.
For larger values of ε, the relative reduction rates of GRTSOpt

m and GRTSOpt
mc

noticeably decrease. The reason is that the average number of sensed positions
spanned by a line section of the simplified trajectory �u(t) increases with ε,
whereas |S| is bounded by m. For large ε this problem may be alleviated by
increasing the sensing period TS, despite the resultant increase of δ. This is
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Figure 2.18: Reduction rates of CDR and CDRm for different m.

also the reason why we do not give any results for ε > 100m.
For the sake of completeness, Figure 2.18 gives the reduction rates of CDR

and CDRm for different values of m. As mentioned above, the reduction perfor-
mance of CDR is equal to the performance of CDRm with m = 500. However,
even with only m = 10, CDRm achieves a remarkable performance compared
to CDR.
All the relative reduction rates similarly apply to the individual means of

transportation. For example, for ε = 50m, the reduction rate of GRTSOpt
mc with

m = 500 always is at least 95% of the best possible rate – by foot, bicycle, and
motor vehicle.
The absolute reduction rates, however, depend on the mean of transporta-

tion due to the different ratio between the typical speed and ε. For instance,
for ε = 50m, the reduction rate of GRTSOpt

mc (m = 500) is 208.1 for pedestrians,
89.0 for bicycles, and 49.5 for motor vehicles.
Figure 2.19 renders these differences more precisely by showing the reduction

rate depending on the speed. For this purpose, we grouped the GPS traces
by their average speed and then computed the average reduction rate for each
group and approach and parameterization for ε = 50m.
The reduction rates are comparatively high for slow objects, as to be ex-
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Figure 2.19: Reduction rates depending on average speed for ε = 50m.

pected. In addition, the rates largely decrease with increasing speed. Ex-
ceptions for an average speed of more than 15m/s result from the fact that
average speed correlates with the kind of road (streets, rural roads, highways),
implying different movement characteristics.

Figure 2.20 shows the reduction rates of CDRm and GRTSOpt
mc for the accel-

eration-based movement constraint given by amax = 10m/s2 and the speed-
based movement constraint by vmax = 20m/s. The figure only gives the results
from GPS traces recorded by foot or bicycle, as vmax = 20m/s does not apply
to cars. With GRTS, the use of amax increases the reduction rate by 7 to 76%
compared to vmax, depending on ε. The larger ε, the smaller is the increase
since the difference between the corresponding maximum sensing deviations δ

vanishes in comparison to ε.

Similar applies to the CDR variant. With vmax = 20m/s, CDR does not
perform any simplification for ε ≤ 30m since the simplification is based on
LDR and the offset in the update condition exceeds ε, causing an update after
each sensing operation.
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amax = 10m/s2. (Only for GPS traces recorded by foot or
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2.7.3 Communication Costs

Figure 2.21 shows the number of update messages generated by LDR 1
2
, CDRm

(m = 500), and GRTS per hour depending on ε. It allows verifying that
the number of update messages by GRTS is independent on the variant and
parameterization of k or m as it only depends on LDR.
The figure also shows that the number of updates caused by the additional

section condition of CDR and the limitation of |S| is negligible (less than
1%) compared to the number of updates caused by LDR, consistent with the
analysis of LDR in Section 2.3.
For ε ≤ 45m, LDR 1

2
sends an update after each sensing operation since

the internal accuracy bound ε′ := 1
2ε is smaller than the offset in the update

condition given by amax.
This offset is also the reason why GRTS sends more than 1000 updates per

hour for ε = 25m. This number could by reduced by relaxing the real-time
constraint of trajectory tracking as discussed at the end of Section 2.6.
This problem is intensified with the speed-based movement constraint given

by vmax = 20m/s, as depicted in Figure 2.22, in line with the analytical com-
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Figure 2.21: Update messages sent by major tracking approaches.
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Figure 2.22: Update messages sent by GRTS for vmax = 20m/s and amax =
10m/s2. (Only for GPS traces recorded by foot or bicycle.)

parison of speed-based and accuracy-based constraints in Section 2.6.
The update messages of LDR 1

2
and CDR contain only a prediction, where

the origin gives a vertex of �u(t). GRTS, in contrast, additionally inserts the
number of vertices to remove from the variable part of �u(t) and the vertices
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Figure 2.23: Amounts of data transmitted by major tracking approaches.

to add. Obviously, this causes GRTS to transmit a higher amount of data
than CDR as illustrated in Figure 2.23. However, the additional amount of
transmitted data is small compared to the higher reduction rates of the GRTS
variants of more than a factor of two. For example, GRTSSec

m transmits only
5 to 23% more data than CDR. Assuming a header size of 28 byte (UDP/IP)
per message, the difference is only 2 to 13%.

The differences between the GRTS realizations are caused by the different
sizes of the variable part of �u(t). In case of GRTSOpt

k (k = 1) and GRTSSec
m ,

the variable part comprises only one vertex, whereas it may comprise multi-
ple vertices with GRTSOpt

mc . Therefore, the update messages of GRTSOpt
mc are

slightly larger and replace more vertices on average than the update messages
of the other two realizations.

The difference between GRTSOpt
k (k = 1) and GRTSSec

m of about 7% is caused
by the fact that GRTSOpt

k replaces the one vertex of the variable part more
frequently than GRTSSec

m , to achieve a better reduction rate. This shows that
the two goals of the trajectory tracking problem – to minimize the communi-
cation cost and to minimize the number of vertices of the simplified trajectory
– contradict for high reduction rates, as already hinted in Section 2.1.
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Figure 2.24: Space consumption of major tracking algorithms.

2.7.4 Computational Costs

We now analyze the maximum space consumptions and computing times of
LDR 1

2
, CDR, CDRm, and important GRTS realizations. The space consump-

tion is measured in kilobytes by summing up the space consumption of the
different variables and arrays, particularly including the sensing history S.
The maximum computing time for processing a new sensed position is mea-
sured in processor ticks, i.e. clock cycles of the CPU, using the processor’s time
stamp counter. To filter out interrupts of the process under test, we simulated
the trajectory tracking algorithms without other user processes and repeated
each measurement ten times.
Figure 2.24 shows the maximum space consumption of the tracking algo-

rithms for all GPS traces and ε values. The space consumption of LDR 1
2
is

negligible since it does not store a sensing history. In our simulations, the
space consumption of CDR is well below 100 kB, although the size of sensing
history of CDR is theoretically unbounded. Note that space consumption of
CDR without the optimization of the sensing history proposed in Section 2.4.2
is 151.1 kB. Thus, the optimization saves 49%.
More important, the space consumption of CDRm with m = 500 is only
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Figure 2.25: Maximum computing times of major tracking algorithms.

11.8 kB, despite the fact that there is no noticeable difference between the
reduction performance of CDR and CDRm with this parameterization.
GRTSSec

m with m = 500 also consumes only 11.8 kB since the section heuristic
resembles the section condition of CDR and does not require any extensive data
structures in addition to S.
GRTSOpt

mc with m = 500, in contrast, consumes 1.49MB as it constructs a
graph with up to m · (m − 1)/2 edges over S. Yet, the space consumption is
bounded to this value, which can be seen from the fact that in our simulations
GRTSOpt

k with k = 1 consumes up to 55 times more space – although the
reduction performance of GRTSOpt

mc with m = 500 is higher.
The huge space consumption by GRTSOpt

k is reflected in the maximum com-
puting time per position fix, given in Figure 2.25 in million ticks. The numbers
in this figure can be approximately considered as milliseconds on a 1GHz pro-
cessor of a smartphone. This shows that the computational costs of GRTSOpt

k
are too high for practical use. The computing time may even exceed the sensing
period TS.
The maximum computing time of GRTSOpt

mc , in contrast, is only about 21ms
on a 1GHz processor and thus only a fraction of the typical sensing period of
TS = 1 s.
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Nevertheless, the computational costs of GRTSOpt
mc are huge compared to

GRTSSec
m , namely about factor 1000. Therefore, GRTSOpt

mc should be preferred
to GRTSSec

m only if the moving object has sufficient computational resources
and reduction efficiency is of highest priority.

2.7.5 Conclusions for the Selection of a Tracking Approach

With CDR, CDRm, and the various GRTS realizations, we proposed and evalu-
ated almost ten approaches for real-time trajectory tracking. We also explained
and showed that the communication cost and the number of vertices of the
simplified trajectory cannot be completely minimized both together since these
two goals contradict to some (small) degree. Figure 2.26 depicts all the tra-
jectory tracking approaches and their relations.
As stated above, GRTSOpt

m is completely outperformed by GRTSOpt
mc , whereas

with GRTSSec
mc the compression approach of GRTSmc is superseded by the op-

timization of S proposed in Section 2.5.6. Therefore, those approaches are
dimmed in Figure 2.26.
Moreover, in consideration of the extensive computational costs of GRTSOpt

k ,
we advise to use tracking approaches with bounded space consumptions and
computing times. For this reason, we deem CDRm, GRTSSec

m , and GRTSOpt
mc to

be particularly suited for practical use, depending on the actual requirements
and resources in a given application scenario:

1. GRTSSec
m : This approach affords high reduction performance at com-

paratively low computational costs. Besides, it is simple to implement
compared to realizations of GRTS with the optimal line simplification
algorithm by Imai and Iri [II88]. Therefore, we suppose that GRTSSec

m
meets the requirements of most use cases.

2. GRTSOpt
mc : If reduction has maximum priority and the moving objects

have sufficient computational power, this approach should be used since
it affords to reach almost best possible reduction rates, depending on
m. The average reduction rates of GRTSSec

m , in contrast, are 10 to 15%
below the best possible ones.
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Figure 2.26: Overview of proposed real-time trajectory tracking approaches.

3. CDRm: In case that communication costs have maximum priority, CDRm

should be used since it minimizes the amounts of transmitted data. How-
ever, note again that CDRm reaches only about one third of the reduction
of GRTSSec

m and GRTSOpt
mc , even for large ε.

2.8 Prototypical Implementation

In this section, we present an implementation of GRTS together with a fully
functional MOD system, consisting of two components named mobile component

and MOD server. Furthermore, Google Earth is used as sample client application
to query and visualize the trajectories. Figure 2.27 depicts the architecture of
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Figure 2.27: System architecture of prototypical implementation.

the system. Next, we describe the different components.

Mobile component is executed by each object being tracked using a subnotebook or
smartphone with a GPS receiver. It is implemented in the Java programming
language using a modular architecture and consists of four subcomponents.

NMEA GPS, NMEA file, and Android GPS are three alternative subcomponents for
obtaining position data from GPS receivers that output standard NMEA 0183
sentences, previously recorded NMEA traces, or the Location Manager of the
Android operating system, respectively.

GRTSmSec is an implementation of the GRTSm algorithm with the section
heuristic as described in Section 2.5.6.
The update sender subcomponent implements ordered and reliable message

passing between the moving object and the MOD server. For this purpose,
the MOD server acknowledges each update message. If update sender does not
receive an acknowledgment within a certain time span, it repeats the update
message.
To illustrate the functioning of GRTS, we implemented two GUIs for differ-
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(a) Java Swing GUI. (b) Android GUI.

Figure 2.28: Screenshots of graphical user interfaces for mobile component.

ent devices: Figure 2.28a is a screenshot of the Java Swing-based GUI. It shows
sensed and the simplified trajectory drawn on the map of the OpenStreetMap
project [OSM]. The large circle depicts the accuracy bound ε. The small cir-
cle illustrates the maximum sensing deviation δ. The right part shows a log
of the GRTS algorithm. Two further panels provide information about the
last sensed position and network statistics and show logs of the latest NMEA
sentences and the sent and received messages.
Figure 2.28b analogously gives a screenshot of the GUI for Android-based

smartphones.

MOD server uses a PostgreSQL database for persistent storage of the trajectories. The
current predictions are stored in a main-memory table named predictions table.
The MOD interface provides several spatial query types by means of different Java
methods. Given a spatial query, it translates the query for the PostgreSQL
database and the predictions table and merges their results. Similarly, the
MOD interface splits updates into SQL updates and updates to the predictions
table.
A separate subcomponent called update receiver listens for update messages

from the moving objects, passes them to MOD interface, and acknowledges them.

Sample application. Google Earth is used as sample application to visualize all
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trajectories stored by the MOD. For this purpose, it is launched with a small
file in the Keyhole Markup Language (KML). This file contains the name of
the host executing the MOD server and instructs Google Earth to query the
MOD server for a KML representation of all trajectories once per second using
HTTP. A lightweight HTTP server attached to the MOD server receives those
requests, queries the MOD correspondingly for all trajectories, translates the
result into KML, compresses it to KMZ, and sends a response to the Google
Earth client.
By comparing the trajectories shown on the mobile devices with the trajec-

tories shown in Google Earth, it is possible to verify visually that the simpli-
fication is performed in real-time.

Our implementation slightly extends the GRTS protocol by a timeout mech-
anism to cope with failures. If the MOD server does not receive an update
message from a certain object for 90 s, it terminates the trajectory with the
prediction origin as last vertex. The moving objects, in turn, transmit a new
update message 60 s after the last update, even if not required by LDR.
Moreover, the update messages and acknowledgments are encrypted using

the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with pre-shared keys.
Besides failures, clock synchronization is a critical issue. For correct query

results, the clocks of the MOD server and the moving objects should be syn-
chronized to UTC within a few tens of milliseconds or better.
Synchronizing the clocks of the moving objects is no problem in practical

use since GPS receivers provide very accurate timestamps. Then, the clock of
the MOD server can be synchronized by means of one or more (trustworthy)
moving objects. For this purpose, each update message includes its sent time
and the one-way latency. The latency is estimated from measurements of
the round-trip times, taking the processing times at the MOD server into
account. For this purpose, the processing times are measured and included in
the acknowledgments.
During tests and demonstrations with replayed NMEA traces, the clocks of

the moving objects are not synchronized as well, due to the absence of current
GPS information. For these purposes, the above scheme is reversed as follows:
For each moving object, the MOD server estimates the skew between its own
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clock and the object’s clock using the sent times and latency estimations given
in the update messages. Then, it shifts the timestamps of all positions given
in the update messages by this skew, respectively. Thus, it synchronizes these
times to its own clock.

We conducted several experiments driving a car equipped with an OQO sub-
notebook [OQO] and a Wintec WBT-300 GPS receiver [Wintec] providing four
position fixes per second. This update rate particularly allows tracking fast
objects with small ε. During our experiments, we used ε = 25m. Besides
four network outages lasting several minutes, the prototypical tracking system
successfully allowed for tracking the car and its trajectory for more than nine
hours from several home computers.
During this experiment, we measured a reduction rate of 70. Per hour, only

60 kB of data were transmitted to the MOD server, including all communica-
tion overhead such as retransmissions due to lost UDP packets. These exper-
imental results coincide with the results of our simulations (cf. Figure 2.15 in
Section 2.7.2 and Figure 2.23 in Section 2.7.3).

2.9 Related Work

In this section, we first give a brief overview to line simplification algorithms
in general before we discuss existing approaches for trajectory simplification in
particular. Finally, we consider existing Internet services for tracking moving
objects’ trajectories. We omit dead reckoning protocols for tracking the current
position of moving objects since these have been analyzed comprehensively in
Section 2.3.

Line simplification refers to a multitude of algorithmic problems on approxi-
mating a given polyline by a simplified one with fewer vertices. The two basic
problem classes are:

1. min-#: Minimizing the number of vertices of the simplified polyline
under a given accuracy bound.

2. min-ε: Minimizing the deviation between the two polylines under a given
number of vertices for the simplified one.
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The min-# problems can be further classified by the dimensionality of the
underlying space (e.g. R2 or R3), the distance metric to measure the distance
between two points (e.g. Manhattan distance (L1), Euclidean distance (L2),
or uniform metric), and the error measure to determine the distance between
two polylines from the pairwise distances of their points [AHPMW05]. For the
latter, most works implicitly consider the Hausdorff distance, defined as the
largest distance from an arbitrary point of the one polyline to the closest point
of the other polyline. However, there also exists works considering the Fréchet
distance (e.g. [AHPMW05,AdBHZ07]).
According to these criteria, efficient real-time trajectory tracking can be

considered as min-# problem in the case of Hausdorff distance under the
(time-)uniform distance metric in R

1+d with d = 2 or 3, as explained at the
beginning of the chapter.
As further explained above, the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [DP73], the op-

timal algorithm by Imai and Iri [II88], and the section heuristic [MdB04,AH-
PMW05,HGNM08] are three prominent approaches for min-# simplification.
Several works including [HS94] and [GKM+07] propose variants of the Douglas-
Peucker algorithm with improved running times. Similar applies to the optimal
algorithm but limited to R

2 and specific distance metrics and error measures
(e.g. [CC92,Var96,AV00]). This is the reason why we considered the original
algorithm by Imai and Iri in this chapter.

Cao et al. [CWT06] discuss the use of the Douglas-Peucker heuristic for of-
fline trajectory simplification. They consider four different distance metrics,
including the time-uniform distance metric, and compare the Douglas-Peucker
heuristic against the optimal algorithm regarding reduction performance and
computing time. Their results on the reduction performance are in line with
our results. For the distance metric E2, which disregards the temporal compo-
nent of the trajectories but only considers the Euclidean distance, they use a
variant of the optimal algorithm by Chan and Chin [CC92] tailored to R2. Nev-
ertheless, they measure more than factor 1000 between the computing times
of the optimal algorithm and the Douglas-Peucker heuristic. Note that the
disregard of the temporal component by the distance metric E2 is problematic
for many applications since the point of the simplified line section uj uj+1 that
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is closest to a given sensed position si with uj.t ≤ si.t ≤ uj+1.t generally differs
from the interpolated position uj uj+1(si.t).
Gudmundsson et al. [GKM+07] likewise propose the use of the Douglas-

Peucker heuristic for offline trajectory simplification and argue against the
optimal algorithm because of its running time.
With GRTSOpt

mc we successfully applied the optimal algorithm for online sim-
plification – at acceptable computing times and with reduction rates close to
the best possible offline rates and significantly greater than the reduction rates
of the Douglas-Peucker heuristic.

Meratnia and de By [MdB04] propose the section heuristic for online and offline
trajectory simplification but with a different error measure based on the aver-
age deviation between corresponding points of the original and the simplified
trajectory. In detail, they refer to the section heuristic as Opening-Window
algorithm (OPW) and distinguish two variants. The one with the better re-
duction efficiency, which corresponds to the section heuristic as explained here,
is called BOPW-TR. Due the different error measure, the maximum deviation
between the original trajectory and the simplified one is not bounded and
depends on the simplification algorithm.
This also applies to threshold-guided sampling, a heuristic for online tra-

jectory simplification proposed in [PPS06b]. It adds the most recent sensed
position sR as vertex to the simplified trajectory only if the speed or direction
of the latest velocity compared to the velocity between the previous sensed po-
sitions and the average velocity between the last two vertices of the simplified
trajectory exceeds a certain threshold. Therefore, the deviation between the
original trajectory and the simplified one is not bounded.
In [PPS06a], the same authors further propose the AmTree, a data structure

for managing an incoming stream of sensed positions with constant storage
consumption. The AmTree “forgets” more and more positions over time so
that fewer positions are known for the far past than for the recent past. Again,
the deviation between the original trajectory and the resulting simplified one
is not bounded by some predefined accuracy.
In [HGNM08], a software component for online preprocessing position data

of mobile objects is presented. The component aims at reducing the position
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data to be stored by a database according to a given accuracy bound. The
authors propose five different reduction algorithms, where in fact only one
– the section heuristic – performs line simplification, i.e. yields a connected
simplified trajectory.
None of the above works considers real-time trajectory tracking for remote

moving objects.

In [TJ07], Tiešytė and Jensen present an approach for real-time trajectory
tracking based on LDR. They propose an algorithm for computing a connected
trajectory on the basis of the linear predictions, which approximates the actual
trajectory according to the same accuracy bound used with LDR. However,
their findings only apply to pre-known routes like bus lines, i.e. movement in
R

1.
In [TCS+06], Trajcevski et al. prove that the simplified trajectory given

by the origins of the linear predictions of LDR with accuracy bound ε ap-
proximates the actual trajectory by 2ε [TCS+06]. Based on this finding they
conclude that LDR 1

2
, i.e. LDR with ε′ := 1

2ε, allows for trajectory tracking
with accuracy bound ε. As discussed in detail in Section 2.3, this approach
is very conservative and therefore is outperformed by GRTS by factor five in
terms of reduction efficiency.

In the last years, several tracking services have been launched on the Internet.
Two of the most popular such services are Google Latitude [Latitude] and
Yahoo! Fire Eagle [FireEagle].
Google Latitude allows users to share their current position – i.e. the position

of their mobile phone – with certain other people. Users can adjust the accu-
racy of the position information provided to each other individually. Google
states that the update frequency by the mobile application is determined by
several factors including the remaining battery power and the current speed.
If the mobile application runs in background, GPS is not used to preserve
battery life [Latitude].
Hence, the service does not aim to track the user’s whole trajectory according

to a specific accuracy bound of few meters. Nevertheless, Google Latitude
allows the user to query his or her past movement as sequence of recorded
positions.
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Fire Eagle provides an API that allows users to store their current position
and to disseminate it to websites and applications of the user’s choice. It does
not store any past positions.
InstaMapper [InstaMapper] and Map My Tracks [MapTracks] are two ser-

vices for tracking the whole trajectory of a user in real-time. Both offer re-
spective applications for mobile phones as well as websites to view a user’s
trajectory on a map.
The mobile application of InstaMapper periodically transmits an update

message every 5, 30, or 60 s to the server, depending on whether the user
moves at ≥ 20mph or less, and whether the user’s trajectory is currently
viewed by others or not. Thus, it does not perform any line simplification in
the classical meaning.
Similar applies to Map My Tracks. Its API even allows transmitting every

sensed position in real-time or in batch updates to the server.
Besides, none of these services uses dead reckoning for tracking the current

position. Therefore, the time domain of a trajectory managed by a service
does not increase continuously.

Hence, with GRTS, we proposed the first approach for real-time trajectory
tracking that clearly separates tracking from simplification and therefore can
achieve near-optimal reduction rates at acceptable, bounded computing times.

2.10 Summary

In this chapter, we presented Connection-Preserving Dead Reckoning (CDR)
and Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplification (GRTS) for tracking
the trajectories of a large number of moving objects at a MOD efficiently –
which is a prerequisite for supporting the primary context of such objects and
for accessing any context information associated with their trajectories.
For this purpose, the objects sense their positions periodically but report

only a subset of the positions to the MOD so that the resulting simplified
trajectory approximates the actual movement according to some predefined
accuracy bound. To inform the MOD about the current position, CDR and
GRTS use dead reckoning.
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However, while CDR is solely based on dead reckoning, GRTS separates the
tracking of the current position from the simplification of the past trajectory.
Therefore, GRTS outperforms CDR by more than factor two in terms of reduc-
tion performance whereas CDR minimizes the amount of data communicated
over the wireless network.
For both, CDR and GRTS, we proposed optimized algorithms with bounded

space consumption and computing time. In addition, we investigated different
realizations of GRTS with two important line simplification algorithms and
evaluated the resulting trade-off between computational costs and reduction
efficiency.
The realization GRTSSec

m with a simple line simplification heuristic affords
substantial reduction performance at low computational costs. In detail, it
reaches 85 to 90% of the best possible (offline) reduction rate at computing
times of less than 0.25ms on a 1GHz processor. The realization GRTSOpt

mc with
the optimal line simplification algorithm by Imai and Iri [II88], in contrast, may
reach more than 97% of the best possible reduction rate at computing times
of at most 21ms.
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3 Distributed Indexing of Space-Partitioned
Trajectories

In this chapter, we address the fourth subproblem of how to provide efficient
access to distributed dynamic context information, namely the distributed
indexing of trajectories to enable efficient access to context information asso-
ciated with the movement of mobile objects.
By the example of spatiotemporal queries in space-partitioned MODs, i.e.

the primary context location, we show how to route queries along distributed
trajectory segments of moving objects efficiently. For this purpose, we present
the Distributed Trajectory Index (DTI), which allows for such efficient query
routing by creating an overlay network for each trajectory. We further propose
an enhanced index called DTI+S. It accelerates the processing of queries on ag-
gregates of dynamic attributes, like the maximum speed during a time interval,
by augmenting DTI with summaries of trajectory segments. A discrete-event
simulator is used to show the effectiveness of DTI and DTI+S in a series of
experiments. Finally, we discuss related work and give a brief summary of the
chapter.

3.1 Preliminaries

When querying trajectory data or context information associated with tra-
jectories, we can distinguish between two classes of spatiotemporal queries,
coordinate-based and trajectory-based queries [PJT00, GS05]. Queries of the
former class refer to all trajectories satisfying a certain spatial relationship to
a specified region or point. For instance, a spatiotemporal range query, which
returns all moving objects residing in a given region during a given time inter-
val, belongs to that class. In contrast, queries of the latter class refer to the
trajectory of a single moving object and return information concerning a spec-
ified position or segment of that trajectory. For example, such a query may
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3 Distributed Indexing of Space-Partitioned Trajectories

refer to the trajectory segment of a moving object – given by a time interval
and the object’s identifier – delivering the segment itself or just the segment’s
length. Both query classes are highly relevant to context-aware systems in
general and MODs in particular and hence should be efficiently supported by
appropriate index structures.
Managing the trajectories of large numbers of objects requires distributing

the trajectory data to multiple servers. Two kinds of partitioning are conceiv-
able, spatial partitioning and object-based partitioning. With spatial partition-
ing, a server stores all trajectory segments that overlap with the geographic
service region associated with this server. Therefore, a moving object’s tra-
jectory data is typically distributed over multiple servers. In contrast, with
object-based partitioning a moving object’s trajectory is entirely stored on a
single server, where the server responsible for a moving object is determined
by a well-known mapping.
A critical issue with query processing in such a MOD is routing a given query

to the servers that store the queried data. With respect to query routing, the
two kinds of partitioning have different characteristics:

1. Object-based partitioning: Object-based partitioning is well suited for
processing a trajectory-based query since the queried trajectory is stored
on a single server, directly given by the partitioning scheme and the
identifier of the queried object. On the other hand, a coordinate-based
query has to be distributed to a large number of servers in general, since
every server might store relevant data on the queried region and time
interval.

2. Spatial partitioning: For a coordinate-based query, such as a range query,
the set of servers that store relevant data is given directly by the queried
region and the mapping from space to servers. If the queried region
is small compared to the servers’ service regions, then the query has
to be routed to few servers only. An algorithm for efficient distributed
processing of range queries has been proposed in [TDSC07]. On the
other hand, for a trajectory-based query, the set of servers that store the
queried data not only depends on the query parameters and the spatial
partitioning but also on the actual route of the queried trajectory.
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Partitioning Object-based Spatial
Trajectory-based queries + ?
Coordinate-based queries − +
Update-aware distribution − +

Table 3.1: Characteristics of partitioning schemes.

At first glance, the characteristics of spatial partitioning seem to be comple-
mentary to the ones of object-based partitioning. Yet, there is a crucial differ-
ence in favor of spatial partitioning: In case of an object-based partitioning,
potentially every server can store relevant data for a given coordinate-based
query, even if the queried range is small. This, however, does not apply to
spatial partitioning and trajectory-based queries: For a given trajectory and a
short time interval, the relevant data is stored by only few neighboring servers
due to the functional dependency between space and time induced by the
movement of the respective object.
Another important advantageous characteristic of spatial partitioning is

that current position information can be stored close to the moving objects
by distributing the servers according to their service regions. We refer to
this approach as update-aware distribution. It may reduce the overhead for
position updates substantially [PS01, LR02]. Therefore, spatial partitioning
and update-aware distribution are also widely used in scalable location ser-
vices [PS01,LR02,ZZL07].
Table 3.1 briefly summarizes the characteristics of both kinds of partitioning.

The question mark in Table 3.1 shall indicate that spatial partitioning does
neither inherently prevent efficient processing of trajectory-based queries nor
that it immediately allows for an efficient processing scheme.
In this chapter, we therefore present the Distributed Trajectory Index (DTI)

[LDR08b], enabling efficient routing of trajectory-based queries in space-parti-
tioned MODs. A DTI realizes an overlay network of servers storing segments
of a certain trajectory. Our evaluations show that DTI reduces the time for
routing trajectory-based queries to the relevant servers by up to 69% compared
to routing without DTI.
We further present an enhanced index called DTI+S optimizing aggrega-
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tion queries on trajectories like “What was the maximum speed of object o

during time interval [ta, tb]?”. DTI+S optimizes DTI for such queries by aug-
menting the index with summaries of trajectory segments. For a MOD system
consisting of 1000 servers, our evaluation shows that DTI+S can reduce the
time for processing aggregation queries by two orders of magnitude compared
to processing without DTI+S. DTI and DTI+S achieve these savings with
negligible storage consumptions compared to the trajectory data being stored.
In our evaluations DTI+S accounts for less than 2.3% of the overall storage
consumption.

3.2 Assumptions and Notation

We consider a space-partitioned MOD that stores the trajectories of a set
of moving objects with identifiers o1 to om, where m is in the magnitude of
thousands or millions in general.
Consistent with CDR and GRTS (cf. Chapter 2) and most works on MODs

(e.g. [LFG+03,MGA03,GS05]), the trajectory of an object o is a spatiotemporal
polyline, represented by a sequence of timestamped positions u1, u2, . . .. Each
vertex ui is a data record with two attributes t and �p, where ui.t denotes the
sensing time and ui.�p denotes the sensed position on the plane, sphere, or
space, accordingly.
We refer to any connected clipping of a trajectory as trajectory segment.

Such a segment simply can be specified by a time interval [ta, tb] on a known
trajectory.
The space-partitioned MOD is responsible for tracking moving objects in a

certain geographic area, called service area. This area is partitioned into a set
of disjoint service regions. Each service region is managed by an individual
server si. Therefore, the MOD is composed of a collection of servers s1 to sn,
each of which is responsible for a single service region. For any moving object, a
server stores only positions that are located in its service region. Consequently,
a moving object’s trajectory generally is maintained by multiple servers, each
storing the segment intersecting its service region. Moreover, a server only
stores trajectory segments of those moving objects that have visited its service
region at least once. We do not make any assumptions regarding the storage
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and indexing of the trajectory segments within a server. Any index structure
for past trajectory data such as the TB-tree [PJT00] can be used.
We call the server in whose service region object o is currently located the

current server of o. S(o) denotes the servers storing segments of the object’s
trajectory. S(o, t) denotes the server storing the segment comprising times-
tamp t. Two servers are neighbors if their service regions adjoin. Figure 3.1
illustrates a space-partitioned MOD with seven servers s1 to s7.
We assume that the servers compose a geographic overlay network with

respect to their service regions. Given a message and a target point �p, they
are able to route the message geographically from any server to the server
whose service region contains �p. We do not make any further assumptions
about how geographic routing is implemented. Any greedy geographic routing
scheme can be used (e.g. [Kle00,RFH+01]).
The current positions of the moving objects can be determined by any kind

of position sensors located on the moving objects (e.g. GPS receivers) or within
the infrastructure surrounding the objects. We assume that an object’s move-
ments are reported to the corresponding server using an appropriate tracking
protocol for trajectories such as GRTS proposed in Chapter 2. If an object
moves from one service region to another, a handover is performed, which
supplies the address of the object’s previous current server to the new one.1

Any entity connected to the network of servers can act as a client of the
MOD. A client can issue a query at an arbitrary server. The servers process
the query in a distributed fashion and transmit the result to the client.
The MOD is capable of processing coordinate- and trajectory-based queries.

In this chapter, however, we address the latter class of queries only, as justified
in Section 3.1. An algorithm for processing range queries in a space-partitioned
MOD is given in [TDSC07]. As stated above, trajectory-based queries refer to
the trajectory segment of a single object. In particular, a query qtype (o, ts, te)
refers to the segment specified by time interval [q.ts, q.te] of moving object q.o.
The type of the query defines what information concerning this queried segment

1With GRTS, the sensing history of the moving object should be cleared during a handover,
to ensure that the stable part of the simplified trajectory comprises the current position in
the new service region. Thus, the variable part is temporarily eliminated. This prevents
later changes to the trajectory segment stored by the previous current server.
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is returned to the client. In this chapter, we consider four representative types:

1. Segment query: the specified segment is returned as a list of positions. If
q.ts = q.te, only one timestamped position is returned. Hence, this query
type also comprises position queries.

2. Length query: the length of the specified segment is returned.

3. Max-speed query: the maximum speed of object q.o in the specified seg-
ment is returned.

4. Region-relation query: This type of query takes an additional parameter
R defining a geographic region. The query returns the set of time inter-
vals within the queried interval [q.ts, q.te] during which q.o was located
inside q.R.

In the following, S(q) denotes the servers storing the queried segment of q.
Note that S(q) ⊆ S(q.o).

3.3 Basic Scheme

In this section, we introduce a basic scheme for processing trajectory-based
queries in space-partitioned MODs. This scheme is improved by DTI and
DTI+S in the subsequent two sections.
A client may send a query q to any server. Unfortunately, due to the spatial

partitioning there exists no immediate mapping from the parameters q.o, q.ts

and q.te to the servers S(q). Therefore, we need a mechanism for routing q to
S(q).
With our basic scheme, query routing comprises three phases: (1.) Routing q

to any server si ∈ S(q.o), (2.) routing q to S(q.o, q.ts) or S(q.o, q.te), i.e. to the
start or end of the queried segment, and (3.) routing q to the remaining servers
of S(q), i.e. traversing the queried segment to collect the queried information.

First phase. A server si ∈ S(q.o) can be found by potentially searching all
servers of the MOD, which obviously does not scale well. Instead we apply
a home server scheme, where each moving object o has a home server that
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Figure 3.1: Query processing using the basic scheme.

knows (at least) one server of S(o). Our approach is inspired by distributed
hash tables, which are used to (indirectly) assign home server roles to the
various servers of the MOD. For that purpose, all servers share a fixed hash
function �fh mapping the moving objects’ identifiers to points in the service
area: �fh : {o1, . . . , om} → R

2. The home server of moving object o is defined
to be the server whose service region contains the geographic point �fh(o). This
server maintains a home server pointer uh to some timestamped position ui

of o’s trajectory. The pointer uh is simply a copy of its target ui. Hence, it is
independent of the server storing ui. This independence has the advantage that
home server pointers are stable to reconfigurations, i.e. need not be updated
if their target positions are relocated to other servers.

How are the targets of home server pointers selected? A simple mechanism
is to select the moving object’s initial position u0. Of course, we can think of
much more elaborate schemes, which adapt the pointer to frequently queried
time intervals or which maintain more than one pointer. Since the DTI scheme
is independent of any particular solution to that problem, we do not go into
further detail here.

The server that first receives a query q from the client geographically routes
q to �fh(q.o), i.e. to the home server of q.o. The home server then geographically
routes the query to uh.�p. This completes the first phase. If any server si ∈
S(q.o) receives q on its way to uh.�p, the first phase is completed even earlier.
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Second phase. The query q is routed to the server storing the beginning or
end of the queried segment, i.e. to S(q.o, q.ts) or to S(q.o, q.te). Without loss
of generality, we only consider routing to S(q.o, q.te) in the following.2 Each
server that receives q transmits it to the neighbor server storing the previous
or rather subsequent segment that is closer to q.te until S(q.o, q.te) is reached.
We refer to this kind of linear routing along a trajectory as trajectory-based
routing.
For this purpose, the servers maintain two linking pointers for each segment

they store: The backward linking pointer points to the last position of the
previous segment and the forward linking pointer points to first position of the
subsequent segment. A linking pointer is a copy of the timestamped position
it points to, like a home server pointer. This enables each server to decide
locally on the next routing step.
The linking pointers are created as follows: For each moving object, the

space-partitioned MOD maintains a data structure called shadow object (SO).
The SO for object o is transferred from the current server of o to the next one as
part of the handover procedure. Besides other information, the SO contains the
latest trajectory information of o. For example, when using the GRTS protocol,
the SO contains the variable and predicted part of the trajectory. When the
tracking protocol signals a handover (cf. Section 3.2), the new current server
informs the previous current server about the object’s position within the new
service region. The previous server creates the forward linking pointer. Then it
transmits the SO to the new current server. This server creates the backward
linking pointer and then updates the SO accordingly.

Third phase. Now, q is processed monotonously from q.te to q.ts using
trajectory-based routing. The server S(q.o, q.te) processes q backwards in time
until the end of the previous segment given by the backward linking pointer.
Then, it transmits q and the partial result r to the corresponding neighbor
server. This server further processes q on its segment until the end of its
previous segment and merges its local result with r. This procedure is repeated
until S(q.o, q.ts) receives q. This server processes q from the end of its segment

2The improved scheme DTI+S requires that q is routed to S(q.o, q.te) since it processes q
backwards in time from q.te to q.ts, cf. Section 3.5.
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to q.ts and merges the local result with r. Finally, it sends the complete result
r to the client.
The type of r and its merging with local results depend on the query type.

In case of a length query, r is the length of the segment processed so far. Local
results simply are added to r. Similar applies to the other types of queries.
Note that the result of a segment query is not an aggregated value but simply
a copy of the queried segment. Therefore, the servers S(q) can alternatively
send their local results to the client directly instead of concatenating them
in r.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the three phases: (i.) s4 receives the query q from the
client. (ii.) s4 geographically routes q to �fh(q.o), i.e. to s7. (iii.) s7 routes q to
u18.�p according to its home server pointer uh = u18. (iv.) The respective server
s3 sends q to its neighbor server s6 as the queried time interval [q.ts, q.te] is
before s3’s segment. (v.) s6 sends the query to s5 for the same reason. (vi.) s5

starts processing q since its segment comprises q.te. (vii.) Then, it sends q

and the partial result r to its neighbor s1. (viii.) This server completes the
processing since its segment comprises q.ts. (ix.) Finally, s1 sends r to the
client.

3.4 Distributes Trajectory Index

Trajectory-based routing in the second phase can take many geographic routing
hops and thus time. It depends on the trajectory’s route, the service regions
and the temporal routing distance, i.e. the time span between the segment
of the first server of the second phase and q.te. For example, for uniform
movement and uniform service regions the number of hops linearly depends on
the temporal routing distance.
The goal of the DTI scheme is to increase the efficiency of routing by creating

a distributed index called DTI over the servers S(o) of each trajectory. DTI
stores additional pointers along the trajectory. These DTI pointers allow for
direct routes from one server’s segment to temporal distant segments stored
by other servers. Thus, a DTI realizes an overlay network of servers in S(o).
The DTI scheme employs the idea of maintaining multiple pointers spanning
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different distances from skip lists [Pug90] and applies it to distributed indexing
of trajectory data. More precisely, a DTI is created according to a perfect
bidirectional skip list, illustrated in Figure 3.2a. The nodes of such a list are
sequentially numbered starting at zero. The pointers have different levels. The
pointers at level 1 compose a doubly-linked list over all nodes. The pointers at
level 2 compose a doubly-linked list over all nodes with even sequence numbers.
The pointers at level i compose a doubly-linked list over all nodes with sequence
numbers divisible by 2i−1. The height of a node is the maximum level of the
pointers it maintains. Thus, the height l of a node with sequence number k > 0
is l = max {i : 2i−1 | k} = 1 + max {i : 2i | k}. The height of node 0 is always
equal to the maximum height of all other nodes.
Figure 3.2b illustrates how the skip list principle is applied to a DTI for a

given trajectory. The DTI scheme selects individual positions to act as anchors
of list nodes. The DTI implements such a logical node by a data record named
DTI node. A DTI node is maintained by the server that stores the node’s
anchor. For example, s4 stores node 4 with anchor u32.
A DTI node contains its sequence number, its anchor, and the pointers to

other DTI nodes. Such a DTI pointer is simply a copy of the anchor of the
node it refers to. Thus, the DTI pointers are realized like linking pointers
and home server pointers. Therefore, trajectory-based routing in the second
phase of the basic scheme can be adapted easily to the more efficient DTI-based
routing, explained below.
The DTI of an object o is extended incrementally during runtime as soon

as the time span since the creation of the last DTI node exceeds a certain
threshold TR (e.g. one or few hours, cf. Section 3.6.2): After processing the
next update message, the current server creates a new DTI node anchored at
the latest position it stores.3 Therefore, a server can store no DTI nodes at
all as well as several DTI nodes regarding a certain segment. The creation of
DTI nodes is explained in detail in Section 3.4.2.

3With GRTS, the anchor of the new DTI node is the last position of the first part of the
simplified trajectory, since this part is not changed by future update messages. For this
purpose, the moving object either has to use a realization where the number of vertices of
the variable part is known (e.g. in particular GRTSSec

m ) or inform the server accordingly
by an additional field in the update messages.
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Figure 3.2: Skip list and DTI.

The distributed storage of the DTI nodes according to their anchors is use-
ful since it provides direct network locality between index and indexed data.
Furthermore, a DTI is robust regarding repartitioning of service regions due
to the indirect addressing based on timestamped positions instead of network
addresses, c.f. Section 3.4.4. Hence, a DTI realizes a lightweight overlay net-
work on top of geographic routing, which again can be realized as an overlay
network.

The overall storage consumption of a DTI linearly depends on its number of
DTI nodes since the expected number of DTI pointers per node is independent
of the number of DTI nodes. This can be seen from the following series: On
average, half of the nodes maintain two pointers, one fourth maintain four
pointers, one eighth maintain six pointers, and so on. Thus, the expected
number of pointers at an arbitrary DTI node is equal to

1
2 · 2 +

1
4 · 4 +

1
8 · 6 + . . . + 1

2i
· 2i + . . . = lim

n→∞ 2
n∑

i=1

i

2i
= 4 .

Accordingly, the expected height of an arbitrary DTI node is l = 2.
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1: receive query q and pointer u
2: if stores segment that comprises q.te then
3: Enter third phase of basic scheme . . .
4: else
5: if maintains any pointer on q.o’s trajectory then
6: u′ ← pointer that is temporally closest to q.te
7: if |u′.t− q.te| < |u.t− q.te| then
8: u ← u′

9: end if
10: end if
11: geographically route q and u towards u.�p
12: end if

Figure 3.3: DTI-based routing algorithm.

3.4.1 DTI-based Routing

The fundamental principle of DTI-based routing is greedy temporal routing:
Given a query q, each server geographically routes q to the target of the pointer
u that minimizes |u.t− q.te|. Figure 3.3 gives a formal description of the
algorithm executed at each server. The algorithm not only transmits q but
also the pointer u currently being used since geographic routing along a DTI
pointer may encounter servers that do not store any information about the
queried trajectory.
If a server receives q and u, it first checks whether it stores the segment

that comprises q.te (line 2). If not, it selects the pointer u′ that is temporally
closest to q.te from all pointers known to it – in particular DTI pointers, but
also linking pointers and possibly even the moving object’s home server pointer
(line 6). If u′ is even closer to q.te than u, it replaces u accordingly (lines 7 – 8).
Finally, it geographically routes q and u towards u’s target. For example, if
server s3 in Figure 3.2b receives a query with q.te = ta, then DTI-based routing
uses the forward DTI pointer from DTI node 2 to node 4 and thus saves two
geographic routing hops compared to trajectory-based routing.
The routing algorithm above generally achieves a good routing performance

due to the following advantageous properties of a perfect bidirectional skip list:
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1. The bidirectionality allows for efficient routing forward and backward in
time.

2. The levels guarantee that a server always maintains more DTI pointers
to temporally close segments than to distant ones. Hence, the smaller
the temporal distance to q.te, the finer is the support by pointers.

3. The number of DTI pointers for routing from one DTI node to another
node logarithmically depends on the temporal distance of the two nodes.

The importance of the latter two properties for efficient routing in overlay
networks is well known from the seminal work of Kleinberg [Kle00]. The per-
formance of DTI-based routing depends on the actual route of the trajectory,
the performance of the underlying geographic routing algorithm, and the tem-
poral density of the DTI nodes. The latter is determined by the rate 1/TR at
which new DTI nodes are created. For a given TR, uniform movement, and
a fully meshed geographic overlay network, the number of geographic routing
hops with DTI-based routing logarithmically depends on the temporal rout-
ing distance. It polylogarithmically depends on the temporal routing distance
in case of a geographic overlay network with long-range links according to
Kleinberg [Kle00].
The choice of the parameter TR, which defines the time between two consec-

utive DTI nodes, is a trade-off between the overhead for storing and accessing
the DTI pointers within a server and the performance improvement for query
routing. However, our evaluation results in Section 3.6.2 show that suitable
values for TR range within about two orders of magnitude.
The routing performance particularly improves with implicit shortcuts – if

a server stores more than one segment of the same trajectory and thus enables
to jump locally to a temporally distant segment. Implicit shortcuts further
show that the above algorithm only approximates the optimal routing path.
Each server chooses the temporally closest pointer independent of whether the
server at the pointer’s target provides implicit shortcuts or not.
A second reason for suboptimal routing paths is illustrated in Figure 3.2b. If

s2 receives a query with q.te = tb then using the DTI pointer from DTI node 0
to 1 results in an additional geographic routing hop compared to routing along
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the forward linking pointer from s2’s segment to s1’s segment. The reason is
that the temporal distance to q.te, used for choosing the next pointer, only
approximates the actual routing distance.

3.4.2 Creation of DTI Nodes

Once the time span since the creation of the last DTI node exceeds the thresh-
old TR, the current server of the respective object o creates a new node when
receiving the next position update from o. The DTI scheme stores the se-
quence number and anchor of the last DTI node in the SO for this purpose. If
the current server creates a new DTI node, it determines the sequence number
k of the new node and the backward DTI pointer to node k − 1 = k − 20 at
level 1. Then it creates a DTI-pointer message, containing k and the anchor
of the new DTI node. It geographically routes the message to the server that
maintains node k − 1. This server creates the opposite forward DTI pointer
at level 1. If the new node’s height l equals one, then the server immediately
acknowledges the DTI-pointer message. If l > 1, it adds the backward DTI
pointer to node k − 2 to the message and routes the message to this pointer’s
target. The server that maintains DTI node k − 2 creates the forward DTI
pointer at level 2 to node k, adds its backward DTI pointer to k − 4 = k − 22

to the message, and then routes the message to node k − 4. This procedure
is repeated on ascending levels until node k − 2l−1 is reached. The server of
node k − 2l−1 creates the forward DTI pointer on level l to the new node k

and then routes the message back to the current server of the moving object.
With it, the current server creates the new node’s backward DTI pointers on
the levels 2 to l. Thus, the creation of a new DTI node with height l involves
routing the DTI-pointer message geographically to at most l other servers and
creating 2l DTI pointers, where l = 2 on average, see above.

Figure 3.4 illustrates this procedure for creating DTI node 8. The Roman
numbers denote the chronological order of the creations of the DTI pointers
and the intermediate transmissions of the DTI-pointer message.
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Figure 3.4: Creation of DTI node 8.

3.4.3 Home Server Pointer and DTI

DTI-based routing works if the home server pointer refers to any position on
the moving object’s trajectory. However, in order to reduce the average routing
time it is advantageous if the home server pointer points to the anchor of a
DTI node with a large number of DTI pointers. The DTI scheme guarantees
that the home server pointer always points to the highest DTI node k > 0 by
updating the home server pointer each time it creates a DTI node with k = 2i.

3.4.4 Service Region Repartitioning

To achieve a scalable MOD service, it is essential that service regions can be
split and merged locally without global reconfiguration. That is, splitting and
merging must only affect a small number of servers. The basic scheme and DTI
meet this requirement well: Anchors of DTI nodes and all kinds of pointers
base on timestamped positions and not server addresses.
Splitting the service region of a server si with a new server sj therefore only

affects segments, pointers and DTI nodes of si. In detail, the following five
tasks have to be performed:

1. Migrating each SO from si to sj whose moving object is located in sj’s
service region.

2. Splitting the segments stored by si according to the new service regions
and creating linking pointers at the resulting splits.

3. Migrating the segments that are located in sj’s service region to sj to-
gether with their linking pointers.
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4. Moving each home server pointer of moving object o from si to sj where
�fh(o), cf. Section 3.3, is located in the service region of sj.

5. Migrating the DTI nodes, whose anchors are located in sj’s service region,
and their summaries to sj.

A similar procedure applies to merging two neighboring service regions.

3.5 DTI with Summaries

We introduced the DTI scheme in the previous section to reduce the routing
overhead for the second phase of query processing. This scheme, however, does
not affect the third phase, where trajectory-based routing may still cause a sub-
stantial routing overhead. Obviously, this overhead depends on the time span
q.te − q.ts. In the following, we extend the DTI scheme to increase the routing
performance and thus query processing performance for the third phase.
The basic idea of the extended scheme, called DTI+S, is to attach summaries

to the DTI pointers. A summary attached to a DTI pointer records aggregated
information concerning the segment between the anchor of the respective DTI
node and the pointer’s target. For example, a summary may store the length of
this segment and the maximum speed recorded for this segment. Summaries
may substantially speed up processing in the third phase. In many cases,
queries can be forwarded along DTI pointers using the aggregates stored in
the attached summaries. Without those summaries, this information would
have to be aggregated by additionally visiting all other servers of S(q).
This approach can be applied to any type of query on an aggregate of a

dynamic attribute that can be computed by partial aggregation [MFHH02],
i.e. by means of smaller aggregates. It can be applied to length, max-speed, and
region-relation queries in particular. For these queries, each summary stores
the length of the segment it refers to, the maximum speed within the segment,
and the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the segment, respectively.
Clearly, summaries cannot be used for optimizing segment queries as the result
of such a query is not an aggregated value.
In principle, summaries can be attached to forward and backward DTI point-

ers. Whether summaries are maintained for a single or both directions is a
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trade-off between storage consumption and routing performance. In the fol-
lowing we assume that summaries are only stored with the backward pointers.
Therefore, query processing in the third phase always starts at q.te. However,
the scheme can be easily extended to provide summaries for both directions.
The summaries increase the average storage consumption per DTI node by

a constant amount of data. Assuming that storing a timestamped position
requires 3× 8 = 24 byte and that an integer takes 4 byte, a DTI node without
summaries but with anchor, sequence number, and DTI pointers – four on
average, cf. Section 3.4 – consumes 24 + 4 + 4× 24 ≈ 125 byte. For the three
kinds of aggregation queries considered here, a summary contains six floating-
point values, i.e. it requires 6×8 = 48 byte. Thus, a DTI node with summaries
consumes 125 + 2× 48 ≈ 225 byte on average.

3.5.1 Construction of DTI+S

The DTI+S scheme creates the summaries together with the backward point-
ers. For this purpose, each SO additionally contains a summary of the segment
between the latest DTI node and the latest known positions. The current
server of the moving object updates this summary with each position update.
For example, in case of the segment length it increments the length given in
the summary by the distance between the new position given in the position
update message and the previous position.
If the current server creates a new DTI node with sequence number k the

SO’s summary yields the summary for the segment between the DTI node
k − 1 and the new node k, i.e. it belongs to the new backward DTI pointer at
level 0. The summaries belonging to the backward pointers on higher levels
are created by concatenating the SO’s summary with summaries for segments
between previous DTI nodes.
For this purpose, the DTI-pointer message for a new node k with height l is

extended as follows: The servers of the nodes k − 20, k − 21, . . . , k − 2l−2 not
only add the backward DTI pointer to the next node in the list to the message
but also add the corresponding summary. When the server of the new node
k finally receives the message, it computes the summaries for the backward
pointers at the levels 2 to l: For the summary attached to the pointer at level
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1: receive query q, pointer u and partial result r
2: while u.t > q.ts do
3: if has usable summary to cut short from u.t then
4: determine summary that enables longest shortcut
5: merge r with aggregate given in the summary
6: u ← backward DTI pointer of the summary
7: else if has segment that spans u.t then
8: u′ ← linking pointer to previous segment
9: if has DTI node between u′.t and u.t then
10: u′ ← anchor of latest such DTI node
11: end if
12: if q.ts > u′.t then
13: u′ ← interpolate timestamped position at q.ts
14: end if
15: process q on local segment between u′.t and u.t
16: merge r with result between u′.t and u.t
17: u ← u′

18: else
19: geographically route q, u, and r towards u.�p
20: return
21: end if
22: end while
23: send r to client

Figure 3.5: Algorithm for DTI+S-based query routing and processing.

2, it concatenates the SO’s summary and the summary on the segment between
node k − 20 and node k − 21. For the summary at level 3, it concatenates the
just created summary and the summary on the segment between the nodes
k − 21 and k − 22, and so on.

Two consecutive summaries are concatenated by aggregating each pair of
aggregates belonging together. For example, the lengths of the segments simply
are added.
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3.5 DTI with Summaries

3.5.2 Query Processing

Routing with DTI+S in the third phase is also based on greedy temporal rout-
ing. However, a given query q only may be routed along a backward DTI
pointer if the pointer’s summary is usable for processing q. That is, the sum-
mary provides the needed information for processing q on the summary’s time
interval.
Whether a summary can be used depends on the query type. Therefore, we

first explain the generic algorithm for DTI+S-based routing and processing.
Then, we render the algorithm more precisely by discussing usable summaries
for the types of aggregation queries considered here.
Figure 3.5 shows the generic algorithm executed at each server. It monoto-

nously processes q from q.te to q.ts backwards in time. The current progress
is stored by the timestamp u.t of the pointer u. Initially u is equal to the
position at q.te.
A server si that receives q, u and r repeatedly tries to process q from u.t

on. In each repetition it first tries to process q by means of a usable summary
(line 3 – 6) and otherwise by the segment that comprises u.t (lines 7 – 17). If
it neither stores a usable summary nor the segment that comprises u.t, then it
routes q towards the server of the remaining part of the queried time interval
(lines 18 – 19). If the server completed query processing (u.t ≤ q.ts in line 2),
it sends the aggregated result to the client.
If the server maintains any usable summaries, it greedily processes q by

means of the one reaching furthest in the past. If it has no usable summary
but stores the segment spanning u.t, then it processes q by means of this
segment. At every visited DTI node, si tries again to find a usable summary
by repeating the while loop instead of simply traversing the segment linearly.
Whether a summary can be used depends on the query type. However, there

exists a necessary condition, applying to all query types, namely that the time
interval [ti, tj] of a usable summary must contain u.t, i.e. ti < u.t ≤ tj. For
other summaries, the above algorithm cannot advance u.t towards q.ts.
Next, we state the sufficient conditions for the usability of summaries for

each type of aggregation query considered in this chapter:

• Length queries: A summary is usable if and only if its time interval [ti, tj]
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holds for q.ts ≤ ti and u.t = tj. Thus, a usable summary always belongs
to the DTI node with anchor u.t.

• Max-speed queries: A summary is usable iff it fulfills one of the following
two conditions: (1.) The summary’s time interval [ti, tj] holds for q.ts ≤
ti ≤ u.t and u.t ≤ tj ≤ q.te. (2.) The summary holds for the necessary
condition and the maximum speed given in the summary is less or equal
to the partial result r. For this reason – compared to length queries – the
algorithm sometimes can even use a summary on a time interval [ti, tj]
with ti < q.ts or tj > q.te.

• Region-relation queries: A summary is usable iff it fulfills the necessary
condition above and its MBR shows that the corresponding segment is
located completely inside or completely outside the queried region q.R.
That is, q.R either completely contains the MBR or does not intersect
the MBR. If the MBR only partially overlaps q.R, the summary is un-
usable. However, in this case the query possibly may be processed by
a sequence of summaries on sub-segments of this summary’s segment,
since the MBRs of two consecutive segments generally cover much less
space than the MBR of both segments.

3.6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of DTI and DTI+S for query
routing and processing in space-partitioned MODs. First, we explain the sim-
ulation setup. Then, we discuss the performance of DTI-based routing by
considering the processing time in the first and second phase only. Finally, we
give results on the overall processing time with DTI+S.

3.6.1 Setup

We implemented a discrete event simulator for space-partitioned MODs that
allows for measuring the query processing times resulting from network laten-
cies, disk I/O, and CPU.
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Figure 3.6: Storage layout.

We conducted a series of experiments, simulating a space-partitioned MOD
with a service area of 4500 km× 2000 km (≈ Continental U.S.) over a time of
3 ·107 s ≈ 1 year. If not stated otherwise, the MOD is composed of 1000 servers
with rectangular service regions with side lengths between 140 and 560 km.
The network latencies for query routing are modeled using a real topology
data set of the AT&T Internet backbone [LLN03]. Each server of the MOD
is connected to the router closest to the center of its service region, assuming
a network link with a delay of 3ms. Then, the latencies are calculated using
Dijkstra’s algorithm.
For geographic routing of queries and other messages, each server maintains

a shortest-path routing table containing contacts – network address and service
region – for all neighbor servers. If not stated otherwise, the routing table
further contains ten long-range contacts (LRCs) to distant servers, randomly
chosen using inverse square distribution [Kle00]. If a server receives a message
with target �p then it greedily chooses the contact whose service region is closest
to �p and sends the message to the respective server.
Each server maintains a table for permanent storage of the trajectory seg-

ments within its service region and their linking pointers as well as a table
for the respective DTI nodes and summaries. The latter table is clustered by
the identifiers of the moving objects. Hence, all DTI nodes and summaries
of a given object can be read in a single operation. We do not make any as-
sumptions on the clustering of the trajectory segments table. Particularly, it
can be clustered to optimize processing of coordinate-based queries using any
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appropriate index such as the TB-tree [PJT00]. We only assume – as with TB-
tree – that each page contains consecutive timestamped positions of a single
moving object only. For efficient trajectory-based access to the trajectory seg-
ments table, a server maintains small, sparse temporal indexes for each moving
object that ever entered its service region. These temporal indexes also are
permanently stored, clustered by the moving object’s identifiers. Figure 3.6
illustrates this storage layout. A hash table in main memory provides initial
access to the pages that contain the DTI nodes and the temporal index of a
given moving object.
In our simulations, we assumed a page size of 4 kB, a seek time of 10ms, and

a transfer rate of 30MB/s. With these values and the above-mentioned storage
requirements for the DTI nodes and summaries (24 byte for a timestamped
position and 8 + 4 + 8 = 20 byte for an entry in the temporal index), the disk
I/O times can be calculated.
Each server further maintains a hash table for SOs and a hash table for

home server pointers, not shown in Figure 3.6. Due to the frequent accesses
to this data and the small storage requirements (about 200 byte per SO and
24 byte per home server pointer) both can be cached in main memory.
The CPU times for processing within a server were measured during our

experiments on an Intel Xeon Linux Server with 3.0GHz using 4GB RAM.
The following results, however, show that they are negligible compared to the
network latencies and disk I/O times.
Regarding the processing of trajectory-based queries the mentioned storage

layout is independent of the overall number of moving objects. Therefore, only
a small set of moving objects has to be simulated. In our experiments we sim-
ulated 100 moving objects moving according to the mobility model proposed
in [Haa97]: Each moving object starts at a random position with random direc-
tion and random speed v ≤ vmax = 10m/s. Every 10 s it randomly changes its
direction between −0.1 and +0.1 rad and its speed between −3 and +3m/s. In
contrast to [Haa97] the movement is not wrapped at the borders of the service
area but reflected. The moving objects report their positions with GRTSSec

m
(cf. Chapter 2) using an accuracy bound of 25m. For each moving object,
GRTSSec

m transmits 8.8 · 106 update messages during simulation and creates a
trajectory with 8.7 · 105 vertices, i.e. position data records.
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For 2 · 107 s ≈ 8months, the moving objects only report their positions.
Then, for 107 s ≈ 4months, each moving object additionally poses queries
according to a Poisson process with rate λ = 0.01 s−1. Thus, the simulation
results are the averages of about 107 queries. We simulated a uniform mix of
segment, length, max-speed, and region-relation queries. A moving object o

randomly chooses the parameters of a query q as follows:

• q.o: Half of the queries refer to the client’s trajectory, i.e. q.o = o. The
other half refers to any other moving object.

• q.te: The queried time interval ends 1000 to 107 s before current time t,
where log [t− q.te] is uniformly distributed. Thus, queries on the near
past are more likely.

• q.ts: The queried time interval starts 1000 to 107 s before q.te, where
log [q.te − q.ts] follows uniform distribution. Thus, queries on long time
intervals are rare.

In case of a region-relation query, q.R is a quadratic region with l = 10 to
1000 km side length, where log l is uniformly distributed. q.R is randomly
placed in the service area.

3.6.2 Routing Performance

To evaluate DTI-based routing independent of summaries, we only consider
the first and second phase of query processing. For readability, we refer to the
processing time in these two phases as routing time in the following.
Figure 3.7 shows the average routing time using the DTI scheme depending

on the number of DTI nodes per trajectory created within simulation time,
i.e. depending on the temporal density of the DTI nodes determined by the
rate 1/TR at which new DTI nodes are created. For that purpose, TR was
varied between 1/8 and 8192 h in factors of two, i.e. from 450 to about 3 ·107 s.
Figure 3.7 shows three curves: one for geographic routing without LRCs, with
10 LRCs, and with LRCs to all other servers, i.e. a fully meshed geographic
overlay network. In the latter case, geographic routing to any point �p only
requires one geographic routing hop.
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Figure 3.7: Routing time depending on DTI nodes.
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Figure 3.8: Routing time depending on routing distance.

With one DTI node per trajectory, DTI-based routing degenerates to tra-
jectory-based routing. In this case, LRCs are useless except for the first phase,
i.e. routing to the home server and along the home server pointer. Therefore
the routing times with one DTI node are very similar for the different numbers
of LRCs, between 715 and 738ms. These times seem small compared to the
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fact that each trajectory is partitioned to about 1900 segments on average,
distributed to the major part of the servers. The reason is that trajectory-based
routing also uses implicit shortcuts on servers storing two or more segments of
the queried trajectory, cf. Section 3.4.
Nevertheless, with increasing numbers of DTI nodes the routing times sig-

nificantly decrease. As expected, the more LRCs each server maintains, the
larger are the savings – up to 29% (no LRCs), 46% (10 LRCs), or 70% (fully
meshed). The maximum savings are reached with about 100 to 104 DTI nodes
per trajectory, more precisely with TR = 64 to 1 h. For more than 104 DTI
nodes, the routing times slightly increase due to the disk I/O for reading the
additional DTI nodes. This shows that per trajectory one DTI node every few
hours is sufficient for efficient DTI-based routing in our scenario. It further
shows that the optimal routing performance is achieved also if TR varies within
about two orders of magnitude.
In all subsequent simulations, we used TR = 4h, resulting in 2080 DTI nodes

per trajectory within simulation time.
Figure 3.8 depicts the routing time in the second phase over the temporal

routing distance, i.e. the time-span to cover in the second phase. As expected,
DTI does not improve routing for short temporal routing distances. For tem-
poral distances between 1000 and 105 s, routing with the basic scheme as well
as routing with the DTI scheme both require only about 19ms in the second
phase. Yet, for long distances – 106 to 107 s – and a fully meshed geographic
overlay network the DTI scheme reduces the routing time by 69%. With 10
LRCs per server, it reduces the second phase by 36% and even without LRCs
the DTI scheme saves 24%.

3.6.3 DTI+S-based Routing and Processing

Next, we evaluate the DTI+S scheme by measuring the overall processing time,
i.e. the sum of processing times in all three phases. Note that this time does
not include the transmission of the result to the query issuer but only the
processing within the space-partitioned MOD system.
Figure 3.9 shows the overall processing times with and without DTI+S for

the different query types itemized to network latencies, disk I/O times, and
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CPU times. The figure shows only one column for query processing without
DTI+S since thereby the network latencies and disk I/O times are identical
for all query types and since the CPU times always are negligible compared
to the other two values. In detail, without DTI+S, the average CPU time
for query processing varies between 3ms for a segment query and 25ms for a
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max-speed query. With DTI+S, the CPU time is 3ms for a segment query
and about 1ms for the other query types.
Without DTI+S and for segment queries, the disk I/O times of about

3400ms clearly exceed the network latencies of about 1300ms. With the use
of summaries, i.e. for length, max-speed or region-relation queries, they range
between 300 and 420ms and 200 and 250ms, respectively. Hence, the sum-
maries reduce the network latencies by more than 75% and the disk I/O times
by even more than 85%.
Figure 3.10 shows the overall processing time for different lengths of the

queried time intervals q.te−q.ts and for different query types. Without DTI+S,
it linearly increases with the length of the queried time interval since implicit
shortcuts cannot be utilized in the third phase. For a query on weeks or
months – 106 to 107 s – processing without DTI+S requires almost 15000ms
on average. With DTI, also segment queries show a linear increase of the
processing time since segment queries are not improved by summaries.
For the other three types of queries, the DTI+S scheme saves large amounts

of time:

• Length queries: Processing a length query with 106 s ≤ q.te− q.ts < 107 s
requires 1059ms on average.
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• Max-speed queries: With 106 s ≤ q.te − q.ts < 107 s, they only require
764ms on average as with these queries more summaries are usable than
with length queries. Hence, the DTI+S scheme can reduce the overall
processing time by more than 95%.

• Region-relation queries: For small queried time intervals, DTI+S-based
processing requires slightly less time than for the other types of queries
since with a region-relation query the second phase can end prematurely
if a server si ∈ S(q.o) \ S(q) with a usable summary is encountered. With
longer time intervals, processing of region-relation queries requires more
time than processing of length or max-speed queries since the MBRs of
summaries on very long time intervals mostly are too large to be usable.

Figure 3.11 depicts the overall processing time depending on the number of
servers. It shows that the mentioned savings even further increase with the
number of servers.
The DTI+S scheme achieves these savings with negligible storage consump-

tion compared to the amounts of trajectory data stored by the space-parti-
tioned MOD. With the mentioned 8.7 · 105 vertexes, each trajectory consumes
about 8.7 · 105 × 24 byte ≈ 19.9MB. DTI+S, on the contrary, consumes only
2080×225 byte ≈ 0.45MB per trajectory. Thus, DTI+S accounts for less than
2.3% of the overall storage consumption.

3.7 Related Work

Our research on space-partitioned MODs is related to MODs in general and
scalable location services. The former are mainly considered in database re-
search whereas the latter originate from mobile computing.
In the last decade numerous index structures for efficient access to past tra-

jectory data in MODs have been proposed [PJT00,MGA03,GS05,HKTG06,
PSJ06,NR07]. However, none of these index structures addresses distributed
systems. Therefore they consider neither query routing, nor summaries of
segments stored by multiple servers to reduce routing and processing times.
DTI+S is complementary to these approaches. It optimizes the distributed
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processing including query routing, while these approaches optimize local query
processing.
Location services such as location registers for mobile communications net-

works [PS01], the Globe Location Service [vSHHT98], the large-scale location
service presented in [LR02], and GeoGrid [ZZL07] enable scalable management
of moving objects’ current positions. Similar to space-partitioned MODs, they
use spatial partitioning for distributing the position data among sets of servers
for scalability reasons. However, these systems do not store past trajectory
data.
PLACE* is a distributed data stream management system, which processes

continuous range and k-nearest-neighbor queries on a set of moving objects
[XECA07]. For scalability, its service area is partitioned to regional servers
similar to a space-partitioned. However, it does not process queries on past
position data.
In [TDSC07], Trajcevski et al. present the Bresenham-based Overlay for

Routing and Aggregation (BORA) for efficient processing of coordinate-based
queries – in particular of spatiotemporal range queries – in space-partitioned
MODs. Given a range query, a tree-like routing structure is created from
the queried service regions to the destination server where the query result
is needed. The partial results are routed and aggregated along this structure
until the complete result reaches the destination server.
BORA and DTI+S thus complement one another. Together they allow for

efficient processing of coordinate- and trajectory-based queries.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the Distributed Trajectory Index (DTI) for effi-
cient routing of trajectory-based queries in space-partitioned MODs. A DTI
realizes an overlay network between servers storing segments of a certain tra-
jectory. Therefore, it enables to access trajectory information about a given
moving object efficiently – but can likewise be used to access any other (time-
dependent) information associated with this trajectory.
Our evaluation shows that the DTI scheme significantly reduces the time for

routing compared to plain trajectory-based routing. For instance, for a MOD
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with 1000 servers, DTI reduces the routing time by up to 69%.
Furthermore, we proposed DTI+S, which enhances DTI by maintaining

summaries on trajectory segments. The summaries enable efficient process-
ing of queries on aggregates of dynamic attributes such as the length of a
segment, the maximum speed during a time interval, or the intersection of a
segment and a given region. Our simulations show that DTI+S can reduce the
overall processing time by more than 95%.
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In this chapter, we address the first two subproblems of how to provide ef-
ficient access to distributed dynamic context information, namely the formal
describing of context models and the indexing of such descriptions, to allow
for efficient discovery of relevant context models out of potentially millions of
descriptions.
We propose an extended logic-based formalism for describing context mod-

els, which can be applied to any heterogeneous information system (HIS) based
on a shared ontology. Next, we propose the Source Description Class Tree
(SDC-Tree) for indexing such descriptions, featuring multidimensional index-
ing capabilities. We also propose a generic algorithm for splitting nodes of
the tree, which can be used with arbitrary (context) ontologies. We show the
effectiveness of the SDC-Tree and the split algorithm in simulations with de-
scriptions of potential context models. Finally, we discuss related work and
give a brief summary of the chapter.

4.1 Preliminaries

Regarding the discovery of context models, a distributed global-scale context
management system can be considered as a heterogeneous information sys-
tems (HIS) consisting of a large number of information sources. The sources
provide information on different aspects and clippings of the overall domain of
discourse, i.e. the physical world – possibly using different local schemas.
Existing approaches for discovering the sources of a HIS that are relevant

for a certain application task or query utilize the schema mappings between
the sources or to some shared schema to exclude those sources from process-
ing that do not provide any information about the queried relations or classes
(e.g. [BCV99,AKK+03,KAP07]). This approach, however, does not scale to
a global context management system and other large-scale HIS, where each
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4 Describing and Indexing of Context Models

context model or source provides a comparatively small clipping of informa-
tion for a certain class or relation, and applications likewise are interested in
information about few entities of a certain class or relation only.
For example, there may exist thousands of providers of context models with

building plans, i.e. information on rooms, corridors, stairways and other build-
ing parts, from different buildings all over the world. This information may
be used for a number of context-aware applications such as indoor navigation,
augmented visualization, and museum guidance. However, such an application
only requires one or few plans of certain buildings at a time.
Therefore, as explained in Section 1.2, an expressive formalism for describing

the context models or other sources in a concise manner and for matching them
against compatible queries is needed – as well as a suitable tree structure
for indexing such model or source descriptions. Since the designing of an
index structure highly depends on the description formalism and its matching
semantics, both subproblems are tackled together in this chapter.
Different description formalisms are imaginable, ranging from simple key-

word lists, which are particularly used for text sources, to logic-based ap-
proaches for structured sources using constraints, e.g. to exclude a source about
expensive hotels (price ≥ $200) from a query for hostels (price ≤ $30).
At a first glance, those two extremes seem to imply different matching se-

mantics: Keywords imply positive semantics in view of the fact that a descrip-
tion matches a given query only if both share one or more explicitly stated
keywords. Thus, a query issuer has to know the “right” keywords to discover a
certain context model or source. Logic-based formalisms for source discovery,
on the contrary, imply negative semantics in view of the fact that a description
matches a query unless the converse can be proven by means of correspondent
constraints.
In the following, we propose an extended logic-based description formalism

that enables positive and negative matching semantics [LDR10b]. The for-
malism bases on defined classes and refines the idea of describing the sources
by constraints in several ways: It allows for conjunctive and generally nested
constraints over not only all attributes but also all relations of the classes of
the shared ontology. The formalism enables to distinguish between different
perspectives on the contents of a context model or source and thus alternative
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descriptions. For example, it allows expressing that a 3D building model of
the British Museum can be discovered either just by the location of the mu-
seum or just by the famous and unique name, whereas a less famous museum
(with ambiguous name) may have to be discovered by its name and the coarse
location. Finally, the formalism allows adjusting between positive and neg-
ative matching semantics for each query separately, which we suppose to be
important for effective source discovery in context management and large-scale
HIS.
That followed, we propose the Source Description Class Tree (SDC-Tree)

for indexing source descriptions by means of their defined classes [LDR10b].
To enable efficient discovery, the SDC-Tree features multidimensional indexing
capabilities for the different attributes and the IS-A hierarchy of the shared
ontology, but also incorporates the existence or absence of constraints and
the ranges of the constraints. For this purpose, it supports three different
types of node split operations, exploiting the expressiveness of the description
formalism.
Due to its flexibility regarding node splitting, the SDC-Tree can be easily

adapted to a wide range of ontologies and source descriptions. Therefore, we
further present a generic split algorithm suitable for arbitrary ontologies.

4.2 Assumptions and Notation

For generality, we do not confine ourselves to context management but consider
any HIS where the sources share some ontology, providing a conceptualization
of the overall domain of discourse. Such an ontology may be handcrafted for
the purpose of source discovery only, or may be automatically generated from
some shared (object-relational) schema. Our examples, however, are inspired
by large-scale context management – even though we refer to the context
providers and their models as sources in the following.
For the purpose of source descriptions and discovery, we consider three on-

tology components only:

1. Classes such as ExhibitionHall, Building, and BuildingPart organized in an IS-
A hierarchy, i.e. where each class C has a unique parent class Prnt(C),
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except for the top class C�. The expression C ≺ C ′ states that C is a
subclass of C ′.

2. Attributes such as name and location with primitive value ranges such as
the set of all strings, the integers from −50 to 70, or the points (latitude
and longitude) on the sphere. We denote the range of an attribute a

by Rng(a) and the domain of a, i.e. the class C and subclasses of C it
belongs to, by Dom(a) = C.

Ranges can be represented efficiently by intervals, sets of intervals, poly-
gons, etc. depending on the data type (e.g. Rng(a) = {[-50,70]}). In
general, an object can have multiple values for a certain attribute, which
may be specified by such expressions as well.

3. Relations such as partOf and ownedBy between entities of certain classes.
Similar to attributes, we refer to the domain of a relation r as Dom(r) = C

and to the range of r as Rng(r) = C ′.

Note that the ontology particularly enables concrete domains, i.e. attribute
value ranges with (partial) orders and relational operators like ≤ and ≥, in
addition to = and �=.
We do not make any assumptions on how applications interact with the HIS

since all the different interaction patterns (e.g. query/response, data streams,
events) require a mechanism to discover or decide on the relevant sources in
advance.
Our examples throughout the chapter are inspired by a distributed context

management system using the spatial context ontology given in Figure 4.1.
The range [-90,-180]×[90,180] of the attribute location denotes the latitudes and
longitudes of the world. This ontology has been created on the basis of the
Alexandria Digital Library Feature Type Thesaurus [ADL], the Suggested Up-
per Merged Ontology (SUMO) [SUMO], and the PROTON Ontology (PROTo
ONtology) [Proton].
It has been also used for the evaluation of the SDC-Tree described in Sec-

tion 4.5.
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4.3 Description Formalism

In this section, we analyze and explain how to describe sources by defined
classes. Based on the definition of source descriptions, we finally discuss how
to formulate compatible queries and how to match source descriptions against
such queries.

4.3.1 Describing Sources by Defined Classes

Sources generally provide information about one or few coherent clippings of
the domain of discourse. Thus, a source represents one or more sets of entities
sharing some characteristic properties that can be described concisely by the
class and one or more constraints. For example, the entities represented by a
museums database for London simply share the properties that they all belong
to the class museum and are located in London, and thus can be described by

〈Museum : location∈{London, UK}〉 ,

where we assume that the range {London, UK} is given as polygon on the globe.1

Such a description is a complete formal specification of a subclass of Museum

and therefore is referred to as defined class (or complex concept) [BCM+03].
The characteristic properties may be also relations to one or few entities,

which again can be described by defined classes. For example, the entities
represented by a 3D building plan of the British Museum share the property
that they are all part of the British Museum. Therefore, they can be described
by

D1 = 〈BuildingPart : partOf∈〈Museum : name∈{“British Museum”}〉〉 ,

using the famous and unique name of the museum.
Therefore, we propose to describe a source by one or more defined classes of

the following form.

1There exist hybrid location models that allow determining the geographic area (polygon
of latitude-longitude pairs) for a given location name and vice-versa [BD05].
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Definition 2 (Defined class): A defined class D is specified by a class
C followed by a conjunction of constraints on zero or more attributes and
relations whose domains comprise C:

D =
〈
C : a1∈X1 ∧ a2∈X2 ∧ . . . ∧ r1∈D̄1 ∧ r2∈D̄2 ∧ . . .

〉

We refer to the class C as base of the defined class and introduce the operator
Base(D) to retrieve C. The base specifies that the source provides information
about entities of the class C or of a subclass of C.
A constraint ai∈Xi, with Xi ⊆ Rng(ai), states that the entities represented

by the source have at least one value xi ∈ Xi for the attribute ai. A range
Xi can be given by a set- or interval-based expression depending on the data
type. To retrieve Xi we introduce the operator Conai

(D). To test whether D

actually has a constraint on attribute a, we introduce the operator isCona(D)
returning True or False, respectively.
Analogously, an expression rj ∈ D̄j specifies a constraint on the relation

rj to the range D̄j, where D̄j again is a defined class of the above form with
Base(D̄j)�Rng(rj). We refer to D̄j as nested defined class of D. The constraint
states that the entities represented by the source have a relation rj to an entity
belonging to D̄j. The operator Conrj

(D) returns the nested defined class D̄j

and the operator isConr(D) queries whether D has a constraint on the relation
r or not.

As mentioned above, a source may represent multiple coherent clippings of
the domain of discourse. These can be described independently of each other.
Without loss of generality, we therefore consider only one clipping per source
in the following. Nevertheless, even a single clipping may be described by
multiple, alternative defined classes. For example, the building plan of the
British museum can be also described by

D2 = 〈BuildingPart : location∈{44 Gt Russell St, London, UK}〉 .

Of course, the constraints of D1 and D2 could be merged into a single defined
class. However, this would hide the fact that both, the location and the unique
name of the British Museum, each suffice as unambiguous descriptions for the
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museum and the corresponding building plan. As discussed in the next section,
to realize source discovery with positive matching semantics, such different
perspectives on a source should be reflected by separate defined classes as
exemplified by {D1, D2}.
Nevertheless, a description may consist of multiple, conjunctive constraints

to describe the contents of a source distinctively. For example, this applies to
museums with ambiguous names such as “Local Heritage Museum”. A source
about a certain museum with that name has to be described either by the
exact location or by the name and the coarse location together.

4.3.2 Matching Queries against Source Descriptions

Analogously to source descriptions, we propose to specify discovery queries by
defined classes. However, in contrast to a source description, a query should
consist of one defined class Q (query class) only, as argued below.
Intuitively, a given source description with source classes {D1, . . . , Dn}

should match a query class Q if Q refers to one or more entities of the domain
of discourse described by {D1, . . . , Dn}. However, since the individual entities
are not known for source discovery, different matching semantics are imagin-
able. As indicated in Section 4.1, we can distinguish between two extremes.
Considering defined classes, these extremes can be specified as follows:

• Positive matching: The source description {D1, . . . , Dn} matches the
query Q only if there exists such a Di such that Di and Q have constraints
on the same attributes and relations and that the ranges of correspondent
constraints overlap.

Thus, the query issuer has to “know” the combinations of attributes and
relations that are reasonably used in source descriptions.

• Negative matching: The source description {D1, . . . , Dn} matches the
query Q, unless the converse can be proven by means of the ranges of
two correspondent constraints. More precisely, the source description
dismatches Q only if there exists a Di such that Di and Q have disjoint
constraint ranges for a certain attribute or relation.
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On the one hand, we suppose that negative matching generally returns too
many irrelevant sources in large-scale HIS with thousands of sources. On
the other hand, the positive matching semantics are very strict since they
require the query issuer to know or presume the combinations of attribute
and relations being (typically) used in source classes. Therefore, we propose a
flexible approach between both extremes.
Our matching approach is based on two predicates: The query matching

predicate �Q reflects the positive matching semantics, while the query dis-
matching predicate �Q reflects the negative extreme. The predicates �Q and
�Q together yield three possible states between a pair Di and Q. Based on these
states it then is decided whether a source description {D1, . . . , Dn} matches Q

or not.

Definition 3 (Query matching predicate �Q): Given a source class Di

and a query class Q, it holds D �Q Q iff the following three conditions hold:

1. (Base(Di)�Base(Q)) ∨ (Base(Di)�Base(Q))

2.∀ attribute a with (Dom(a)�Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(a)�Base(Di)) :
isCona(Di)⇒ (isCona(Q) ∧ (Cona(Di) ∩ Cona(Q) �= ∅))

3.∀ relation r with (Dom(r)�Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(r)�Base(Di)) :
isConr(Di)⇒ (isConr(Q) ∧ (Conr(Di)�Q Conr(Q)))

Thus, Di and Q have to base on classes that are equal or sub-/superclass of
each other, and Q has to specify correspondent constraints with overlapping
ranges for all constraints specified in Di.
Note that Q may specify constraints on more attributes and relations than

Di. Therefore �Q is not commutative. This alleviates the strict positive se-
mantics and is the reason why a source should be described by multiple al-
ternative defined classes – representing different perspectives as explained in
Section 4.3.1 – with as few constraints as possible, whereas a query should
consist of only one defined class, containing all known constraints.

Definition 4 (Query dismatching predicate �Q): Given a source class Di

and a query class Q, it holds D �Q Q iff one of the following two conditions
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holds:

1.∃ attribute a with (Dom(a)�Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(a)�Base(D)) :
isCona(D) ∧ isCona(Q) ∧ (Cona(D) ∩ Cona(Q) = ∅)

2.∃ relation r with (Dom(r)�Base(Q)) ∧ (Dom(r)�Base(D)) :
isConr(D) ∧ isConr(Q) ∧ (Conr(D) �Q Conr(Q))

This predicate directly implements the negative matching semantics. Further-
more, it is contrary to �Q . Thus, Di �Q Q implies that Di and Q do not
dismatch.

Definition 5 (Matching): Based on these predicates, we define that a source
description {D1, . . . , Dn} matches a query Q only if there exists a Di with
Di �Q Q but no Dj with Dj �Q Q.
Thus, �Q is a necessary condition for matching, while �Q is a sufficient

condition for a dismatch.

For example, consider the source description {D1, D2} given in Section 4.3.1,
and the query

Q1 = 〈ExhibitionHall : location∈{32-50 Gt Russell St, London, UK}〉 .

It queries for sources providing information about exhibition halls – which are
a subclass of BuildingPart – located between 32 and 50 Great Russell Street.
The source description matches Q1 as D2 �Q Q1. However, it does not match

Q2 = 〈ExhibitionHall : partOf∈〈Museum : name∈{[E*,F*]}〉〉

as neither D1 nor D2 match Q2 according to �Q . Also, the source description
does not match

Q3 = 〈ExhibitionHall : partOf∈〈Museum : name∈{[E*,F*]}〉
∧ location∈{London, UK}〉

since D1 �Q Q3, even though D2 �Q Q3.
Negative matching semantics can be realized (completely or partially) by
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extending Q with pseudo constraints of the form a ∈ ∗ or r ∈ ∗. For an
attribute a, ∗ simply evaluates to Rng(a). In case of a relation r, ∗ has to
be applied recursively to all attributes and relations whose domains comprise
Rng(r). However, for evaluating �Q or �Q it suffices to know that ∗ overlaps
with any nested defined class Conr(Di).
The more pseudo constraints are specified in a query Q, the more likely

there exists a Di ∈ {D1, . . . , Dn} where Di �Q Q. Thus, the influence of the
predicate �Q decreases, whereas the influence of �Q increases.
Based on �Q we can directly define a subsumption predicate �Q , which

allows determining whether a certain defined class not only overlaps but com-
pletely comprises another defined class. This predicate is also essential for the
SDC-Tree.

Definition 6 (Query subsumption predicate �Q): A defined class D

subsumes another defined class Q, denoted by D �Q Q, iff the following three
conditions hold:

1.Base(D)�Base(Q)

2.∀ attribute a with Dom(a)�Base(D) :
isCona(D)⇒ (isCona(Q) ∧ (Cona(D) ⊇ Cona(Q)))

3.∀ relation r with Dom(r)�Base(D) :
isConr(D)⇒ (isConr(Q) ∧ (Conr(D) �Q Conr(Q)))

4.4 Source Description Class Tree

In this section, we present the Source Description Class Tree (SDC-Tree),
a powerful tree structure for indexing source descriptions by means of their
defined classes and for efficiently retrieving those descriptions that match a
given query Q.
Given a source description, the SDC-Tree uses each source class as index

key and stores a corresponding entry, mapping the source class to the source
description, at one or more leaf nodes. The SDC-Tree considers the necessary
matching condition only given by the query matching predicate �Q . Source
descriptions with a source class Di �Q Q that do not match because of an
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additional Dj �Q Q are filtered in a post-processing step.
The SDC-Tree supports different operations for splitting a leaf node (split

types), to completely exploit the expressiveness of the description formalism.
Next, we describe the tree’s structure and the split types before we give the
corresponding formal definitions. Finally, an algorithm for selecting and pa-
rameterizing the split types is presented.

4.4.1 Structure of SDC-Tree

Each node of the SDC-Tree is associated with a defined class named node class
whose form slightly extends the above definition of defined classes, as explained
below.
The tree reflects the subsumption hierarchy of the node classes. Thus, let

N be the node class of an inner node and N ′ the node class of one of its child
nodes, it holds N �Q N ′. The node class of the root node is 〈C�, True : 〉,
where C� denotes the top class of the ontology. The role of True is explained
below. The root node class matches every defined class.
A source class D to be indexed is passed down iteratively from the root

to each child node whose node class N ′ matches D by the index matching
predicate �I , defined below. This predicate is a special case of the query
matching predicate�Q such that N ′ �I D implies N ′ �Q D. Finally, an entry
that maps from D to the source description it belongs to is stored at every leaf
node with node class N �I D. For example, in Figure 4.2 the source class

D = 〈BuildingPart : location∈{44 Gt Russell St, London, UK}〉

is passed from N1, via N3 and N6, to N8 as D’s base BuildingPart is a subclass of
SpatialThing and the constraint on location (polygon of latitude-longitude pairs)
is completely contained in the Northern Hemisphere specified by the constraint
range [0,-180]×[90,180] of N8.

A query Q, on the contrary, is passed down using �Q . Thus, Q is distributed
to every leaf node with node class N �Q Q. Next, each entry of those leaf
nodes is evaluated against Q using �Q and the source descriptions of those
entries with source class D �Q Q are collected and duplicates are removed.
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N1=〈Thing, True :〉

N2=〈Thing, False :〉 N3=〈SpatialThing, True :〉 N4=〈LegalBody, True :〉

N5=〈SpatialT., True : location∈Null〉
N6=〈SpatialT., True : location∈ [-90,-180]×[90,180]〉

N7=〈SpatialT., True : location∈ [-90,-180]×[0,180]〉
N8=〈SpatialT., True : location∈ [0,-180]×[90,180]〉

Figure 4.2: Examples of splits in the SDC-Tree.

Then, those source descriptions that do not match Q because of another source
class D �Q Q are removed. Finally, the remaining set of source descriptions is
returned to the query issuer.

Since �I is a special case of �Q , it generally holds {N : N �I D} ⊂ {N :
N �Q D}. This property results from non-commutativity of�Q . For example,
in Figure 4.2, the query class

Q = 〈ExhibitionHall : location∈{32-50 Gt Russell St, London, UK}〉 ,

matching D from the above example, is passed from N1 to the three leaf nodes
N2, N5, and N8 using �Q .

To reduce the number of source classes D indexed by a leaf node with node
class N , N can be split into two or more new node classes N ′

1, N ′
2, . . ..

We distinguish three split types, one for each aspect of how defined classes
can differ from one another.
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Base split. This type of split operation performs a split by means of the
IS-A hierarchy of the shared ontology. Given a leaf node with node class N

and source classes D, it specifies 1 + l new child nodes with nodes classes N ′
1

to N ′
1+l, where l = |{C ′ : Prnt(C ′)=Base(N)}|, which must be > 0.

N ′
1 equals N except that it does not match source classes D with Base(D)≺

Base(N) by �I . For this purpose, a node class extends the form of defined
classes by a Boolean parameter given after the base, as shown in Figure 4.2.
This parameter indicates whether the node class matches source classes whose
base is a proper subclass of its own base (True) or not (False). Hence, with
N ′

1 this parameter is set to False and N ′
1 cannot be further split by means of

its base.
N ′

2 to N ′
1+l are equal to N , i.e. the mentioned parameter is True, except

that each of them has different new base C ′ with Prnt(C ′)=Base(N).
After a base split operation, each D ∈ D can be relocated unambiguously

to one of the new nodes according to �I . A query class Q with N �Q Q,
however, is matched by two or all new node classes.
A base split can be useful for two reasons: First, it may partition D to

different nodes and thus allows pruning irrelevant source classes for a query
class Q with Base(Q) ≺ Base(N). Second, it enables further node splits by
means of attributes and relations that are specific to child classes of Base(N).
Figure 4.2 exemplifies a base split at N1: According to the sample ontology

given in Section 4.2, the root class Thing has two subclasses SpatialThing and
LegalBody. The base split therefore creates three node classes N2, N3, and N4.
Node class N2 has the base Thing but does not match any subclasses according
to �I , whereas N3 and N4 have the bases SpatialThing and LegalBody and also
match the respective subclasses.

Existence split. This type of split operation performs a split by specifying
the existence or non-existence of an attribute constraint. Given a leaf node
with source classes D and node class N without constraint on attribute a, it
is useful to differentiate between source classes that have a constraint on a

and those that have no constraint. Furthermore, existence splits are needed
to enable range splits (see below) on the former set of source classes.
The split operation creates two new child nodes with node classes N ′

1 and
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N ′
2 as follows: N ′

1 equals N but additionally specifies a constraint Cona(N ′
1) =

Rng(a). N ′
2 equals N but explicitly specifies that a source class D must not

have a constraint on a in order to N ′
2 �I D. For this purpose, node classes

extend the definition of defined classes by the possibility to prevent a constraint
on a indicated by a∈Null. Such a prevention is shown in Figure 4.2 at N5,
resulting from an existence split at N3. Consequently, a source class D with
N �I D matches either N ′

1 or N ′
2 only.

Since �Q does not consider the prevention of constraints, a query Q with
N �Q Q is matched either by N ′

1 and N ′
2 or only by N ′

2.

An existence split may be also performed by means of a relation r, where
N ′

1 extends N by a Conr(N ′
1) =

〈
Rng(r), True :

〉
, accordingly.

Range split. Given a leaf node whose node class N has a constraint on
attribute a, this operation performs a split by partitioning Cona(N). This split
type is especially useful if the source classes D indexed by the node significantly
differ regarding Cona(N).

A range split specifies two or more node class N ′
1, N ′

2, . . . with ranges
Cona(N ′

i) such that Cona(N ′
1)∪Cona(N ′

2)∪. . . = Cona(N) and Cona(N ′
i)∩Cona(N ′

j) =
∅, ∀i �= j.

A source class D with N �I D whose constraint on a overlaps a certain
Cona(N ′

i) but no other Cona(N ′
j) (j �= i) is indexed at the new child node with

node class N ′
i only. Otherwise, D is passed to multiple of the new nodes.

Similarly, a query class may be passed to one or multiple of the new nodes.

Figure 4.2 gives an example of a range split with the node class N6 by
means of the constraint range [-90,-180]×[90,180] (the latitudes and longitudes
of the whole world) into two ranges specifying the Southern and Northern
Hemisphere, respectively.

The SDC-Tree does not pose any restrictions on how the ranges Cona(N ′
1),

Cona(N ′
2), . . . are determined. This also depends on the data type of a. The

Generic Split Algorithm proposed in Section 4.4.4 uses the split algorithm of
the R*-Tree [BKSS90] for this purpose.
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Each of the above types of split operations can be also performed by means of
a nested node class. For example, the node class

〈BuildingPart, True : partOf∈〈Museum, True : name∈{[A*, Z*]}〉〉

with a nested class for partOf may be split into

〈BuildingPart, True : partOf∈〈Museum, True : name∈{[A*, M*]}〉〉

and
〈BuildingPart, True : partOf∈〈Museum, True : name∈{[N*, Z*]}〉〉

using a range split by the constraint on name.
For every pair of source class D and query class Q, each split type guarantees

that given an inner node with node class N there exists a child node with
node class N ′ such that (D �Q Q) ∧ (N �I D) ∧ (N �Q Q) implies (N ′ �I

D)∧ (N ′ �Q Q). This property is essential for the completeness of indexing of
the SDC-Tree, i.e. that the SDC-Tree correctly determines all source classes
D with D �Q Q for a given query Q. A proof of this property is given below
in Section 4.4.3.
The SDC-Tree gives a lot of freedom regarding the splitting of nodes, de-

spite the fact that base and existence splits generally are first required to enable
range splits. Therefore, different strategies for the selection and parameteriza-
tion of split operations are feasible.
For example, a thinkable approach is to first perform a series of base splits

until no more base splits are possible, then to perform existence splits on all
attributes and relations, and then to perform range splits where reasonable.
However, in case that the source classes mainly differ in terms of nested classes
on a certain relation, this approach would generate many unnecessary nodes.
Another possibility is to take the semantics and characteristics of the differ-

ent classes, attributes, and relations into account. For example, in a distributed
context management system the characteristic attribute location is likely to be
used in many source classes and therefore an obvious candidate for splitting.
This approach, however, requires a dedicated split algorithm for each ontology.
In consideration of this discussion, a split algorithm incorporating the actual
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source descriptions is preferable to approaches accounting only for the ontology.
Therefore, we propose a generic algorithm that is independent of the semantics
of the shared ontology, but that makes its split decisions based on the indexed
source classes. Before we render this algorithm more precisely, we next give
formal definitions for a node class and the index matching predicate �I and
prove the completeness of indexing.

4.4.2 Formalism for Node Classes and Index Predicates

In the following, we give formal definitions for node classes and �I and intro-
duce an index subsumption predicate �I .

Definition 7 (Node class): A node class N is a defined class according
to the definition in Section 4.3.1 with an additional Boolean parameter b as
follows

N =
〈
C, b : a1∈X1 ∧ a2∈X2 ∧ . . . ∧ r1∈N̄1 ∧ r2∈N̄2 ∧ . . .

〉
.

The parameter b can be queried by the unary operator inclSub(N) = b and
denotes whether N may match other node classes or defined classes with base
C ′≺C by �I .
A range Xi may be Null to indicate that N prevents constraints on the

corresponding attribute ai. This property can be queried by a Boolean unary
operator isPrevai

(N). Hence, N may either

1. specify no constraint (¬isConai
(N) ∧ ¬isPrevai

(N)), or

2. specify a constraint (isConai
(N) ∧ ¬isPrevai

(N)), or

3. prevent a constraint (¬isConai
(N) ∧ isPrevai

(N)).

The same applies to constraints on relations.
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Definition 8 (Index matching predicate �I): A node class N matches a
source class D, denoted by N �I D, iff the following three conditions hold:

1. (Base(N)=Base(D)) ∨ (inclSub(N) ∧ (Base(N)�Base(D)))

2.∀ attribute a with Dom(a)�Base(N) :
isCona(N)⇒ (isCona(D) ∧ (Cona(N) ∩ Cona(D) �= ∅)) ,
isPreva(N)⇒ ¬isCona(D)

3.∀ relation r with Dom(r)�Base(N) :
isConr(N)⇒ (isConr(D) ∧ (Conr(N)�I Conr(D))) ,
isPrevr(N)⇒ ¬isConr(D)

Since each of the three conditions implies the respective condition of �Q , it
follows that N �I D implies N �Q D.

Analogous to the definition of�I , implying�Q , a transitive index subsumption
predicate �I implying �Q can be defined – between pairs of node classes as well
as pairs of node classes and source classes.

Definition 9 (Index subsumption predicate �I): A node class N sub-
sumes another node class N ′, denoted by N �I N ′, iff the following three
conditions hold:

1. (inclSub(N) ∧ (Base(N)�Base(N ′)))∨
(¬inclSub(N) ∧ ¬inclSub(N ′) ∧ (Base(N)=Base(N ′)))

2.∀ attribute a with Dom(a)�Base(N) :
isCona(N)⇒ (isCona(N ′) ∧ (Cona(N) ⊇ Cona(N ′))) ,
isPreva(N)⇒ isPreva(N ′)

3.∀ relation r with Dom(r)�Base(N) :
isConr(N)⇒ (isConr(N ′) ∧ (Conr(N) �I Conr(N ′))) ,
isPrevr(N)⇒ isPrevr(N ′)

For the subsumption of a source class D, it holds: N �I D iff the following
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three conditions hold:

1. (Base(N)=Base(D)) ∨ (inclSub(N) ∧ (Base(N)�Base(D)))

2.∀ attribute a with Dom(a)�Base(N) :
isCona(N)⇒ (isCona(D) ∧ (Cona(N) ⊇ Cona(D))) ,
isPreva(N)⇒ ¬isCona(D)

3.∀ relation r with Dom(r)�Base(N) :
isConr(N)⇒ (isConr(D) ∧ (Conr(N) �I Conr(D))) ,
isPrevr(N)⇒ ¬isConr(D)

It holds that the node classes of the SDC-Tree form a subsumption hierarchy
with respect to �I and thus �Q .
In summary, the query predicates�Q , �Q , and �Q ignore the two extensions

of node classes by inclSub and isPrev, whereas the index predicates �I and
�I incorporate both extensions. The resulting implications between the five
predicates can be depicted by a graph as follows:

�Q ⇒ �Q ⇒ not �Q

⇑ ⇑
�I ⇒ �I

4.4.3 Proof for the Completeness of Indexing

To show that the SDC-Tree correctly determines all source classes D �Q Q

for a query Q, we prove that for each pair D and Q there exists a leaf node
with node class Nk �I D and Nk �Q Q and that this leaf node is found when
matching Q by �Q against the node classes from the root downwards to the
leaf nodes.

Theorem 2 (Completeness of indexing): For every pair of source class D

and query class Q with D �Q Q, there exists a sequence of nodes with node
classes N1, . . . , Nk from the root with node class N1 = 〈C�, True : 〉 to a leaf
node with node class Nk such that

∀Ni ∈ {N1, . . . , Nk} : (Ni �I D) ∧ (Ni �Q Q) .
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Proof: Induction starting at the root node class N1.
Base case: It is N1 = 〈C�, True : 〉. It holds, ∀D : N1 �I D and ∀Q : N1 �I

Q, independent of whether D matches Q by �Q or not.
Inductive step: For each split type, we show that given an inner node with

node class Ni (1 ≤ i < k), there exists a child node with node class Ni+1 such
that (D �Q Q) ∧ (Ni �I D) ∧ (Ni �Q Q) implies (Ni+1 �I D) ∧ (Ni+1 �Q Q).
For readability, we do not consider splits by means of nested classes of Ni in
the following, as the argumentations can be applied to them analogously.

1. Base split: It holds inclSub(Ni) = True and Base(Ni) � Base(D) as
Ni �I D.

If Base(Ni)=Base(D), then Ni and the node class Ni+1 of the first child
only differ in the value of inclSub. Thus, it holds Ni+1 �I D and Ni+1 �Q

Q.

Otherwise, if Base(Ni) � Base(D), then there exists a child with node
class Ni+1 with Prnt(Base(Ni+1))=Base(Ni) and Base(Ni+1)�Base(D). It
holds Ni+1 �I D and also Ni+1 �Q Q as D �Q Q.

2. Existence split: Let be a the attribute that has been used for the existence
split. Thus, it is isCona(Ni) = False and isPreva(Ni) = False.

If D has a constraint on a, then the node class Ni+1 of the child node
defining a constraint to Rng(a) will match D by �I . As D �Q Q either
requires Q to also have a constraint on a or Base(Q) � Dom(a), it also
holds Ni+1 �Q Q.

If D does not have a constraint on a, then the node class Ni+1 of the other
child preventing constraints on a will match D by �I . Clearly, it also
holds Ni+1 �Q Q, as the query match predicate�Q ignores isPreva(Ni+1).

The same argumentation applies to an existence split by means of a
relation r.

3. Range split: Let a be the attribute that has been used for the range split.
Next, we distinguish whether Base(Q)�Dom(a) or Base(Q)�Dom(a).
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In the former, Ni �Q Q implies Ni+1 �Q Q as �Q evaluates neither the
value range Cona(Ni) nor Cona(Ni+1) of the node class Ni+1 of any child
node.

In the latter, we again have to distinguish whether Cona(D) and Cona(Q)
overlap within the range Cona(Ni) or not.

If they overlap, i.e. (Cona(D)∩Cona(Q))∩Cona(Ni) �= ∅, then there exists at
least one child with node class Ni+1 where they overlap within Cona(Ni+1)
since Cona(Ni) is partitioned completely. Thus, Ni+1 �I D and Ni+1 �Q

Q.

The converse, i.e. that Cona(D) and Cona(Q) are disjoint within Cona(Ni),
cannot happen due to the inductive construction of N1, . . . , Ni: The first
range split on a at node class Nf (f < i) was performed on Cona(Nf ) =
Rng(a) definitely comprising Cona(D) ∩ Cona(Q). For this range split and
any further range split on a, we always chose the child with node class
Nj (f < j < i) such that Cona(Nj) also comprises Cona(D) ∩ Cona(Q), as
just explained.

�

4.4.4 Generic Split Algorithm

For splitting nodes of the SDC-Tree, different strategies for selection and pa-
rameterization of split operations are imaginable. As argued in Section 4.4.1,
a split algorithm incorporating the source descriptions is preferable to ap-
proaches that only consider the ontology.
In the following, we therefore propose the Generic Split Algorithm (GSAlg),

which makes its split decisions based on the indexed source classes and which
is independent of the semantics of the shared ontology. GSAlg splits a leaf
node once the number of entries stored in the leaf reaches a certain split size
threshold nsplit.
For deciding on the child node classes, GSAlg proceeds as follows: First,

it computes all possible splits. Then, it determines how the source classes
are distributed to the different node classes of each split and rates the splits
accordingly. Finally, GSAlg chooses the split with the best rating.
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Computing all possible splits. For computing all possible splits of a leaf
node with node class N storing the source classes D, GSAlg uses a recursive
function given in Figure 4.3. First, it computes the base split of N if possible
(lines 2 to 4) before it computes all possible existence splits (lines 5 to 10).
GSAlg then computes one possible range split, with two subranges X1 and
X2, for each attribute constraint (lines 11 to 16). For this purpose, GSAlg
uses different variants of the split algorithm of the R*-Tree [BKSS90], adapted
to the different primitive data types. This algorithm takes the ranges of the
constraints of the source classes D into account such that X1 and X2 are
optimized to divide D into equal-sized halves as possible. Finally, a recursive
call is performed for each nested node class N̄ = Conr(N) (lines 17 to 25).
The number of possible splits is limited by the number of attributes and

relations of the different classes of the shared ontology and therefore widely
independent of the size of the SDC-Tree. Only for the very first splits, i.e. small
tree sizes, there exist less possible splits as base splits are generally required
to enable other types of splits.

Rating of the possible splits. The three types of splits highly differ
regarding the node classes they create: A base split generally creates more
than two node classes, while existence splits create exactly two node classes.
With GSAlg, the latter also applies to range splits. Moreover, with existence
and base splits each source class matches one of the new node classes only,
whereas a source class may match multiple of the new node classes with a
range split. Therefore, we propose three tailored rating functions – one for
each split type – based on a uniform rating metric ranging from zero (bad) to
one (good).

1. Base split: A base split is only useful if there exists a significant number
of source classes D ∈ D with Base(D) ≺ Base(N). Otherwise, the base
split neither allows for pruning large sets of source classes during query
processing nor is the split required for subsequent existence and range
splits. The rating function for the base split therefore is

|{D ∈ D : Base(D)≺Base(N)}|
nsplit

.
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1: S ← ∅ � Set of possible splits, i.e. elements are sets of child node classes.
2: if inclSub(N) and |{C ′ : Prnt(C ′)=Base(N)}| > 0 then � Base split.
3: S ← {{N with inclSub(N)← False, N with Base(N)← first C ′, . . .}}
4: end if
5: for all attribute a where Dom(a)�Base(N) do � Existence splits.
6: if ¬isCona(N) and ¬isPreva(N) then
7: S ← S ∪ {{N with Cona(N)← Rng(a),

N with isPreva(N)← True}}
8: end if
9: end for
10: [. . . ] � Same for each relation r where Dom(r)�Base(N)
11: for all attribute a with Dom(a)�Base(N) do � Range splits.
12: if isCona(N) and |Cona(N)| > 1 then
13: (X1, X2)← compute partitioning of Cona(N)
14: S ← S ∪ {{N with Cona(N)← X1, N with Cona(N)← X2}}
15: end if
16: end for
17: for all relation r with Dom(r)�Base(N) do � Splits by nested classes.
18: if isConr(N) then
19: D̄ ← {Conr(D) : ∀D ∈ D} � Get nested source classes.
20: S̄ ← recursive call with Conr(N) and D̄

21: for all splits N̄ ∈ S̄ do � Nest split from recursive call.
22: S ← S ∪ {N with Conr(N)← N̄ : ∀N̄ ∈ N̄}
23: end for
24: end if
25: end for
26: return S

Figure 4.3: Algorithm for computing all possible splits of a leaf node with node
class N and sources classes D.

Thus, the less source classes D ∈ D have Base(D)=Base(N), the better
rated is the split.

2. Existence split: The utility of an existence split on attribute a increases
with the number of source classes D ∈ D with isCona(D) = True. If
there exists a large number of such source classes, the existence split
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particularly is required to enable further range splits on a. Yet, even if
only about half of the number of source classes have constraints on a, the
split is useful for queries that do not have constraints on a. Therefore,
the rating function is

min
(
1, 2 |{D ∈ D : isCona(D)|

nsplit

)
.

The same applies to existence splits on relations.

3. Range split: A split by means of a constraint range Cona(N) computed
by GSAlg is particularly useful if it partitions D into roughly equal-sized
halves. Also, the number of source classes that are matched by both
new node classes N ′

1 and N ′
2 should be small. We refer to the former

property as distribution and to the latter as selectivity. The selectivity
is computed by the number of source classes matched by either N ′

1 or N ′
2

only:
|{D ∈ D : (N ′

1 �I D) �= (N ′
2 �I D)}|

nsplit

The distribution is computed as the minimum of the numbers of source
classes that are matched by N ′

1 and N ′
2, respectively:

min
(
1, 2 |{D ∈ D : N ′

1 �I D}|
nsplit

,
2 |{D ∈ D : N ′

2 �I D}|
nsplit

)

The rating of the split is the product of both.

The ratings can be easily computed along with the possible splits in the above
algorithm. With recursive calls, the ratings can be directly taken for the
unnested splits generated in line 22 of Figure 4.3.
By the uniform rating, all three split types are considered to be of equal

importance. In order to prefer individual split types to other ones, this prop-
erty may be softened by attaching weights to the rating functions. In this
way, for instance, it is possible to assert that the IS-A hierarchy is reflected at
the top of the SDC-Tree, by preferring base splits. Our evaluation results in
Section 4.5.2 yet indicate that such weights do not improve the search costs.
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4.5 Evaluation

As proof of concept for the description formalism as well as to show the effi-
ciency of the SDC-Tree and GSAlg, we implemented the SDC-Tree as a main-
memory index and simulated it with descriptions of potential context models
derived from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) database [OSM]. Next, we first de-
scribe the evaluation setup, followed by the results on search costs and tree
sizes. Finally, we give results on insertion costs and node splitting.

4.5.1 Setup

The components of the shared ontology and the source descriptions could gen-
erally be expressed by a subset of OWL [OWL] and SPARQL [SPARQL]. For
simplicity and direct support of 2D geometries, however, we developed an
easily readable Simple Ontology Language (SOL) inspired by the notation for
defined classes used in the previous sections, and implemented an appropriate
ontology framework. For example, the defined class

〈BuildingPart : partOf∈〈Museum : name∈{“British Museum”}〉〉

is specified as

<BuildingPart : partOf IN <Museum : name IN {String:"British Museum"}>>

in SOL. 2D geometries simply are specified by Well-Known Text (WKT)
[OpenGIS].
The ontology framework supports strings, integers and 2D geometries as

primitive data types and provides common relational operators on their values
(e.g. < and >) and on sets of their values (e.g. ⊆ and ⊇). For managing
2D geometries, the framework uses the Java Topology Suite [JTS]. Regarding
strings, the framework supports arbitrary intervals and sets of intervals on
the lexicographical order of the strings. Hence, it not only allows specifying
intervals of strings sharing a certain prefix but any finite or infinite interval
such as [Museum, Museum] and [MA, MC), specifying the single string Museum
and the set of all strings starting with MA or MB, respectively.
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To simulate as realistic descriptions of context models as possible, we used
the OSM database [OSM]:

1. Since the OSM database uses a flat tagging system only, we created
a spatial ontology on the basis of three established top-level ontolo-
gies [ADL, SUMO, Proton] and mapped the most frequent tags to the
corresponding classes, relations, and attributes.

2. We created nine templates for descriptions of potential context models,
e.g. of models providing information about the building elements of a
public building or about the transportation structures of a town. Each
such description template consists of two or more defined class templates.

3. Using these templates and the OSM database extract for Europe, we
generated 5 · 105 descriptions with more than 1.1 · 106 source classes.

We simulated the SDC-Tree with different numbers of descriptions (and thus
source classes) as well as different values for the split size threshold nsplit. For
querying, we randomly selected 1000 of the source descriptions, merged the
source classes of each description, and used the resulting 1000 defined classes
as queries. In our simulations, these queries matched up to 100 descriptions.
Each measurement was repeated 25 times with different subsets of the 5 · 105

descriptions.
To be able to assess the performance of GSAlg with successive insertion and

splitting as described in Section 4.4.4, we also created the SDC-Tree by bulk
insertion as follows: The simulated number of descriptions is inserted at once
into a SDC-Tree consisting of a single leaf node. Then, the leaf node with
the most entries is split repeatedly using GSAlg until the number of nodes in
the tree is equal the number of nodes generated by successive insertion. For
the selection and parameterization of the split operations again the algorithm
for computing all possible splits and the rating functions of GSAlg are used,
except that nsplit is replaced by the actual number of entries in the leaf node.

4.5.2 Search Costs and Tree Sizes

First, we consider the search costs measured by the number of evaluations of
the query matching predicate �Q per query and the tree size measured by the
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Figure 4.4: Search costs depending on split size threshold.

number of nodes.
Figure 4.4 gives the average search costs and standard deviations for a tree

with 105 source classes depending on the split size threshold nsplit. The upper
line gives the overall number of�Q evaluations, whereas the lower line denotes
the evaluations with source classes only. The latter increases monotonously
with nsplit due to the larger number of source classes per leaf. The overall
number of evaluations, however, also increases with decreasing nsplit < 10 due
to the resulting large numbers of nodes. Therefore, we used nsplit = 10 in the
following.
Figure 4.5 shows that the search costs depend logarithmically on the number

of index source classes and thus demonstrates the effectiveness of the SDC-
Tree. For 1000 source classes, the SDC-Tree reduces the number of �Q evalu-
ations to less than 10% compared to plain search over all descriptions. For 105

source classes, it even saves 99.9%. Besides, Figure 4.5 shows that the search
costs with bulk insertion are only about 1% less than with successive insertion.
Thus, successive insertion with GSAlg largely achieves the same indexing per-
formance as bulk insertion, although the latter considers the whole (but fixed)
set of source descriptions for the split decisions.
These results coincide with the linear dependency between the number of
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Figure 4.5: Search costs depending on source classes.
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Figure 4.6: Tree size in nodes depending on source classes.

indexed source classes and the size of the SDC-Tree illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Note the marginal standard deviations in these measurements.
Furthermore, to verify the choice of the uniform rating metric in GSAlg, we

conducted experiments with weighted split ratings by multiplying the ratings of
each split type with a fixed weight factor. We particularly focused on the ratio
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Figure 4.7: Insert costs depending on source classes.

between the weights for base and existence splits – which affect the structure
of the node classes – and the weight factor for range splits. Our results show
that such weight factors are not necessary: When underweighting range splits,
the search costs slightly increase (e.g. by 5% for a weighting ratio of 0.5), while
overweighting does not yield any noticeable changes.

4.5.3 Insertion and Splitting

Next, we consider the insertion costs measured by the number of evaluations
of the index matching predicate �I per source class and analyze the splitting
with GSAlg. For this purpose, we recorded the costs and split statistics of the
last 1000 successive insertions during each measurement.
Figure 4.7 shows the average insertion costs depending on the number of

indexed source classes. The lower line only denotes the �I evaluation for
determining the leaf nodes to index a given source class. The upper line
additionally includes the average number of �I evaluations for splitting. It
again shows the effectiveness of the SDC-Tree: Similar to searching with the
query matching predicate�Q , the costs for determining the relevant leaf nodes
by �I depend logarithmically on the number of source classes. The costs for
splitting are widely independent of the number of source classes and only
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Figure 4.8: Rating of best possible split depending on source classes.

amount to about four evaluations of �I per insertion.
Figure 4.8 gives the average rating of the best possible split depending on

the number of indexed source classes. It starts with a value of about 1.0 since
the first possible splits are base and existence splits only and all source classes
have proper subclasses of the top class C� as bases. Then, the possibility of
range splits increases more and more, and the average rating slightly decreases
as the constraint ranges of the source classes often overlap such that GSAlg
cannot determine an optimal partitioning with maximum selectivity and uni-
form distribution. With very large numbers of source classes, this effect may
increase, causing a slight decline in the average rating of the best possible split.
Figure 4.9 gives the nesting depth of the best possible split depending on

the number of indexed source classes. A nesting depth of one specifies a split
by means of a nested node class Conr(N), a depth of two specifies a split by
means of Conr′(Conr(N)), and so on. The simulated source classes have nesting
depths of zero or one only, as we expect nesting depths of two or more to be
rarely used in source description. This causes a standard deviation of 0.5 in our
measurements. Nevertheless, the figure shows that GSAlg performs splits by
means of nested node classes even for a tree indexing only 100 source classes.
Thus, GSAlg rapidly adapts to source descriptions whose source classes mainly
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Figure 4.9: Nesting depth of best possible split depending on source classes.

differ in terms of nested ones.

4.6 Related Work

The SDC-Tree and the proposed source description formalism are related to
integration systems in general and discovery services for information sources
in particular.
Integration systems include federated DBMS and mediator-based approaches

such as Information Manifold [LRO96], SIMS [AKS96], Infomaster [GKD97],
DISCO [TRV98], MOMIS [BCV99], Object Globe [BKK+01], Amos II [RJK03],
InfoSleuth [NNCB03], and Quete [KAP07] as well as peer data management
systems (PDMS) such as WebFINDIT [OBB00], PeerDB [NOTZ03], Hyper-
ion [AKK+03], and Piazza [HIM+04].2

These systems are based on formal mappings either to some shared global
schema or between local schemas or ontologies. The classes or relations spec-
ified in the mappings give a coarse estimation of the entities represented by

2PDMS must not be mistaken with structured peer-to-peer systems and distributed hash
tables (DHT) such as Chord [SMLN+03], which partition a given data set to a number
of nodes.
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a source. However, a source may only represent a small subset of the entities
that belong to these classes. Several works (e.g. [LRO96,Li03,HIM+04,NFL04,
KAP07]) therefore enhance these kinds of source descriptions with constraints
on the attribute ranges, as illustrated in the example V2(c) ⊆ CarForSale(c),
Price(c, p), p ≥ 20000 from [LRO96] to specify a database with cars priced
above $20,000.
As argued above, source discovery and mapping between schemas or on-

tologies are two concerns – particularly when considering large-scale HIS since
there may be thousands of sources that use one and the same local schema for
providing information about different entities of a certain class.
There exist several dedicated approaches for source discovery in large-scale

HIS. Text-source discovery services such as GlOSS [GGMT99] use statistical
summaries of the textual contents to rank the sources with respect to a query
of keywords.
Semantic Context Space (SCS) [GPZ05a] is a P2P overlay network for con-

text information search. It assumes a shared upper ontology and a large num-
ber of sources providing context information by means of RDF triples to dif-
ferent clippings of the domain of discourse. SCS clusters all sources providing
triples on the same class by creating overlay network links between them and
organizes the clusters into a ringlike overlay network similar to the distributed
hash table (DHT) Chord [SMLN+03]. Thus, SCS allows discovering all sources
that provide information about queried class, but does not account for con-
straints on attributes or relations.
The authors of [KHM08] propose a similar approach based on an exten-

sion of the Chord protocol. The sources describe each relation of their local
schemas and the belonging attributes by means of a shared ontology. These de-
scriptions are stored in a Chord ring, using a predefined mapping from classes
to integer keys. This approach allows retrieving all sources that provide in-
formation about a queried class, while taking into account the attributes of
interest. However, it does not support constraints on the ranges of attributes
or relations.
GloServ [AS07] also is a distributed discovery service based on a shared

ontology. The nodes of the service are organized according to the IS-A hierar-
chy of the ontology. Sources are registered at those nodes that correspond to
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classes for which they provide information. GloServ supports constraints on
predefined attributes by refining the IS-A hierarchy with respect to the ranges
of these attributes.
The description formalism presented in this chapter improves and refines

the idea of using constraints on attributes in several ways, to facilitate pre-
cise descriptions of the sources’ contents: It allows for alternative descriptions,
constraints on relations, and nested constraints, as well as positive and nega-
tive matching semantics. With the SDC-Tree, we further proposed a flexible
indexing approach for such source descriptions that incorporates not only the
IS-A hierarchy – as the above-mentioned works – but also the existence or
absence of constraints and the ranges of the constraints.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a powerful formalism that allows describing con-
text models or the contents of other information sources concisely by multi-
ple defined classes. The formalism refines the idea of describing information
sources by constraints in several ways: It enables alternative descriptions, and
it features complex, nested constraints on arbitrary attributes and relations.
Finally, it allows adjusting between positive and negative matching semantics.
To enable efficient source discovery in large-scale HIS and global-scale con-

text management in particular, we further proposed the Source Description
Class Tree (SDC-Tree) for indexing of such descriptions by means of their de-
fined classes. Besides, we presented a generic algorithm for splitting of leaf
nodes during insertions and showed the efficiency of the SDC-Tree in a series
of simulations with descriptions of potential context models derived from the
OpenStreetMap database [OSM].
The proposed approach provides the foundation for realizing an efficient, pre-

cise discovery service for potentially millions of context models and providers
– either as centralized, possibly replicated service or as distributed service by
partitioning the SDC-Tree to a set of servers.
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5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarize the results of this thesis and give a brief outlook
on possible future research directions.

5.1 Summary

In future, context-awareness will be a key characteristic of most (mobile) appli-
cations and services. Driven by the advances in sensing technologies, millions
of context models for different aspects and clippings of the physical world can
be expected.
Sharing these models by a wide variety of applications poses a number of

challenges. The first fundamental problem is how to provide efficient access to
such immense amounts of distributed dynamic context information.
We surveyed and analyzed existing approaches for context management and

showed that most of them are intended for comparatively small scenarios such
as smart environments. From this introductory discussion, we derived four im-
portant subproblems of how to provide efficient access to distributed dynamic
context information at a global scale: (1.) formal describing of context models,
(2.) indexing of context model descriptions, (3.) efficient real-time trajectory
tracking, and (4.) distributed indexing of space-partitioned trajectories. In
doing so, we particularly focused on the mobility of devices and other objects
– which may be entities in terms of the definition of context [Dey00,DA00],
but even context providers.

For the first two subproblems, we proposed a powerful formalism allowing to
describe context models concisely by multiple defined classes as well as the
Source Description Class Tree (SDC-Tree) for indexing such descriptions. The
formalism can be applied to any heterogeneous information system based on
a shared ontology and refines the idea of describing information sources by
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constraints in several ways: For instance, it enables alternative descriptions by
multiple defined classes and complex, nested constraints on arbitrary relations.
We explained how to formulate compatible queries for context models (and

thus context providers) and explained how to adjust between positive and
negative matching semantics.
The SDC-Tree features multidimensional indexing capabilities for the dif-

ferent attributes and relations of the IS-A hierarchy of the shared ontology
but also incorporates the existence of absence of constraints. Furthermore, we
proposed a generic algorithm for splitting nodes of the tree, which can be used
with arbitrary context ontologies.

For the third subproblem, we presented Connection-Preserving Dead Reckon-
ing (CDR) and Generic Remote Real-Time Trajectory Simplification (GRTS),
which enable efficient tracking of moving objects’ trajectories with regard to
storage consumption and communication cost. Both protocols use dead reck-
oning to inform the MOD in real-time about a simplified trajectory of each
object that approximates the actual movement according to some predefined
accuracy bound.
While CDR is solely based on dead reckoning, GRTS separates the tracking

of the current position from the simplification of the past trajectory. There-
fore, GRTS outperforms CDR by more than factor two in terms of reduction
performance whereas CDR minimizes the amount of data communicated over
the wireless network.
We proposed optimized algorithms with bounded space consumption and

computing time for both protocols and investigated different realizations of
GRTS with two important line simplification algorithms. Even with only a
simple heuristic, GRTS affords substantial reduction performance at low com-
putational costs. With an optimal line simplification algorithm, GRTS can
reach more than 97% of the best possible offline reduction rate at a maximum
computing time of at most 21ms per position fix on a 1GHz processor.

We proposed the Distributed Trajectory Index (DTI) to tackle the fourth sub-
problem. Given a number of trajectories that are partitioned spatially to
multiple server for scalability reasons, a DTI realizes an overlay network ac-
cording to a distributed skip list between those servers storing segments of
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a certain trajectory. This approach enables to access trajectory information
about a certain point in time or time interval efficiently. Our evaluation shows
that the DTI scheme significantly reduces the time for routing queries to such
segments compared to plain routing along the trajectory.
The extended DTI+S scheme further optimizes the efficient processing of

queries on aggregates of dynamic attributes (e.g. the length of a segment or
the maximum speed within a time interval) by maintaining summaries on
trajectory segments.
Most important, the DTI scheme can be applied to any context information

associated with trajectories.

In conclusion, by these approaches for scalable management of trajectories and
context model descriptions, we presented a conceptual and algorithmic founda-
tion for providing efficient access to distributed dynamic context information
in large-scale scenarios.

5.2 Outlook

There exist several ways to extend the work of this thesis regarding future
research. In the following, we first discuss two issues with the discovery of
context models and then the privacy of trajectory information, which is a
general problem in context-aware computing.

Discovering views on context models. The proposed description formal-
ism and the SDC-Tree are a comprehensive solution for discovering context
models and thus an important foundation for sharing context models by wide
variety of applications. An obvious advancement is to also perform the pro-
cessing of context information in a distributed fashion and to share and reuse
partial results, which can be considered as temporary views in database ter-
minology.
For example, within the Nexus project a middleware for distributed stream-

based processing of spatial queries has been proposed [CEB+09].
To allow for sharing of such views, the proposed description formalism has

to be extended to cover aggregates and other operators of respective query
languages. Likewise, the definition of node classes of the SDC-Tree has to be
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extended and new split types have to be introduced.
The views also cause a novel dynamism compared to the long-lasting de-

scriptions of context models. Therefore, adaptive indexing mechanisms are
needed for the SDC-Tree.

Evolution of context ontologies. For the description formalism and
the SDC-Tree, we considered the shared context ontology to be unchanging –
as most context management systems do. Folksonomies and other semantic
tagging approaches with community projects such as OpenStreetMap [OSM],
however, are one indication that context ontologies may evolve over time.
A straightforward solution to cope with such changes is to use a separate

SDC-Tree for every version of the shared ontology. Yet, an integrated approach
supporting an evolving ontology can be expected to require fewer costs for
indexing and search.

Privacy of trajectory information. If trajectories of mobile devices can
be related to persons, privacy is a very important issue. This particularly
applies to tracking protocols and the (distributed) indexing of trajectories.
From a naive perspective, CDR and GRTS may be considered as very first

approach to adjust the privacy of trajectory information as they allow reporting
an object’s movement with defined (in)accuracy. However, in consideration
of attacks such as map matching, tailored approaches for managing personal
trajectories at defined privacy levels are needed.
A promising idea is to split the trajectory information to multiple shares

and to store them at independent providers such that the owner can adjust
the privacy level regarding a certain application by the number of shares being
revealed to it.
At first, this requires detailed analysis and classification of possible attacks

and the definition of respective privacy metrics. Then, a principled approach
for the obfuscation of position information that is robust against statistical
attacks has to be researched. Finally, to preserve the privacy of trajectories,
a spatiotemporal splitting approach that is robust against attacks based on
route planning is needed.
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